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ABSTRACT 
The Level of Organizational Effectiveness of The (ICI) Construction Firm: 
A Multivariate Model-Based Prediction Methodology 
nie assessment of organizational effectiveness represents a crucial step in the 
improvement process of the firm. Given the lack of consensus in its definitions and the 
various theoreticai models and approaches that can be used to study and mode1 
organizational effectiveness, it is important for the validity of assessment that the 
methodology used to be Iinked to a suitable theoretical approach. The linkage must provide a 
theoretical basis for identimg the important organizational characteristics in the domain of 
effectiveness of the type of firm undergoing the assessment. This would ensure that the 
developed assessment methodology can be generalized to other sirnilar firms of the same 
type, rather than being organization or firm-specific. 
Most existing methods of assessing organizational effectiveness in the context of the 
construction firm tend to be organization-specific. Most utilize a project-dependent approach 
where assessment is typically performed after the completion of projects and effectiveness is 
assessed by the ability of the construction firm to achieve specific goal or goals that relate to 
tirne of execution, costs of completion, quality of finished work andlor a certain levei of 
productivity. Project indicators, when used in the assessment of organizational effectiveness 
are crude at best. In certain instances, using these as indicators of effectiveness could be 
misguiding due to overlooking or not considering the particulars of each project performed 
by the construction firm. 
Using the level of productivity by the construction firm as a cornmon criteria of 
effectiveness suffers fiom many theoretical and methodological deficiencies. Both project 
indicators and productivity-based methods use indirect assessment. This yiefds very fittle 
information about the levels of important organizational characteristics that actually influence 
organizational effectiveness in the construction firm. An approach that incorporates the 
assessment of the important organizational attributes in the domain of effectiveness, based on 
and linked to an appropriate theoretical model, would give the construction firm a valuable 
and practical tool for monitoring its level of effectiveness. 
A configurational perspective of organizational analysis and the competing values 
approach toward studying and modeling effectiveness criteria are identified in this research as 
most appropriate to be used to develop a valid assessment methodology for the construction 
fim, as it pursues suitable organizational configurations in its quest for effectiveness. The 
study of effectiveness' domains and dimensions, in the four ideal configurations of the 
competing values approach, helped in identimng critena that are most relevant in exarnining 
the organizational effectiveness of the construction firm. These criteria are grouped into four 
general categories of organizational characteristics: structural context of the firrn; 
organizational flexibility, rules and regulations; person-oriented processes in the firm; and 
organizational strategy means and ends used by the firm. Based on these categories, fourteen 
organizational variables are identified to form a basis on which a project-independent method 
of assessing effectiveness is developed. It is the hypothesis of this research that measurement 
of the level of these variables in the construction fim can yield a valid prediction of its level 
of O rganizational effectiveness. 
To develop a yard stick against which the levels of the hypothesized variables can be 
measured, thek ideal levels in an eaective arganizational configuration must be determined 
empirically. A field survey based on self-adrninistered questionnaires was carried out to 
collect data f?om firms operating in the institutionai, commercial, and industrial (ICI) 
construction sectors of the industry in Saudi Arabia. Data collection was based on 
measurement scales for the identified variables which were constructed and tested for 
reliability of use. Using the level of past project performance of the construction firm as a 
referent measure of organizational effectiveness and data pertaining to the fourteen variables. 
led to the development of a predictive multivariate linear model with five significant 
variables: organizational attitude toward change, level of multiple project handling ability, 
strength of organizational culture, level of workers' participation in decision making, and 
level of planning by the construction firrn. The model is validated with a level of accuracy 
that makes it suitable for use by management of the construction firm to achieve a reliable 
prediction. Based on the findings of the study, a number of recommendations are made 
regarding assessrnent of organizational effectiveness and the natural shifi in levels and types 
of effectiveness criteria that are possibly pursued by the firm during its life cycle as it changes 
fiorn one configuration to another. 
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CHAPTER (1)- INTRODUCTION 
1.0. INTRODUCTION 
There are many environmental and project factors that affect the penonnance of the 
construction firm and which one could argue, fdl outside the immediate control of the fim's 
management. However, organizational charactenstics that faIl under the control of 
management and which represent how the construction firm organizes itself in response to its 
environmental challenges, is most crucial in determining consistency of performance from 
project to project and ultimately s u ~ v a l .  
The environment of the 1970s in Saudi Ambia and the early 1980s was characterised by 
high stable growth rates in construction output. This rapid growth stemrned from the level of 
public investment in infiastructure projects and hoiise building. Construction fims used whatever 
experience they had to identiQ markets to which they were most suited. Market speciaiiition 
occurred, not as any pre-meditated strategy, but rather through the fim's experience to identiQ 
projects which were successfùl for the firm. Organintional effectiveness was dictated by intemal 
. . 
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e£ficiency rather than the extemal environment because of the certainty that markets wouid not 
change drarnatidy. Littie need for reference to the extemal environment Moa focused on 
cost as a prime indicator ofeffkdveness. Starting in the mid 1980s demands plummeted to a low 
level that was not anticipated- as the prie of oil barre1 sold for ahost S 40 US was selling for % 9. 
In these conditions, construction fmns struggled to cope with the new uncertainties and low 
demands. Many did not survive the acute drop in demand, whiie some changed and deveIoped 
market strategies that were detrimental to th& continued Survival. F ' i  couid not focus on costs 
alone any more. They had to compete w i t h  the wntatt of a broad market base. So flexibility was 
in and focus was out. Decisions to vertidy integrate in the 1970s were revened and fimis 
divested thernselves nom parts considerd outside their core actïvity. The strategy of steady 
internai expansion was no longer an option. Many 6rm.s developed a wait- and- see- attitude. 
In the first haif of this decade, the Saudi construction industry witnessed a volatile market 
demand (acute drop in demand during 1990 and 199 1, a recovery and a steady increase until 1994 
then an abrupt dedine in the last two y-), ever increasing clients' demands for top quaiity of 
constructeci producf increasing complexity of building projects, the move away fiom traditionai 
forms of building contracts, Iack of skilled labor, increasing international cornpetition on the home 
&ont by overseas firms, and the advances in new technologies. ûniy those firms that pursue and 
maintain higher Ievels of organizational effèctiveness will be able to address these challenges in the 
fùture and wiii be able to grow, and maintain effective performance to ensure conhnued survival 
weU into the fùture. 
The level of organizationai effectiveness of the construction finn is mairtiy determined 
. .  
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The level of organizational effectiveness of the construction fmn is mainly determined 
by organizational structure, strategy, and cultural fàctors. These kctors Muence the adaptation to 
the environment of the consbuction industry. In temis of organizational structure. a large 
percentage of construction fums are of the owner-manager type, higbiy hierarchical and 
fùnctionai in nature, and follow command and control type of structures. Coordination and 
control is based on a hierarchical sequence that supervises performance throughout the 
structure. However, some firms, in an effort to increase their organizational effectiveness, 
employ a rnatnx form of structure to accommodate the handling of multiple constniction 
projects simultaneously. Communication in construction firms is fiequent and informai and 
depends on the culture that exists in the firm, bureaucracy is not well established due to the 
small size of the average firm. To render their service successfully in project organizations. 
constmction fims adopt stnictures that can be adjusted to suit the nature of their contractual 
relationship in construction projects with other constniction firms. Contractual relationships 
influence the organizational effdveness of construction firms when formhg a project organization 
(i.e. general contracting sub-contracting, joint-ventunng, partnering alliances, and consortiums). 
These relationships are dynamic and could last the whole project or part of it. These relationships 
result as a consequence of how the different types of firms in the industry organize to procure 
seMces and deliver the constructeci product 
Construction firms structure, establish cultures, and strategize themselves to play a part in a 
cornplex process that involves a vaïety of steps and participants. This process has an enormous 
infiuence on how the construction firm organizes to deliver performance especiaily in today's 
- .  
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enviromnent where cornplex systems are being incorporated more and more into the 
construction process and construction risks are escdating to a higher level every day. Poor 
orgaRizationa1 effiveness lead constniction finns, unknowingly, to build inefficiency into 
their construction projects. These factors make construction firms face increasing uncertainty 
and ambiguity in their environment. To overcorne these situations, the construction finn must 
control its risks by improving its organizational effdveness. A fundamemal task of control 
and improvement is measurement. This is advocated by most recently emerging management 
strategies such as Total Quality Management (TQM) , Rengineering, Partnering, and ISO 
9000 pnnciples. 
Therefore, it is cieady becoming essential for construction fms to dwelop valid methods 
of assessing and predicting their lwel of organizational effectiveness. Utilizing a valid assessrnent 
method will enabie construction firms to maintah their effectiveness and, hence, achieve projects' 
perfomiance consistency. 
1,1, THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Organizational characteristics drive the intemal and extemai interactions of the 
construction finn and are primary deteminants of its performance. One of the prime rasons 
that a firm is able to maintain and improve its pediorrnance is its ability to rneasure, and adjust 
its organizational effiiveness to suit its environment. However, in their quest for sirnplicity 
of use, management of most construction firms use only projects' outcome indicaton as a 
rneasure for their organizational effectiveness. Projects' outcome indicators such as the level 
of achievement of specific goals that relate to projects' costs and duration andor the 
achievernent of certain levels of profit. 
These indicaton by themselves do not capture al1 the salient attributes of 
~rga~zational effectiveness and only serve as crude predictors of the level of organizational 
e5ectiveness. Furthemore, in certain instances these indications are inaccurate and 
misleading. Just being within budget does not mean that the construction firm was effectively 
The main purpose of this research is to develop a valid quantitative assessrnent 
methodology, that is based on appropriate theoretical and organizational analysis bais and 
that can be used to predict the level of organizational effectiveness in the construction firm in 
a simple and valid acceptable rnanner. 
Improvement of organizational effectiveness is not a cure-all sold to an organization or 
a firm to solve its many ills by supplying a magic pill. hprovement in effcctiveness must be 
seen as an effort designed to assist the firm in planning to change for the better. Knox (1992) 
discussed major goals for objectives and motives for any pursuits of organhtional 
effectiveness assessrnent activities. These faIl in line with the objectives of this research in 
providing a valid assessrnent methodology and they are: 
1. To ultimately aid in improving performance and productivity of construction 
firms and maintainhg their consistency fiom project to project. 
- - 
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2. To initiate more participative management techniques by increasing 
management sensitivity to factors underlying the organizational attributes that 
influence effectiveness of workers and various groups to do the best work that 
they can for the b. 
3. To improve quality of feedback information conceming the important 
organizational attributes that would help management in troubleshooting and 
adjusting the important organizational attributes to achieve higher levels of 
eff'ect iveness. 
The achievement of these main objectives will lead to improved level of organizational 
effectiveness. To help in the achievernent of these objectives, two strategies are considered 
whiledeveloping the proposed assessment; 
1. That the assessment must be based on a simple quantitative mode1 or models 
for prediction of organizational effectiveness. The mode! must be based on 
valid theoretical and organizational analysis basis in the context of the 
construction firm. 
2. That the assessment must provide a prediction that is organizational process 
(organitational attributes) focused rather than construction product oriented 
(project-dependent approach). 
- * 
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Given the negative management amtudes towards using cornplex assessment schemes, 
developing a simple model will encourage its use and the regular assessment of effkctiveness. 
Developing a model that focuses on the organizational attributes of the finn would make 
inroads into areas of improving the firm where, traditionaUy, suggestions to improve or 
increase effectiveness have been limiteci to general statements such as reduce costs. improve 
p roductivity, etc. B y exposing po tential sources of ineffectiveness wit h respect to the 
organizational attributes considered in the sîudy, the proposed rnethodology will help the 
management of the construction fim to evaluate their organization in a better fashion and 
make appropriate plans and strategy. 
- The methodology starts with a comprehensive research review of the curent literature 
that includes the various theoretical perspective of organizationai effedveness; definitions. 
criteria of measurernent, approaches, and models used to understand and study organizationd 
effectiveness; issues relating to developing assessment of effectiveness in light of the available 
approaches; and review of existing methodologies. The extensive review leads to the 
identification of a mitable theoretical basis for the development of the methodology. The 
competing vaiues approach and configurational perspective in organizational analysis are 
synthesized to formulate a bais on which to develop the desired prediction model. The 
competing vaiues approach defines four ideai configurations, each with diffennt effectiveness 
criteria that can be used to rate the effectiveness of the firm depending how close the firm's 
C b .  (1)-lnîrodtiction - 8 
characîeristics resemble those of the configuration that it attempts to pursue in its qust for 
effectiveness. 
Effectiveness criteria is grouped in four general categories: structural context; 
flexibility, rules and regulations; person-oriented processes; and strategy means and ends. 
These categories are used to delineate fourteen variables that are hypothesized to predict 
organizational effectiveness of the construction firm. These include six variables in the 
category of structural context: level of nibcontracting used by the firm, level of multiple 
projects hnndling ability, level of integration in s e ~ c e s  offered by the firm, level of 
coordination., level of information flow, and level of using contractual approaches such as 
joint-venturing, partnering, and alliances in project deliveiy. Four variables in the category of 
R 
flexibility, rules and regulations that include: organizational attitude toward change; level of 
usingmles and regulations; level of adherence to niles and regulations by management and 
workers, and level of organizational processes' control. Two variables are included in the 
third category of persons-oriented processes of the firm: strength of organizational culture. 
and level of workers' participation in decision making. Finally, in the fourth category of 
organizational strategy means and ends, two variables are included: level of planning by the 
firm and level of goal setting importance. 
In order to develop the assessrnent method, the relationship (model) that relates 
specific levels of the identified effectiveness criteria and organizational effectiveness must be 
empirically deterrnined. Therefore. a number of steps are penomed. First, al1 of the 
hypothesized variables are to be operationalized and scales for their measurement constmcted 
- - 
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and tested for reliability of use. Second, a referent measure for organizational effectiveness 
must be constructeci to be used in the analysis and mo-1 buiiding. Third, cross-sectional 
survey of a homogenous group of construction firms will be carrieci out to collect necessary 
data. Due to the fkt that construction fims pursue different levels of effêctiveness critena 
(variables) during the different stages in their life cycle, a study of effectivmess based on a 
snap shot (cross-sectional study) survey of construction fims can only considers a 
homogenous group of firms operating at approximately the same stage of Iife cycle in order to 
generalize its findings. In order to collect the cross-sectional data needed for model building 
and testing, data collection instruments in the f o n  of self-administered questionnaires will be 
designeci using the various constnicted measurement d e s  that will be constructed. Fourth, a 
I 
field survey of targeted construction firms must be planned and undertaken. In the survey. the 
constmcted questionnaires will be used to collect relevant data fiom both management and 
workers' levels in the construction firm. Fi& the collected data will be used in the analysis, 
development, testing, and validation of a multivariate prediction model. The model is based on 
Iinear modeling techniques of multiple regression using the various regression procedures to 
calculate a model which includes the most significant variables that are relatively easy to 
measure. Statistical data analysis and development of the multivariate regression model is 
handled through the use of a commercially available statistical analysis computer package 
called Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS). The package offers various regression procedures 
that will be used to fit and check the utility of developed model. Finally, the research will offer 
conclusions and recommendations relating to the developed model, its vaiidity, and suitability 
- .  
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for use as a practical tool by the consmiction firm to assess its level of organizationd 
effectiveness. 
1.4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The research considers three levels in the structurai hierarchy of the construction fim: 
the strategic level, the organizational level, and the production level. In this research. the 
effectiveness of the construction firm at the organizational level is targeted for analysis. There 
are many factors that affect the overall effectiveness of the construction firm. These include 
project specific factors and organizational factors. This research will concem itself only with 
the organizational factors that influence the performance of the construction firm. In addition. 
the research will target only those firms that are operating mainly in the Institutional, 
Commercial, and Industrial (ICI) seztors of the construction industry. No particular type of 
firm is selected. The term "finn" in this research is applicable to dl types of construction 
companies. Hence, a firm could be a generai contractor (GC), or any type of subcontracton. 
It could be a very large firm that performs ail AE and construction work or it could be a firm 
that performs only the mechanical and elestrical subcontracts. No limitation is put on size of 
work contract that are typically done by the firm or the size of the firm in this study or its 
volume of business. Finally and because of accessibility issues that relate to the nature of the 
group of fims that will be targeted by this study, data is collected fiom firms operating in the 
ICI sectors of the Saudi Arabian construction industry. 
The thesis is divided into an introduction, four major parts, and the appendices. The 
four major parts are arranged as foUows: 
Part 1 : Identification and Development of A Theoretical basis 
Part2 Detemination, Operationalization, and Measurement of Variables 
Part3 : Expenmentation, Development, and Testing of Quantitative Models 
Part4: ConcIusions and Recommendations 
The sequence in which the chapters are recommended to be read is given by Figure 
1.1. The first part of the thesis that deals with identification and development of a theoretical 
bais for the proposed assessment is covered in Chapter (2) and the first section of Chapter 
(3). Ln Chapter (2), the following items are discussed and outlined in detail: the various 
theoretical perspectives on organizational effectiveness and their advantages and 
disadvantages; various criteria of effectiveneu and issues of using multiple and confiict ing 
criteria in the analysis and measurement of organizationd effectiveness; the various 
organizational analysis methods and approaches and models used in the study of 
organizational effectiveness; issues in developing assessment methodologies; a detailed review 
of an existing methodology; and finally the chapter culminates with identification of an 
approach. Based on the review presented in Chapter (2). the theoretical basis and the various 
seps for the proposed methodology is discussed in the first section of Chapter (3). 
Figure LI: Flowchart of the Recommended Sequence for Reading Thesis 
The second part of the thesis that deals with determination, operationalization, and 
measurement of variables, is covered in the reminder of Chapter (3) and dl of Chapter (4) and 
the first section of Chapter (5). The remainder of Chapter (3) is devoted to the presentation of 
the first step of the proposeci mahodology. This step mainly deals with identimng the various 
effktiveness variables that are hypothesized to predict organizational effdveness of the 
construction firm according to the selected approach. Chapter (4) covers operationalization 
and memrements for the independent variables and the dependent variable of the study. First, 
a referent measure for organizational effdveness (dependent variable) to be used in the 
analysis, is constniaed. Second. the independent variables are operationalized The first 
section of Chapter (5) wven the design and construction of the questionnaires and a 
discussion of the various aeps of a field survey that is carried out to wllect necessary data 
tiom a nurnber of constniction firms. 
The third part of the thesis that deds with expenmentation, data andysis, 
development, and testing of the prediaion model, is covered in the remainder of Chapter (5). 
Chapter (6) and Chapter (7). In the second part of Chapter (S), the planning and selection of 
field survey is discussed dong with procedures for the administration of questionnaires. 
Chapter (6) covers the discussion of methodology used in testing the reliability of 
measurement scales and data analysis. In Chapter (7) model selection, fitting, and validation, 
usingmultiple regression techniques, is detailed. 
Finally, Chapter (8) gives the concIusions made from the findings of the study and 
discusses implications and recommendations for further research, to generalize the use of the 
developed rnethodology to include other types of construction firms. 
CHAPTER (2)-LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The first part of this chapter discusses the various perspectives of organizational 
effectiveness provided by the major theories of organization. The second part gives a 
comprehensive review of organizational effectiveness, critena used for its measurement, 
approaches and models used by researchers to understand and examine effectiveness. The 
third part examines currently used and recently developed methodologies to assess 
organizational effectiveness of the construction firm. 
2.1. THEORY AND EFFECTiVENESS 
The study of organizational effectiveness represents an important part of organization 
theory. There are various views of organizations advanced by different theonsts that compete 
for the attention of researchers, each has its strength and weakness. In general, the theoretical 
evolution of organizational effectiveness parallels that of the evolution of thought about 
organizations. 
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Several reviews of the history of general organizational theones serve as a backdrop 
for a discussion of the evolution of theory regarding organizational effectiveness. Perrow 
(1986), Scott (1992)' Hal1 (1987), and Whetten and Cameron (1994) each discussed the 
"progression of thought in the field of organizational effectiveness. Perrow grounded his 
anaiysis in Weber's bureaucratic model-arguing that subsequent views of organizations were 
largely attempts to eliminate perceived weaknesses, or to accentuate the strengths, of this 
perspective. Scott organized his review around three perspectives of the organization: rational 
systems, naturai systems, and open systems. He argued that the field has basically evolved 
through a series of stages, in which each of these systems' view dominated contemporary 
organizational theory. Hall organized his overview using a different set of organizational 
categones: structures, processes, and outcornes. Whetten's and Cameron's review of the 
history of theoretical thought on organizationai effectiveness was organized alortg a time 
continuum of the different periods when the various organizztional theories were emerging. 
This review of the history of theoretical thought, regarding organizational effectiveness, draws 
on t hese. 
2.1.1 Classical Perspective 
The earliest models of organizational effectiveness emphasized models of organization 
that focus attention on salient or distinctive attributes. Some theorists, aiso known as the 
classical school, developed universai principles, or models, that would apply in al1 situations 
and treated organizations as closed systems. Weber's (1 947) characterization of bureaucraties 
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is the most well known exarnple. Weber's "rational-legal" form of organization was 
characterized by bureaucratic authority in the organization that control the organization 
through hierarchicaüy structured positions in order to achieve effectiveness. Organizational 
effectiveness was related to decisions based on d e s  and regulations, equal treatment of al1 
workers, separation of the position from its occupant, staffing and promotions based on skills 
and expertise, specific work standards, and documented work procedures, including 
fomaliztion of procedures, specialization of work, and centralization of decision making 
(Hall, 1963; Price, 1968). Early applications of the bureaucratic mode1 to the topic of 
effectiveness argued that efficiency was the appropnate measure of organizational 
performance. Given this performance criteria, the closer an organization was modeled d e r  
the typical bureaucratic characteristics (e-g., specialization, formalization, centralization), the 
more effective (Le., efficient) it was. 
One of the principal drawbacks of classical theorists is that they tend to treat al1 
organizations as machine-like closed systems. Therefore organizational control and, hence, 
organizational effectiveness cm be achieved by division of work and establishing lines of 
authority and discipline. Influence of the extemal environment is not recognized. As a result, 
subsequent models of organizations began to challenge these assumptions. 
2.1.2. Eiuman School Perspective 
The classical view of organization was later challenged by some theorists who 
advanced the social nature of organizations that were, consequentiy, referred to as the 
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'human-relation' school. These theorists view organizations as made up of both tasks and 
people and represent a human counterpoint to the classical machine view of the organization. 
An example of this is the work by Barnard (1938) which challenged the classical theories' 
view that authority flowed 60m top dom.  Barnard proposed that management's role in 
achieving effectiveness was to facilitate communication and to stimulate subordinates to a 
high level of effort. An example of the human-relation school is participative decision making 
principles, which emerged from McGregor's (1960) Theory X- Theory Y and which promotes 
the creation of responsible jobs for workers and developing good group or team relations. 
An effective organization fiom this perspective, therefore, needs to satisq the needs of 
its workers by providing adequate inducements to sustain their required work contribution. It 
must aiso insure that the workers' actions are controlled by goals and decision making 
processes 
2.1.3. Open-Systems Perspective 
The problems associated with the closed system perspective of the organization led 
Ashby ( 1956) to view organizations as open systems that continuously exchange resources 
with their environments, importing various inputs that are then transformed with the aid of the 
organization subsystems and processes, into goods or seMces that are exported to the 
environment. Ashby fomulated what he called the "law of requisite variety". It proposes that, 
in order for the system i-e., the organization or any of its subsystems to be effective, variety 
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generated by the system or 'regdatory variety' as described by Beer (1974), has to equal or 
correspond to the variety generated in the intemal and extemal environment of the system. 
Katz and Kahn (1966) described the advantages of an open-system perspective in 
examining the relations of an organization with its environment, in order to be effective and 
survive. The open system perspective provides a generai model of the organization that can 
guide the study of organizational effectiveness (Daft, 1983; Katz and Kahn, 1978; Nadler and 
Tushrnan, 1988). The main elements in the model are inputs, throughputs, and outputs. Inputs 
indude al1 resources obtained fkom the extemal environments and used in the creation of 
outputs. Throughputs or transformations are activities that are performed on the inputs by 
social and technological components or subparts that include people and methods of 
production. Outputs include what the organization transfers back to the extemal environment. 
The environments includes al1 the extemal organizations and conditions that are directly 
related to an organization's main operation and its technologies. The systems perspective of 
effectiveness implies that if any one of the organization's subparts perfoms poorly, it d l  
negatively affect the performance of the whole system. A systems view of organizations looks 
at factors such as relations with the environment. This is to ensure continued receipt of inputs 
and favorable acceptance of outputs, and the flexibility to respond to environmental changes. 
Nadler et al (1992) advocated an emerging management tool which they called 
Organizutional Architecture. They proposed an organizational model that underlines the 
importance of achieving two types of fits in order for the organization to achieve 
organizational effectiveness; an intemal and an extemal fit. An adapted model for the 
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construction firm is shown in Figure 2.1. According to the model, effectiveness is driven by 
threefirs in the organization internal and extemal environment; the intenzdfit or congruence 
among the four components of work, people, informal structure and process, and formal 
O rganizat ional arrangements; the strategk or ir~tertzai-extenml fit between strategy and work 
where organkations have to find the right combination of people, forma1 organization, and 
informal organization that meets the needs of the strategy; and a strntegy-orgmiizatzo~~ or
e x t e d  f i t  in order for the organization's business strategy to meet the demands of the 
extemal environment and achieve its purpose. 
They concluded rhat there are very few universally good approaches to organizational 
architecture. Different ways of organizing will be more or less effective for different contexts, 
for different technologies and for different people. 
lnternal Fit 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Figure 2.1: The Congruence ~ o d e l '  
1 adapted from Nadler et al ( 1992) Organizational Architecture. Jossey-Bass Publis hers. pp. 54 
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2.1.4. Contingency Theory Perspective 
This perspective argues that effectiveness is not a fùnction of the extent to which an 
organization reflected the qualities of a specific ideal profile, such as Weber's bureaucracy, 
but, instead, it depends on the match between an organization's profile and environmental 
conditions. The challenge for contingency theorists was to idente the relevant environmental 
and organizational dimensions and to build theorïes of 'fit' between them. 
Contingency theory started with Simon (1958) who argued that classical theories 
were just proverbs that contradictsd themse!ves and that in order for organizations to achieve 
effectiveness. they should study the conditions. or the environment, under which the 
administrative principles proposed by the theories were applicable. Contingency perspective is 
embedded in open systems theory because it proposes that the effective design of 
organizational structural parameters (such as job speciaiization, unit size, centraikation, etc.) 
are contingent upon, or influenced by, the various characteristics of its environment. These 
include complexity and stability; the age and size of the organization; the technical system 
(technology) used for production; and its power system, for example, who controls the 
organization. 
Many contingency theonsts have investigated environment-structure relationships and 
have identified many types of environments and effective organizational structures that best 
suit these types. Burns and Stalker (1961) defined organic and mechanistic types of 
organization and argued that mechanistic organizations (those that resemble Weber's 
bureaucracy) were best suited for highly stable and relatively simple environments. In contrast, 
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organic organizations (those high on Bernard's characterization of the organization) were 
better suited for rapidly changing, highly complex environments. Woodward (1 965) discussed 
the importance of technology in determinhg effective organizational structures. Lawrence and 
Lorsch (1969) and Pugh et al (1969) studied congruence between organilational and 
environmentd dimensions. 
The critical difference between bureaucracy and contingency theory thinking is that the 
former assumed that "one size fits dl". That is, effective organizations were distinguished by 
their fit with a universal set of characteristics or one ideal type. In contrast, contingency 
theonsts argued that effective organizations matched their profiles with prevailing 
environmental conditions 
2.1.5. Institutional -Political Perspective 
During the late 1970s. and early 1980s. thinking on organizational effectiveness 
entered another perspective. This perspective draws attention to the various stakeholders. or 
constituencies, in the interna1 and extemal environment around the organization (Pfeffer and 
Salanick, 1978; and Comally et al, 1980). Stakeholders are groups, or individuals, afEected by 
the organization performance, who seek to influence the organization to satisQ their goals. 
This perspective proposes that an effective organization is the one that best satisfies the 
demands of those constituencies in its environment fiom whom it requires support for its 
continued existence. As a result of their divergent interests and goals, constituents advocate 
different ways of judging effectiveness. 
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This penpective is very similar to the systems view of the organization because both 
consider interdependence, but this perspective is not concemed with al1 of the organization's 
environment. It has a different emphasis. It seeks to consider only those in the environment 
who can threaten the organization's irnrnediate survival. 
There are a number of theoretical and rnethodological difficulties related to this 
perspective of effectiveness. The major difficulty is concemed with whose preferences should 
be weighted first or most heavily in reaching a judgment of organizational effectiveness. Other 
issues related to this topic are discussed in more detail in the coming section that deals with 
approaches modeled afier this perspective. 
2.1.6. Configurational Perspective 
Another perspective that considers organization-environment relationships is the 
organizational configurational theory. This theory seeks to understand effective organizational 
forrns over the life cycle of organizations (Hannan, 1991). This is similar to the population 
ecology theory of organizations. Unlike other theones where the unit of analysis ranged from 
the individual to the organization, this theory considers populations of organizations (Evan, 
1993). Population ecology theory views the principal source of organizational change to 
achieve effectiveness is not adaptation or strategic choice by decision makers but rather by 
environmental selection. New organizational forms evolve and, if they fit a niche, are selected 
by the environment. 
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Traditional contingency theory, according to Miller and Freisen (1984), found that 
organizations must change their internal attributes, structures, strategies, and processes, to 
cope with changes in the environment. They argued the case for studying configurations, or 
forms, of organizations to determine effective ones, rather than linking individual attributes to 
effectiveness, by asking the question " what form does the internal change in these attributes 
take in response to particular changes in the environment?" They discussed two choices that 
the organization has: either the organization can try to keep up with changes in its 
environment by changing itself in piecemeai and perhaps incrernental fashion and, by doing so, 
maintains an environmental fit at the expense of intemal consistency or configuration; or it can 
delay transition until absolutely necessary, thereby, maintainhg internai consistency and 
configuration, but at the price of worsening environmental fit. 
Furthemore, they argued that organizations opt for internai consistency, or stable 
configurations, as long as possible for reasons that include: environmental change c m  
sometimes prove to be ternporary and, therefore, it is sensible to delay reaction to it; internal 
changes are costly and, therefore, it will be resisted, especially when a successfùl integration 
of structural and process attributes have been achieved; and, finally, that successful 
organizations are never sure of the attributes that lie at the roots of their success and, thus, 
would avoid tampering with their tried and successful configuration. Usually, adaptation is 
avoided until a major threat is perceived because change must eventually corne. They 
concluded their argument by proposing that in the face of worsening environrnental fit, 
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organizations opt for totally new configurations, changing all their attributes drastically rather 
t han piecerneal attributes' changes. 
According to Miller and Freisen, a configuration refers to a multidimensiond 
constellation of conceptuaily distinct characteristics that comrnonly occur together. 
Organizations have numerous dimensions of environments, processes, practices, beliefs, and 
outcornes, ideologies, groups, members, and gestalts. Configurations may be represented in 
typologies developed conceptually or captured in taxonomies that are denved empirically from 
these numerous dimensions. 
Organizational approaches that are based on configurations, typically identiq multiple 
ideal types of organization that can be pursued during the various life cycle stages of the 
organization to rnaxïmize organizational effectiveness. These approaches may be interpreted 
either as restricted to the initial ideal types posited by theory, or as dlowing hybridization 
among these ideal types. A constraint on the set of effective organizational forms is the 
presence of contingency factors that determine the ideal types of organization that a real 
organization must resemble, to be maximally effective. When contingency factors are not 
identified, the organization may adopt any one of the ideal types defined by the particular 
theory and still remain effective. When the important contingency factors are identified, 
however, the form that an organization can adopt to be maxirnally effective may be restricted 
to a single ideai type. Thus, certain configurations of contextual factors rnay restrict the 
selection of structures, strategies, or both. 
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Miller and Freisen cited studies that uncovered effective configurations, or forms of 
organizations, such as: Burns and Stalker's (1961) that found "mechanistic" structures in 
firms dealing with stable environments and "organic" structures in fims found in dynamic 
environrnents; Lawrence's and Lorsch's (1969) that found sirnilar structures in firms facing 
simple and stable environments, and firms facing comp lex and dynarnic environment s; Miles 
and Snow's (1978) which classified organizations into four types, the prospector, the 
analyzer, the defender, and the reactor, based on their strategies, structures, and managerial 
styles; and, finally, Mintzberg's (1979) which discussed the effective stmcturing of 
organizations into five configurations. These include: the simple structure where the force of 
direction that the various activities of an organization take to achieve a cornmon goal and 
results in the entrepreneurid form when this force dominates an organization; the machine 
bureaucracy, where the force for efficiency becomes dominant and attempts to ensure a viable 
ratio of benefits gained to costs incurred; the professional bureaucracy, where the force of 
proficiency is dominant and makes organizations carry out tasks with high knowledge and 
skill; the divisionalized form, where the force for concentration helps concentrate efforts on 
seMng particular markets; and the adhocracy form, that develops in response to an ovemding 
need to innovate a new product. 
The study of organizational effectiveness according to configurations, or forms, is 
justified in attempting to understand cornmonalties in organizational characteristics across 
organizations that make them effective. Dotty et al (1993) suggested that based on how close 
the characteristics of the organization are to that of an identified effective configuration or 
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hybrïds of identified configurations determines how effective it is. According to Meyer et al 
(1993), organizations are driven toward configurations in order to achieve consistency in their 
characteristics and, rat her t han tqing to do well on everything, effective organizations 
concentrate on effective configurations and t q  to bring their elements into line with these 
configurations. They added that configurational inquiry represents a holistic stance, an 
assertion that the parts of a social entity take their meaning from the whole and can not be 
understood in isolation. Rather than trying to explain how order is designed into the parts of 
an organization, configurational inquiry tries to explain how effectiveness emerges from the 
interactions of those parts as a whole. 
A configurational approach, that models organizational effectiveness cntena that could 
be pursued by organizations, has been proposed by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983). The 
approach is called the competing values approach. It identifies ideal configurations, or types, 
based on dominant values of structural context, focus, and strategic means and ends. An 
organization cm pursue the values of these ideal configurations and, depending on how close 
it is to these values, determine its effectiveness. This approach represents the backbone of the 
methodology developed in this research and will be discussed in more detail later in this 
chapter. 
2.1.7. Paradoxical Perspective 
The view that organizations are simultaneously pulled in opposite directions by the 
preferences of multiple constituency led Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1981) and Quinn and 
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Cameron (1983) to introduce the Competing Values Mode1 of Organizational Effectiveness. 
This mode1 recognized the inherently paradoxical and, sometimes, codicting nature of 
organizational life. Management must not ody make tradeoffs between day-to-day competing 
demands on the organization resources, but, more importantly, it must balance competing 
characteristics regarding the core identity of the organization and how it functions. 
From this perspective, effective organizations are both short-term and long-term 
focused, flexible and rigid, centralized and decentralized, goal and resource control oriented, 
concerned about the need of members and the demands of the customers. This view 
represents the natural, logical extension of earlier perspectives on organization. It borrows 
fiom contingency theory the emphasis on matching external and intemal attributes. Like the 
multiple constituency perspective, it dlows various confiicting or paradoxical criteria for 
measunng efectiveness. In a sense, the paradoxical perspective can be viewed as a more 
cornplex form of its predecesson. It allows for the likelihood of organizations operating 
simultaneously in different environmental domains, with each domain conveying different 
expectations. Whereas contingency theory assumed a single domain, for the sake of matching 
organizational and environmental characteristics, the extension provided by this perspective 
allows for multiple domains requiring multiple, simultaneous, and inherently contradictory 
matches. 
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The evidence supporting the paradoxical perspective of effectiveness is summarized by 
Cameron ( 1 986a)2 : 
" It is not just the presence of mutually exclusive opposites that makes for effectiveness, 
but it is the creative leaps, the flexibility, and the unity made possible by them that 
leads to excellence. The presence of creative tension arising from paradoxical 
attributes helps foster organizational effectiveness" 
Proponents of the paradoxical perspective use these conclusions to argue that effective 
organizations are not those that simply match a universalistic mode], nor are they 
charactenzed by hyper-responsiveness in juggiing competing constituency preferences and 
demands. Instead, effective organizations are characterized as hybrid foms or configurations, 
consisting of conflicting and uncomplimentary elernents. They are both large and small, both 
growing and downsizing, and both tightly controlled and flexible. 
2.2. DEFINITIONS AND CRITERLA OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Hitt (1988) discussed the measurement of effectiveness and its importance in the 
creation and design of effective organizations. Steers (1975), described the rneasurement of 
effectiveness as one of the most problematic issues in the field of organization theory. 
Zummato (1982), also pointed out that assessrnent of effectiveness has proven to be one of 
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the more intractable problerns in study of organizations. Many researchers have offered a 
variety of models for examining effectiveness based on the various perspectives discussed, yet 
there is little consensus as to what constitutes a valid set of egectiveness cntena (Cameron, 
1986b; Lewin and Minton, 1986). According to Das (1990), the definitions and, consequently 
the critena and approaches employed in evaluating effectiveness, are various and, in some 
instances, paradoxical, as show by the variability in the following definitions: 
1. Georgopoulos (1 957), referred to it " as the extent to which an organization as a 
social system, fulfills it's objectives without incapacitating it's means and resources 
and without placing a strain upon it's members" 
2. Etzioni (1964), defined it as the degree to which an organization realizes its goals 
3 .  Yuchtman and Seashore (1967), defined it as the ability of the organization, in 
absolute or relative terms, to exploit its environment in the acquisition of scarce and 
valued resources. 
4. Goodman and Pemings (1977)- suggested that organizations perform effectively if 
relevant constraints imposed by the constituency of the organization can be satisfied. 
5. Hannan and Freeman (1977), defined it as the degree of congruence between 
organizational goals and observable outcomes 
6. Price (1982), defined it as "the degree of achievement of goals and observable 
outcornesr' 
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7. Miner ( 1 98 8), defined effective organizations as t hose t hat receive inputs, transform 
them into outputs, export them to the environments, rnonitor the changes in the 
environments, and take corrective actions to ensure their s u ~ v a i .  
8. Robbins (1990), defined organizational effectiveness as the degree to which an 
organization attains its short-term and Iong-term goals, the selection of which refleds 
strategic ~onstituencies~ the self interest of the evaluator. and the life stage of the 
organization. 
Organizational effectiveness, as a construct, is conceptually veTy cornplex, and so must 
be its definitions Closely related to the tenn effectiveness is the term efficiency. Etficiency is 
the arnount of resources used to produce a unit of output. It refers to, and cm be measured 
as, the ratio between an organization's resource inputs and its outputs. An organization that 
uses less resources to produce a unit output is deemed more efficient than one that uses a 
greater volume of resources for producing the same output. Some researchers use efficiency 
to measure effectiveness. Can an organization be effective without being efficient and vice 
versa? There are organizations that have inefficient systems, yet these organizations manage to 
achieve their goals. In the same way, it is possible for an organization to produce the wrong 
output efficiently. A good example is an organization which produces efficiently, but given 
market conditions and customer preferences, the wrong products are produced. It is possible 
to judge an organization as efficient when it is ineffective and vice versa Therefore, 
effectiveness is distinguished from efficiency. 
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It is apparent that a variety of thoughts exist as to what constitutes organizationd 
effectiveness. This is reflected by the number of variables that are being used as indicators of 
effectiveness. Campbell et al (1977) and Steers (1975). found many variables that can be 
categorized into four types. As show in Table 2.1, these include: economic indicaton such as 
profit, growth in sales or business volume; technical indicators such as productivity, quality of 
products and services; organizational indicators such as organizational flexibility and 
adaptation to changing environment, organizational control quality, stability; and finally, social 
indicators such as turnover rate, absenteeism rate, satisfaction levels, degree of codicts 
between units in the organization. and workers' involvement, morale, and participation. No 
doubt, these various criteria are due to the diversity of organizations. Al1 of these criteria 
cannot be relevant to every organization, and certainly some must be more important than 
others. 
It is clear that al1 effectiveness critena or domains are denved fiom different images of 
preferred organizational states and reflect divergent assumptions about the conditions that 
promotes these states. Harrison (1994) grouped and classified these domains or critena used 
to measure effectiveness into three types. These are: output-goals, intemal systems state. and 
adaptation and resource position (Table 2.2). 
Table 2.1: Categories Of Indicators Of Effectiveness 
Category Exarnples of indicators 
Economic cost, profit, growth efficiency, productivity 
Techicai quality of product (number of defects), quality of 
sewice, number of accidents 
Organizational flexibility, adaptability, readiness, quality of 
control, stability, managerial task skills, 
managerid interpersonal skills, goal consensus 
communication 
Social satisfaction, conflict, cohesion, morale, 
motivation, involvement, participation, turnover, 
absenteeism, evaluation by extemal entities, value 
of human resources 
The output-goal criteria as will be explained in the next section, correspond to many of 
the specific targets toward which the organization strives. They are sometimes expressed in 
terms of the success or failure to achieve a particular end, such as: the completion of a huge 
project contract within costs and on schedule; winning a certain percent of dl bids entered; 
achieving 12 percent markup in al1 projects completed. Effectiveness criteria, deaiing with 
output goals, are most usefùl when goals are defined in terms of clear, measurable objectives 
and members of the organization agree on the meaning and importance of these goals. Many 
of the criteria in the second type in Table 2.2 refer to organizational States and processes that 
can contribute to the achievement of output goals. Adaptiveness and resource-position cntena 
are especially relevant for organizations facing rapidly changing environment S. 
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Table 2.2: Effectiveness Criteria 
. -- -- - 





Goai-attainment success /~ure  
Quantity of outputs productivity (units produced); Profits 
Quality of outputs # of rejects, complaints, customer satisfactions 
Productionl Services Costs Efficiency (ratio of outputs to cosis), waste 
Human outcornes worker satisfaction, motivation. work effort, safety 
ConsensuslConfiict agreement on goals, cohesion cooperation within 
and among units, disputes 
Work and information flow smooth flow of work processes & information 
Interperson relationslCu1ture level of trust, openness of communication 
Participation workers' participation in decisions affecting them 
Fit compatibility of requirements with systcins parts 
Resource-quantity size of organization ( workers, cash, mets), 





Impact on environment 
Fit 
human capital (workers' experience and training) 
cornpliance with standards of regdatory agencies 
market share, size and volume of business rank 
among competitors, reputation in indu- 
ability to shape behavior of customers. suppliers 
and competitors 
flexibility 
quality of new products, services, procedures, 
incorponting new technologies & mgmt pnctices 
compatibility of interna1 systern elernents with 
reqmts and constraints of external environments 
2.2.1. Conflicts Among Effectiveness Criteria 
A close inspection of Table 2.1. and Table 2.2 reveals many contradictions, paradoxes, 
and tensions among the criteria listed. For example, growth is usually taken as an indicator of 
an organization's success in obtaining needed resources. However, growth can also lead to 
less participation in decision-making, reduced eficiency, and Iess ability to adjust to 
environmental changes (Hall, 1987). Management can hold confiicting prionties and 
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evaiuative cnteria without being aware of the conflicts, because they do not evoke the criteria 
simultaneously or spell out their operational implications. 
An additional problem is that few etfectiveness criteria equally suit the interests and 
prionties of al1 organizationai members, units, and the various levels inside the organization. 
For example: the owners of an organization probably assess esectiveness in terms of short- 
term profits; management looks for cornpliance and conformity to regulations, innovation and 
growth in the long run; worken press for better wages and working conditions. Hence, the 
effectiveness criteria that reflect the dominant group in the organization will probably contlict 
with that of workers. 
Given that the various effectiveness criteria are not mutually compatible and 
applicable, how should one choose appropriate critena in order to incorporate them into an 
assessrnent methodology? Many theorists discuss ways to utilize multiple conflicting criteria 
Campbell et al ( 1977). Comolly et al ( 198O), Goodman and Pennings (1 %O), and Quinn and 
Rohorbaugh ( 1983)' and Carneron (1984, 1986a). According to the competing values 
ap proach proposed by Quinn and Rohorbaugh, organizations can flounsh while pursuing 
conflicting or paradoxical critena of effectiveness. Instead of defining consensual cnteria . 
organizations cm adapt multiple criteria that define effectiveness in terms of the 
organization's ability to satisS, its diverse elements and constituents. According to this 
perspective, organizations must accept a certain a mount of trade-offs in treating the paradox 
in criteria. They aiso must atternpt to balance these cntena against each other without going 
to one extreme or another which, in the long run tends to create imbalance. 
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2.3. APPROACHES AND MODELS OF EFFECTIVENESS 
A review of generai ap proaches, used b y researchers in u nderstanding organizational 
effectiveness would help in understanding the advantages and disadvantages associated with 
their use. Hannan and Freeman (1977), Zumrnato (1982), Cameron and Whetten (1983), and 
Miner (1988), outlined, in a comprehensive manner, the models and approaches that are used 
to understand organizational effectiveness. As seen in Table 2.3, these general approaches can 
be classified along four types of approaches, used to understand the concept of organizational 
effectiveness. 




Goal-attainment approaches Goal mode1 
Satisfaction of constituents Multiple Constituency Approach 
Systems approaches Resource Model, Interna1 Process Model, 
Strategic Adaptation Model, Open-system 
Qualities of Organization Cornpethg Values Approach 
Approaches 
2.3.1. Goal-Attainment Approaches 
An organization is, by definition, created deliberately to achieve one or more specified 
goals (Perrow, 1961). This is the main reason why goal is the most widely used cntenon of 
effectiveness. Cornmon goal-attainment critena include profit maximization, beating out the 
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cornpetition, etc. Common among these goals is that they consider ends to which the 
organiration was created to achieve. Does the organi-zation achieve its various goals in terms 
of quality and quantity of outcornes? The degree, or level of attainment, of a certain output 
goai or goals is an indicator of organizational effectiveness. The approaches assume that 
organizations are rational, goal-seeking entities and successfbl goal accomplishment becomes 
an appropriate measure of effectiveness. However, the use of goals implies that other 
assumptions must also be valid if goal accornplishrnent is to be a viable measure. These 
include: the assumptions that the organization must have a few manageable goals that are 
identified and defined well; that there is an agreement on these goals and that progress toward 
these goals must be measurable. Only if these conditions hold, will goal accomplishment be 
deemed a .  appropriate criterion. While this is true of several goals (sales, production volume). 
the assumptions do not hold for other goals that may not be objectively measurable. 
A long tradition in organization research defines effectiveness in terms of outputs and 
goal accomplishment ( e g ,  Simon, 1964; Price, 1968; and Campbell, 1977). But an almost 
equally long tradition criticizes the use of the goal model. Most recently, and perhaps most 
imponantly, on the grounds that because organizations are complex entities, the specification 
of their goals are problematic. Yuchtman and Seashore (1977) listed methodological and 
theoretical reasons why the goal model should not be used in developing assessment of 
effectiveness. First, they argued, the assessment of organizational effectiveness, in terms of 
goal-attainment should be rejected because goals are ideal States that do not offer the 
possibility of realistic assessment. Second, they pointed out the difficulty in identi@ng the real 
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goals of the organization. Organizations may have many goals; these goals cm be inconsistent, 
contradictory, or incoherent. It is often unclear at what level, or with respect to what units, 
the attainment of goals should be measured The multiplicity of goals is fairly well recognized 
by the researchers in the field, who define effectiveness as the "balanced attainment of many 
goals" (Kirchoff. 1977). Some researchers, such as Goodman and Pennings (1977), and 
Campbell et al (1977), argued for measurement of effectiveness by getting the organization to 
specifi (a) complete catalog of concrete and observable organizational objectives; (b) the 
conditions under which the organization should be able to achieve them; (c) the degree to 
which each objective should be satisfied. None, though, described or explained how goals are 
to be identified, nor they treat the complex issues that &se when there is more than a single 
ultimate cnterion or goal. 
It is clear that there are a number of problems when this approach is operationalized 
for use in developing an assessrnent of effectiveness. First is the question of what type of 
goals? Officia1 or operative goals? Dependence on officia1 goals does not always reflect the 
organization's actual goals. Official goals are forrnally defined outcornes that the organization 
states it is trying to achieve, and describe the organization's mission, what it should be doing, 
the reason it exists, and the values that underlie its existence. Official goals sound good but 
are vague and general in nature and not very specific or measurable, such as "to produce 
quality products at competitive prices". These goals can not be used as a criteria, given the 
likelihood that officia1 and actual goals are different. Operative goals are intended to be the 
means through which officia1 goals are accomplished. They descnbe desired operationai 
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activities and are ofien concemed with the short-term. Operational goals typically pertain to 
the primary tasks an organization must perform . Thus, diEerent operational goals may exist at 
a vanety of levels in the organization and may be differentially punued by various parts of the 
organization. 
Another issue in applying the approach is, because goals can be short and long term 
and are some times incompatible with each other and change over time, which ones should be 
used? Organizations have multiple goals that also create dficulties in operationalization of 
rneasurement because, multiple goals sometimes compete with each other. The achievement of 
"high product quality" and "low costs" are directly incompatible. Multiple goals must be 
prioritized: but how to allocate a relative importance to goals that may be incompatible and 
represent different interests? When short-term effectiveness measures set the standards or 
goals for an organization, the tendency can arise to favor the short-term over the long-term 
goals (Kanter and Brinkerhoff, 198 1). According to Weick ( 1977)- short-term efficiency and 
production-oriented measures tend to produce ntualistic behavior by the organization that is 
geared toward quantity rather than quality, and that behaviors, such as an organization's 
ability to adapt and be flexible in the long-term, may be lost. 
Another problem with this approach is that it also assumes a consensus of goals inside 
the organization. Given that there are multiple goals and diverse interests within the 
organization, consensus may not be possible, unless goals are stated in such vague terms as to 
allow the various groups to interpret them favorably. This, according to Robbins (1990), may 
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explain why most officiai goals in large organizations are traditionally broad and act to placate 
the different groups wit hin the organization. 
Another major problem with the goai attainment approach is one of substance, rather 
than measurement. Some researchers have argued that outcome measures of effectiveness are 
never pure indicators of performance quaiity because of a number of other factors enter in. 
most notably: the characteristics of the materials or objects on which the organization 
performs, the available technology (Mahoney and Frost, 1974); and a variety of environmental 
factors beyond the organization's control. These factors, affecting goal achievement, led 
Campbell et al (1977) to recomrnend that measurements of goal attainment should be 
confined to incidents of accomplishment directly under the organization's control. 
Another limitation of the goal attainment approaches is the problem of interpreting the 
uses of goals in organizations. In some cases, goals are treated as window dressing, designed 
not to orient the behavior of organizational members, but rather, to provide only symbolic 
recognition to some constituency and in other cases, goals are seen not as actual targets to be 
aimed for, but rather, internai messages within the organization of what behavior is desired 
(Galbraith, 1973; and Haman and Freernan, 1977). Weick (1979), noted that goals in 
organizations frequently are inventions to suit activity already performed. They are, or 
become, the organization's means of forming a rationale for past activity. 
Finally, and most importantly, whatever the goal arrived at, an understanding of 
effectiveness must include not only the achievement of goals, but also an understanding of the 
factors that are associated with how these goals are achieved. According to Gaertner and 
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Ramnarayan (1983). in the absence of such an understanding, any goal achievernent measure 
of effectiveness is simple but barren; clear in its measurement, but inadequate in utility. Unless 
the measurement reaches back into the processes, structures, and intentions that are 
associated with the goal achievement, little can be done to improve effectiveness. 
As a result of these limitations, the theoreticai focus has shifted to approaches that 
focus on organizational processes and structures which, either in the general case or in specific 
cases, are associated with how the organizational goals are achieved. 
2.3.2. Systems Approaches 
Systems Approaches represent the second type of approaches. Models that fa11 into 
this category are based on the systems view of the organization. They ernphasize the 
organization as a system and attempt to assess the functioning of the system in ternis of its 
inputs, transformation, and outputs. Examples here include the resource model, the interna1 
process model, strategic adaptation model, and the open systems model. 
2.3.2.1 Resource Model 
The resource model views effectiveness as the ability of the organization, as a system, 
to exploit its environments. In other words an organization is most effective when it 
maximizes its position by optirnizing its resource procurement. This approach has its 
limitations. It is known, that in certain instances. resource starved organizations outperform 
more resource-affiuent ones. 
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2.3.2.2 Internai Process Model 
In the internai process model, effectiveness is reflected in the efficiency of the 
processes inside the organizational svstems. Theoretically, looking at the intemal processes of 
the system seems to be more revealing of the effectiveness of the system than any other 
approach especially when the organization has little control over its environrnents. However, 
the approach has a narrow perspective of the fùnctioning of the organization. It has no focus 
on the extemal interactions of the organization. 
2.3.2.3 Strategic Adaptation Model 
Strategic adaptation model suggests that effective organizations monitor their external 
environment constantly, receive feed back regularly, and take corrective actions to achieve 
their goals in the short term and ensure survival in the long term. This model recognizes the 
open-system nature of organizations, and their susceptibility to external forces. A limitation of 
this approach is that it pays httle attention to what goes on inside the organization. 
2.3.2.4 Open Systern Model 
The open system approach stresses the view that the organization is a structured set 
of interconnected parts that communicate and interact together, and with the extemal 
environment, to accomplish its goals (Nadier et al, 1992). It considen the orga~zation 
effective if it is successfully functioning as an open system, coping with problems that emanate 
fiom within the organization itself and from the extemal environment: that part of the world 
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outside that has some relevance for the organization. Etfectiveness is indicated by the 
organization's ability to meet internai and extemal challenges. 
Robbins (1990), discussed two shortcornings of using systems approaches in the study 
of effectiveness. First, he alluded to the fact that measuring systems variables such as. 
adaptability to environmental changes or efficiency, rnay not be possible because one has to be 
able to develop valid and reliable measures that tap the quantity and intensity of these 
variables. Whatever measures that are in use, therefore, may be constantly open to question. 
In discussion of the second shortcorning, he used the argument that it's whether you win or 
you Iose that counts, not how you play the game. If ends are achieved, are means important? 
The objective is to win, not to get out there and look good losing. The problems with systems 
approach, he added, emanate from its focus on the means necessary to achieve effectiveness. 
The problems in assessment of effectiveness arise because there are various interrelated means 
that are difficult to quanti@ in some cases, and which couId be organized in more than one 
way in order to achieve effectiveness. This makes systems based assessment organization- 
specific, rather than generalized, an approach that could be applied to more than one 
organization. 
Miner (1988), argued that systems approach may be distinguished from the goals 
approach, in that its emphasis on system maintenance and survival remain unchanged from one 
organization to another and corn tirne to tirne within an organization. Goals, in contrast he 
argued, may differ and change. He added that the systems approach may be applied at any 
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time, while it is unredistic to evaluate goals achievement until the organization has had time to 
ac hieve t hem. 
2.3.3. Multiple Constituency Approaches 
The multiple constituency approaches have recently been proposed as a viable 
alternative to the goal and sstems approaches for studying and measuring organizational 
effectiveness (Whetten, 1978; ComoiIy et al, 1980; Zarnmuto, 1982, 1984; Tusi, 1990). The 
multiple constituency approaches are based on the political view of the organization. They 
integrate the criterion of effectiveness for each group or constituency inside or outside the 
organization that has a stake in the organization's performance. A stakeholder is any group or 
individual who cm affect, or is affected by, the organization's objectives. Stakeholders could 
include any number of the groups show in Figure 2.2. These are the owners of the 
organization, government and regulating agencies, local comrnunity organizations, customers. 
cornpetitors, workers, special interest groups, environmentalists, suppliers, and the media. 
Comolly et al (1980)~ argued that using this type of an approach in effectiveness 
assessment requires that organizations be viewed as 
" intersections of particular influence loops, each embracing a constituency biased 
toward assessment of the organization's activities in tems of its own exchange 
within the loop" 
3 pp. 215 




Figure 2.2: An Organization and Its Stakeholders 
The multiple constituency approaches have been the underlying theme of many recent 
effectiveness studies (e.g. Carneron, 1978, 1984a; Jobson and Schneck, 1982; Zammuto, 
1984; Wagner and Schneider, 1987; Tsui, 1990). Each of these studies points out that 
multiple constituency approaches, unlike the goal and system approaches, derive their criteria 
for assessing effectiveness From the preferences of multiple constituencies for the outcornes of 
organizational performance. 
On this basis, the assessrnent of effectiveness, according to Dafl (1983), provides a 
more accurate view of effectiveness than any single measure. To a degree, the multiple 
constituency approach represents an integration of the goal-based approaches. A major 
limitation is the assignment of proper weights to constituents to indicate the relative 
importance of satisfjmg their goals. Zammuto (1984), compared four multiple constituency 
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models and their differences to address this issue of distribution of weights. Each of the 
models labeled the relativistic, power, social justice, and evolutionary perspectives provides 
different answen to the issue. Zammuto, discussed two specific areas of disagreements among 
the models that emanate fiom the centrai question: Whose preferences should be satisfied 
through the distribution of the outcomes of organizational performance? First, how are 
judgments of overall organizationai effectiveness reached, given the divergent constituent 
preferences for performance. For each of the four models this becomes a question of whose 
preferences should be weighted most heavily in reaching a judgment about organizational 
effectiveness. Second, whose preference an organization should attempt to satisQ through the 
distribution of performance outcomes. 
Whetten and Cameron ( 1994), listed four difficult theoretical and methodological 
challenges using these approaches in the assessment of organizational effectiveness: (a) 
individual stake holders when asked, have difficulty explicating their personal preferences and 
expectations for an organization; (b) a stake holder's preferences and expectations change, 
sometimes dramatically, over time; (c) a variety of contradictory preferences are aimost 
always pursued simultaneously in an organization; (d) the expressed or known preferences of 
the strategic constituencies frequently are umelated, or negatively related, to one another and 
to surnmq judgments made by stake holders about an organization's effectiveness. 
According to Miner (1988), several answers have been proposed. One is that al1 
constituents have an equal weight and the goals of every constituency deserve attention. 
Although this view offen a solution, the notion of equal consideration presents problems. The 
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fact remains that the goals of certain constituencies may matter very little. For example, an 
organization can easily ignore the goals of its supplien, if equal competing suppliers are 
available as is often the case in the construction industry. 
An alternative solution is to consider only the strategic constituencies that irnmediately 
influence the organization. However, the problem, of satisfjmg their sornetimes confiicting 
goals, still rernains. In addition, if the assumption is made that the organization pursues and 
selects goals in response to these strategic constituencies, the favoring of sorne goals over 
others means that the other goals are ignored. For example, when the organization gives 
profits the highest priority, they meet the interests of the owners; however, that rnight codict 
with customer satisfaction, and a supportive work climate, which favon the interests of the 
clients and workers respectively. 
2.3.3. Qualities of Organization Approaches 
The qualities of organization approaches relate effectiveness to organizational 
characteristics, such as degree of formalisation, communication, Ievel of control, andor other 
qualities related to structure, culture, and strategy. The competing values approach is an 
example here. The approach assumes that there is no "best" criterion for evaiuating 
organizational effectiveness and that the concept of effectiveness is subjective. The approach 
assumes that these diverse criterion can be consolidated; that there are common elements 
underlying any comprehensive list of effectiveness criteria; and that these elements cm be 
combined in such a way to create three basic sets of competing values. By classi@ng a wide 
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variety of critena of organizational effectiveness dong these three sets, the approach creates 
four diverse models or basic configurations of effectiveness that represents the possible 
cnteria used by organizations to model effectiveness. 
2.3.3.1 Competing Values Approach 
The competing values approach was first proposed by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983). 
The approach is also discussed by Lewin and Minton (1986), Cameron (1984a), Quim 
(1988), Robbins (1990), and Mdoney and Federle (1991). The approach is based on the 
premise that there is no one criterion for evaluating effectiveness. It organizes, consolidates. 
and integrates multiple criteria in the domains of effectiveness into three sets of incompatible 
dimensions. These are flexibility versus control, intemal versus extemal focus, and means 
versus ends. The first set contrasts two dimensions of an organization's structure: flexibility 
values innovations, adaptation, and change while control favors stability, order, and 
predictability. The second set deals with whether focus and emphasis should be placed 
internally, on the well-being and development of the peop[e in the organization or extemally. 
on the well-being of the orgmizafion itself The third set relates to organizational means 
versus ends; the former stressing intemal processes and the long tem, the latter ernphasizing 
final outcomes and the short terni. 
These three sets are depicted in the four organizational models or configurations 
show in Figure 2.3. The models are the open system model, the human-relations model, the 
rational goal model, and the intemal process model. In the figure there are axes of contrasting 
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values that define the four models. Each model represents a particular set of values and has a 
polar opposite with contrasting emphasis. The vertical axis pertains to organization structural 
context and it contrasts stability and control with flexibility. The horizontal axis pertains to 
focus: whether dominant values are intemal or extemal to the organization. The two inner 
axes pertain to the organizational means and ends for each model and they contrast the 
processes or means (e-g. goal setting) to organizational outcomes and the outcomes or ends 
(e-g. productivity) themselves. In briec each mode1 has characteristics that differ from the 
other, and which influence the level of effectiveness in the organization differently. The 
rational goal mode1 emphasizes control and organizational focus as dominant effectiveness 
values; planning and goal setting are means, and productivity and eficiency are ends. 
The open system mode1 ernphasizes flexibility and an organizational focus as dominant 
effectiveness values; readiness and flexibility are means, growth and extemal support are ends. 
Dominant effectiveness values for the internal process model are control and internal focus, 
stressing communication processes as means and control as ends. The human-relations mode1 
emphasizes flexibility and interna1 focus, with cohesion and morale as means and skilled 
workers as ends. 
















Figure 2.3: The Competing Values Approach's Four Ideal Models 
2.5 SUMMARY OF CLRRENT APPROACHES TO EFFECTWENESS 
The review of the current literature revealed that there are different definition and 
approaches to organizational effectiveness. Each has its advantages, but at the sarne tirne. 
each has distinctive disadvantages, partly inherent, and partly owing to limitation in the state 
of relevant theory and empirical resuits. These approaches cm be characterized by two 
dimensions : (1) focus of the definition: some definitions focus on measures of terminai 
outcornes, such as profitabiiity, survival, or goal attainment. Others tend to be more 
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concerned with organizational processes and structures. (2) intended use of the concept of 
effectiveness: there are approaches that tend to be organization-specific while others are 
intended for a generdity of organizations. The latter aim for general propositions about either 
outputs or organizational processes and structures. The former utilize the details available to 
explain events in a given organization, or class of organizations, in a less generaiizable way. 
These two dimensions, when cross-classified, result in four distinct sets of approaches. The 
first set of approaches uses the traditional accounting measures, such as productivity, profit, 
or return on investment as cnteria for effectiveness. This set of approaches also includes those 
that focus on organizational health and sumival as the ultimate organizational outcorne. These 
approaches are rooted in the theoretical perspective of population ecology. Problems with 
these approaches, stem form the fact that they rely solely on general quantitative measures of 
output, while organizations produce different things that, sornetimes, are not easily 
quantifiable. 
Approaches in the second set include dl goal-centered approaches to organizational 
effectiveness. These were discussed extensively in the preceding sections. These approaches 
yield valuable insights about an organization's character and behavior, because serious goal 
setting represents an attempt at optirnization of potentially codicting organizational factors. 
in light of particular past and present circumstances, and desired future. Goal-centered 
approaches provide a useîul degree of detail and context that are lacking in general 
output/outcome measures. However, in the preceding section, it was seen that goal-centered 
approaches have limitations. The major limitation is that goals are dynarnic and likely to 
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change over time, partly as reflections of changing extemal circumstances, and partly due to 
changes in the management of the organization. 
In the third set, the approaches focus on generally effective or contingently effective 
system's components and processes of organizations. Systems approaches look at the basic 
processes in an open systems view of organizations (resource acquisition, transformation, 
output, and feedback) as interconnected, so that overall effectiveness may be assessed at any 
point in the system loop. Given the problems of defining and applying generally effective 
structures, system components, and processes, some of the approaches have attempted to 
develop models of process and structure that are organization-specific, mainly operating as 
guides to diagnosis and change in particular systems, their components andlor processes. 
In the fourth set, the approaches focus mainly on qualitative processes. These 
approaches provide management with information about qualitative organizational attribut es 
such as flexibility, openness of communication, adaptability, and management style, 
leadership, decision making, and culture. Although these approaches concem themselves with 
processes that lead to effectiveness, they also suffer from being too diffise, not result- 
oriented, and have a narrow focus on contingently effective aspects of organizations. 
2.6. ASSESSMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFEXTIVENESS 
In the literature, there are many techniques that were used in developing assessment. 
The first is traditional and is done by applying one of the common approaches, such as the 
goal model as the case in Kilmann and Herden (1976) model, Pennings and Goodman (1977) 
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fiamework. Other techniques such as Keeley's (1978), and Hitt's (1988), also utilized a single 
approach; however, they relied on the more elaborate models, such as the resource model or 
strategic adaptation model. 
Some methods synthesized a number of these approaches together such as Parsons' 
(1959), and Pickle's and Friedlandler's (1967). The Parsons' model synthesized parts of three 
models of effectiveness. It focuses measurement on four main tasks: adaptation (strategic 
adaptation model) and it includes such criteria as resource acquisition; development, growth, 
sumival, flexibility, and control of environment; goal attainrnent (goal model) is measured by 
productivity and profitability; integration and it includes efficiency and openness of 
communication as criteria; employee satisfaction (constituency model) measured by employee 
retention. 
The Pickle's and Friedander's model was developed specifically to study a group of 
small businesses. It synthesized the goal model with the multiple constituencies model. The 
model concems itself with goals of seven parties that seek satisfaction from the organization 
and how to evaluate them. These parties are the owner; the employees; the customers; the 
suppliers; the creditors; the comrnunity in general; and the government. The empincal 
application for the approach is in the area of determining the distribution of satisfaction i-e. 
who gets satisfied first and how much? What may be viewed as an ineffective strategy 
regarding one constituency in the short tem, may be viewed as highly effective for other 
constituencies over longer penods of time. 
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Some methods utilized the paradoxical perspective based models such as the 
competing values approach, as in the case of Ostroff and Schmitt (1993) and Maloney and 
Federle (1993). Maloney's study focused on organizations in the architecniral. engineering. 
and construction industry. Their methodology identified the paradoxical culture types in these 
organizations and based their assessment on the consensus of four culture perceptions by 
management and workers. Their methodology is discussed in greater detail in later sections of 
this chapter. 
2.6.1. Existing Methodologies 
Most traditional assessment methodologies are based on the goal approach. They 
measure the level of achievement of a specific goal or goals. Three commonly used indicators 
ask if work was completed on time and/or within budget, andor if it met certain quality 
standards. On-time completion means that the work finished within the scheduled duration of 
time. Within budget means no cost ovemns. Meeting quality standards means that work 
output reached specific quality goals without significant level of rework. Typically, only under 
perfect project conditions do al1 three critena are met by a construction firm. As a result. 
effectiveness of a construction firm is usually judged by meeting any one of these criteria. 
Other indicators measure levels of achieved profits andor levels of workers' 
productivity and compare these levels to specific levels that were established as goals. Profits 
indicate the difference between price and costs. Profit indicators by themselves are crude and 
shortsighted. Clearly. an organization can make a profit without being effective. Ineffective 
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organizations make profits by cutting corners and improper practices; such organizations do 
not stay in business long. 
Another goal-based indicator is productivity. It is the ratio that relates measurements 
of outputs to measurement of inputs. In construction, as in other industries, increased 
productivity is one of the traditionally sought after goals. If the organization is judged to have 
high productivity, it is considered effective. However, the concept of productivity seerns to 
suffer as much debate regarding operationalization and measurement, as the construct of 
organizational effectiveness itself Therefore, the questions are: what is productivity, how is it 
operationalized and measured, and what are the problems associated with measuring 
productivity, and using it as a rneasure to reflect organizational effectiveness? Productivity in 
constniction can be defined in a variety of ways depending upon the work being performed, 
but is generally defined as output/input with output expressed in tems of physical units and 
input as man-hours required to produce the output. This is very close to the general definition 
of efficiency. The accurate determination of productivity rates is a problem in the construction 
industry according to Herbsman and Ellis (1990). They attnbuted this difficulty to the fact that 
productivity is influenced by many factors including: technological, such as design; material 
properties; equipment factors; location (site) factors; constniction rnethods; and 
organizational factors such as labor factors and social factors. They added that the 
quantification of these factors in simple terms is too complex to allow a meaningfùl 
cornparison between organizations or between projects, for a single organization. 
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The level of achievement of certain goals, in ternis, of process time, production costs. 
profits, and desired IeveIs of productivity, are considered as outcome measures. Outcome 
indicators, by thernselves, sirnply do not give enough information about the organization. 
Organizations need evaluation that addresses not only the status of their internal processes, 
but also how they interact with the extemal environment. 
Garneson (1992), found that one in five commercial construction clients were 
dissatisfied with the service they received. One of the factors, discussed by him, that leads to 
such low performance is the use of inappropriate measures to assess effectiveness. Improper 
assessment by organizations lead to inaccurate conclusions which, in tum result in sub- 
standards performance. Although most managers use some indicators (mostiy financial), these 
do not capture al1 of the salient elements of effectiveness and can not be relied upon as 
predicton of effectiveness. Measures used by management of construction firms are rarely 
justified or based on the theoretical approaches of understanding effectiveness. Development 
of better assessment methods is cnticd in order to achieve and maintain irnproved 
organizational performance. A recently developed assessment methodology (Maloney and 
Federle, 1993) is discussed in the next section. 
2.6.1.1. Maloney's and Federle's Methodology 
Maloney's and Federle's assessment rnethodology is focused on an organizational unit 
rather than the whole organization. It is based on the perceptions of the unit's manager, his 
supenor, peers, and subordinates. Perceptions are formed of profiles relating to unit's culture, 
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perceived organizational effectiveness criteria, leadership, and management skills. These 
profiles are based on typologies or configurations identified by the four models of the 
competing values approach. The perceptions of each profile are checked for congruence 
arnong them. The most important being the culture profile. The lack of agreements in 
perceptions of the culture of an organization especially that between the manager's and that of 
his subordinates, according to Maloney and Federle, creates the potential for signifiant 
organizational problems. Conversely, agreements in the perception. indicates a common 
understanding of the organization and the manager. 
Profiles are then compared with each other to check for consistency of perceptions. 
Profiles of organizational effectiveness is cornpared to the culture profile to determine whether 
there is consistency between the perceived effectiveness cnteria and the culture. Also 
leadership and management skills profiles are examined to determine consistency with the 
perceptions of the culture. 
It is clear that the assessing organizational effectiveness according to this methodology 
is based pnmarily on evaluation of culture and the effectiveness criteria typologies identified 
from the four models in the competing values approach. These typologies or configurations 
are s h o w  in Figure 2.4.(a) and (b) respectively. In (a), the four cultures configurations 
emphasize the values in the four ideal models. Under the rational goal mode1 or firm-type 
organization, the term 'market culture' is used to describe the culture that has emphasis on 
order, maximization of output, rational production, values goal clarification, providing 
direction, and decisiveness about what is done. A firm that pursues this type of culture, prides 
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itself on goal accomplishrnent, making profit, and its external interactions with suppliers, 
cüstr~mers, and cornpetitors. The open-systems mode1 has an 'adhocracy culture' that is based 
upon expansion and transformation. This culture, according to Maloney (1 99 1 ), pnzes 
resource acquisition and growth. The emphasis of a firrn that pursues this type of culture is on 
innovation, flexibility of structure in conjunction with a focus on external constituencies, and 
resource providers. This type of culture is at its best when the tasks are undefined. 
Organizations that pursue the human-relations model have cultures that are referred to as 
team or 'clan culture'. This culture is a direct opposite to the market culture and it values the 
human resource in the organization and promotes openness, participation. and involvement. 
This culture is characterized by team work, consensus decision making and information 
sharing. 
In organizations that pursue the intemal process model, the culture is referred to as the 
hierarchy or 'bureaucratic culture'. It is the opposite of the adhocracy culture and emphasizes 
stability, control through centraiized decision making, and the maintenance and continuity of 
the organization, through mles and regulations that are used to control the interna1 systerns. 
In (b). effectiveness criteria used by organizations pursuing the vanous culture types 
are outlined. Organizations with an adhocracy culture use adaptability, readiness, growth, 
resource acquisition, and extemal support, Organizations with a clan culture use cohesion. 
morale, value of human resources, and level of training. Organizations with a market culture 
use productivity, èfficiency, planning, and goal setting as criteria. Organizations with a 
hierarchy culture use stability, control, information flow, and communication 
(a) Culture 
(b) Effectiveness 
Figure 2.4: Competing Values Framework by Maloney and ~ e d e r l e ~  
4 Source: Maloney and Federle ( 1993) 
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Assessrnent of organizational effectiveness is achieved in three steps. First, by 
classification of the unit's culture according to perceptions of the manager, superior, peers and 
subordinates, dong the properties of four types of cultures identified in the competing values 
approach. Questionnaires are used to solicit perceptions on six main areas of organizationai 
culture and ask the respondents to divide 100 points arnong four statements (each describes an 
aspect of the four culture typologies) in each of the six areas. These include dominant 
characteristics, organizational leader, organizational glue, organizational climate, and cnteria 
of success. Second, by rating the respondents perceptions to an organizational effectiveness 
questionnaire on the existing and desired level of effectiveness criteria and the importance of 
the criteria. The questions included relate to the following criteria: 
( 1) participation, openness, cornmitment, morale for the clan culture. 
(2) innovation, adaptation, extemal support, growth for the adhocracy culture. 
(3) stability, control, documentation, and information management for the hierarchy 
culture. 
(4) Productivity, accomplishment, direction, and goal clarity for the market culture 
The questionnaires present the respondents with a senes of statements (a total of 
sixteen) to which the respondents could rate hidher unit using a 5 or 7 point Likert scaie. 
Third, unit's overall ratings or profiles of culture and organizational effectiveness are 
calculated by averaging the respective respondents' ratings. Fourth, the ratings of the 
respondents on unit's organizational effectiveness are andyzed and compared with 
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respondents' overall culture ratings. Data is first presented in tabular format (Table 2.4) where 
the respondents' overall ratings are compared in tabular form with each other to check for 
consistency. As mentioned before, particular attention is paid to the cornparison of the ratings 
of the manager and that of his subordinates. If there are significant differences between the 
perceptions of the mmager and his subordinates, the potential exists for major problems. For 
organizational effectiveness, according to Mdoney and Federle. a difference with a value of 
one between raters must be considered significant and is art indicator of potential problems for 
the organization. 
The data is also presented in a graphitai format by drawing pictograrns to develop a 
better understanding of the results. Pictonal representation of al1 four perception profiles are 
drawn dong the axes of the competing values approach. Maloney and Federle (1990) defined 
three zones that they used to examine the resulting plots of the data (Figure 2.5). An 
extremely negative zone in the center of the figure, an outermost negative zone, and an 
intermediate positive zone. Organizationai units with culture plots falling in the extremely 
negative zone, they stated, have no well defined culture and organizations with a profile in this 
zone would be ineffective due to strong conflict between cultural values. In the outermost 
zone, cultures are carried to an extreme and organizations with profiles in this zone may suffer 
by being either too focused on one type and risk being oppressive if 'market culture', anarchy 
if 'adhocracy', irresponsible if 'tearn' and fiozen if 'hierarchy'. or focusing on al1 directions at 
the same time and becoming in Maloney's and Federle's words "a jack of the trades and a 
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master of none". In the positive zone, trade-offs and balance arnong the values of the four 
cultures result in a strong effective culture. 
By plotting the overail culture, and organizational effectiveness perceptions for each of 
the four types of raters, conclusions can be drawn regarding the culture and the unit's 
effectiveness in a rnanner consistent with the three identified zones in Figure 2.5. 
The Irresponsïblr Club 
, 








Uitclrar Values i 





contmr Goal Clarity Planning 
The Frozcti Bureaucncy The Oprcssive Shop 
Figure 2.5: Positive and Negative Zones ' 
Source: Maloney and Federle (1993) 
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An example of using the assessrnent methodology of a construction organization's unit 
that was surveyed and assessed by Maloney and Federle, is presented here for clarity. 
The unit considered in the example is a field supe~sion unit of a generai contractor 
organization (Maloney and Federle, 1990). Respondents included a manager, a supervisor, 
three peers, and nine subordinates. Table 2.4 tabulates data of four culture profles according 
to respondents' perceptions of the culture existing in the unit. The unit is perceived to have a 
strong Market culture by the manager in five of the six areas as evidenced by the high total 
score of 72 out of 100. The supenor's profile is similar to the manager's with the unit 
perceived as strong in Market culture with a total score of 45, except that the manager is 
perceived as strongly hierarchical as a leader. The peer's rating is similar for the Hierarchy 
culture with a score of 3 1 and a score of 29 for the Clan culture. The subordinates' profile 
gives an overall rating that is strongest in the Market culture with a score of 33 and in the 
Clan culture with a score of 28. As a result, it can be concluded that there is congruence 
among the manager's, supenor's and subordinates' perceptions of the unit's culture. The 
manager, in particular, believes the unit to have a Market culture and gave it a score of 72. 
However, the other two raters, aithough agreeing that the unit has a Market culture, gave it 
lower scores than the manager does. The superior scored it 45 for the Market culture and 
assessed the unit in the Clan, Adhocracy, and Hierarchy cultures by scoring them 15, 8, 32 
respectively. The subordinates scored it 3 3 for the Market culture and assessed the unit in the 
Clan, Adhocracy, and Hierarchy cultures by scoring them 28, 25, 14 respectively. 
Table 2.4: Culture Profiles Ratings 
Culture EIement Manager Superior Peer Subordinates 
Pcrsonal Place O 30 8 32 
Dynamid Entrepreneurid 5 1 O 18 18 
Formalized and S tnictured 5 O 28 9 
Production Onentecl 90 60 3 5 4 1 
(2) Organizatimal Leader 
Mentor1 Father figure O O 10 5 
Entrepreneur1 Risk taker 10 O 17 16 
Coordinator, Organizer 10 70 47 43 
Producerl Cornpetitor 80 30 27 36 
(3) Organimtional Glue 
Loyalty & Tradition 15 10 42 37 
innovation & Development 10 10 20 9 
Rules & Policies 5 10 15 1 1  
Production & Goal 70 70 23 43 
Participative O 20 4 5 4 
Dynrunism & Readiness 1 O 10 10 18 
Stability O IO 25 15 
Competitive 90 60 20 23 
Sensitivity to Customers O 1 O 32 1 1  
Product Leader & innov. O 10 3 3 
kpendable delivery 90 80 53 67 
Market Penetra tion 1 O O 12 19 
Tmwork O 20 27 37 
Freedom & Uniqueness 10 1 O 42 20 
Stxurityf Predictability O 20 15 7 
Production & Achievement 90 50 17 37 
Team Cuiture 2.50 15.00 28.89 27.69 
Market Culture 71.67 45.00 22.22 33.15 
Hierarc hy Culture 18.33 3 1.67 30.56 25.19 
Adhocracy Culture 7.50 8.33 18.33 13.98 
6 Source: Maloney and Federle (1990) 
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Table 2.5 tabulates the organizational effectiveness profiles as a result of the 
perceptions of the respondents regarding the actual level of perceived criteria of effectiveness, 
the desired level, and its level of importance. The score range for the actual and desired level 
is measured on a 7 anchor points Likert scale. The score range for the Ievel of importance is 
measured on a 5 anchor points likert d e .  
Table 2.5: Organizational Effectiveness ~rofiles' 
Raters 
E ffect iveness Manager Superior Peer Suhrdinates 






document. info mgt. 
blarker culrure 
pmductivity. a m m p  
direction goal cliuity 
cldhocracy culriire 
innovation. a&pt 
exL support growth 
As seen from Table 2.5, al1 four raters perceive this unit to be most effective in the 
market culture criteria. There is congruence with the perceptions of the raters of the unit's 
culture as a market culture from the data in Table 2.4. The manager perceived the unit to be 
7 In Maloney and Federle (1990) pp. 230 
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very effective in the effectiveness cntena of a market culture (a score of 7 out of 7) The 
superior, peer, and subordinates perceived the unit as most effectiveness in the cme  cntena 
but perceived it less effective as evident from their ratings of 5, 4.5 , and 5.7. Based on the 
difference of 1.3 (7 minus 5.7) between manager's and subordinates' rating of 7, potentiai 
problems cm be anticipated. Graphical plots or pictograrns of manager's and subordinates' 
ratings of overall culture and organizational effectiveness (Figure 2.6 (a), (b), (c), and (d)) can 
also be used to infer the same conclusions. 
As described, this assessment methodology, considers the view that performance and 
effectiveness are pnmarily determined by the culture that exists inside the organization. 
However, Kotter and Heskett (1 992), recommended that other organizational variables should 
be considered dong with culture in the study of organizational effectiveness. Theu study has 
show that (according to their definition of culture) there is a positive relationship between 
strong cultures and organizational effectiveness (good performance). However, in some 
instances, organizations that were rated to have weak cultures performed just as good, or 
even better, than organizations with strong culture. Kotter and Heskett attributed these 
irregularities to the effects of other organizational characteristics, such as structural context, 
and strategy. 
By delineating variables fiom the competing values' four models, Ostroff and Schmitt 
(1993), studied configurations of organizational effectiveness and efficiency by 
operationaiization of effectiveness and the variables. Their findings indicated that effective and 
efficient organizations are influenced not oniy by strength of culture inside, but also by other 
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variables such as participation in decision making, goal emphasis, attitude toward change, and 
the level of stmcturai contextual emphasis. Although both of the Kotter's and Heskett's, and 
Ostroff and Schmitt studies did not target construction organizations, their findings suggested 
the inclusion of other organizational characteristics or variables dong with culture in the study 
of effectiveness seems to be appropriate. 
In conclusion, Maloney's and Federle's meihodology represents a crucial advance. 
Their assessment methodology identified and validated, for use by construction organizations. 
the four sets of culture and effectiveness criteria typologies found in the competing values 
approach. 
2.7. SUMMARY 
The review has provided a concise introduction into the relationships between the 
concept of organizational effectiveness and a number of theoretical perspectives of 
organizat ion such as: the traditional t heories of scientific management pnnciples and Weber' s 
bureaucracy; human-relations school; systems theory; contingency approach; politicai theory; 
and configurational approaches. The review also discussed the various critena used in the 
assessment of organizationd effectiveness and the confiicts that exist among them and 
recommendation to resolve these conflicts. The review also discussed the various definitions 
used to define effectiveness, and the approaches used for understanding and rnodeling 
organizational effectiveness: the goal model and the multiple constituencies model; systems 
rnodels such as the intemal process model, the strategic adaptation model, and the oper. 
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systems model. The discussion also included the shortcomings of using such approaches in the 
operationalkation and the measurement of effectiveness. In particular, the review has focused 
on the competing values mode1 as a configurationai approach and gave a detailed description 
of it. A review of existing methodologies was given, dong with a detailed discussion of a 
recently developed methodology that uses the competing values approach's criteria to assess 
the effectiveness of organizational units in construction firms. 
In summaiy, the review has show that the competing values approach can be used as 
a conceptual model to categorize the characteristics of construction firms dong its four ideal 
configurations. Its use, in studying organizational effectiveness in construction has been 
validated by the methodology developed by Maloney and Federle (1993). In the next chapter. 
the criteria of the competing values approach's four ideal configurations are used to 
conceptualize and ident@ four major categories of variables relevant in examining the 
organizationai effectiveness of the construction firm. 
CHAPTER (3)- METHODOLOGY 
3.0. INTRODUCTION 
First, in this chapter, issues in developing an assessment methodology are discussed 
and the logic of the proposed research rnethodology is presented. The methodology is broken 
down into three main stages. The first stage, which is covered in the second part of this 
chapter deals with identification of variables that are used to develop the prediction 
methodology. The second and third stages of the proposed methodology, that deals with 
development of measurement scales, construction of questionnaires, carrying out the field 
survey, and analyses and mode1 fitting, will be covered in the following three chapters. 
3.1. ISSUES RELATWG TO DEVELOPMENT OF AN ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 
The evolution of the methodologies used to study organizational effectiveness has 
progressed dong roughly parallel lines with the developrnent of the various theoretical 
models. Because no single methodology is suitable for the plethora of theoretical perspectives, 
the key to developing a valid assessment methodology rests with addressing the following 
seven questions: 
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1. What time frame is being employed? Short-term effects rnay differ fiom long- 
term effects, and different states in an organization's life cycle rnay produce 
different levels of performance. 
2. What level of analysis is being used? Effectiveness at different levels of analysis 
in an organization (e-g. Subunit performance versus organiiational adaptation) 
rnay be incompatible. 
3. From whose perspective is effectiveness being judged? The criteria used by 
different constituencies to define effectiveness ofien differ markedly and ofien 
represent unique constituency interests. 
4. On what domain of activity is the judgment focused? Achieving high levels of 
effectiveness in one domain of activity in an organization rnay mitigate against 
effectiveness in another domain. 
5 .  What is the purpose for judging effectiveness? Changing the purposes of an 
evaluation rnay change the consequence and the criteria being evaluated. 
6 .  What type of data are being used for judgment of effectiveness? Official 
documents, perceptions of members, participant observations, and symbolic or 
cultural artifacts al1 rnay produce different conclusion about the effectiveness of 
an organization. 
7. What is the referent against which effectiveness is judged? No universal standard 
exists against which to evaluate performance, and different standards will 
produce different conclusions about effectiveness. 
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In developing this methodology, these seven questions are answered in a very detailed 
and sufficient manner in the following sections of this chapter and the chapters that deal with 
developing and testing the methodology. However, in brief, in developing the proposed 
assessment, this research focuses on a homogenous group of construction firms that operate 
in the same market and undergo the sarne forces in the environment. 
The methodology is geared to assess organizational effectiveness at the firm level. The 
perspective of the assessment is From the management point-of-view, for the purposes of 
predicting the level of organizational effectiveness and uncovenng the significant sources of 
ineffectiveness in the critical organizational attributes, in order to develop strategies to correct 
and adjust the organizational configuration. Workers' and management perceptions are the 
primary instrument upon which the assessment methodology is based. 
Organizational effectiveness is judged in the analysis and development of the model, 
against a measure that consists of the three measures most comrnonly used to rate 
performance of a construction firm, namely, duration of execution of work, cost of completing 
the work, and finishing the work while conf'orming to quality specifications. 
3.2. RATIONALE OF METHODOLOGY 
Miller and Friesen (1984), in their analysis suggested that researchen should attempt 
to use an approach based on recurring patterns or configurations of attributes that relate to 
effectiveness empirically. According to Meyer et al. (1993) using configurational approaches 
in organizational assessment can be justified on grounds of attempting to understand 
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cornmonalties across a homogenous group of organizations. This research is focused on 
developing an organizational effectiveness prediction methodology for construction fims that 
can be considered to fonn a homogeneous group. The construction firms targeted by this 
research have been selected from a group of construction firms serving the same construction 
market where they operate under the same conditions, and due to the relative young age of 
the Saudi ICI market, rnost of these firms operate within similar stage of life cycle. 
After carefcl review of al1 the models and approaches, the competing values was 
chosen as the most valid configurational approach through which the proposed method of 
predicting effectiveness is developed. The reasons being: first it has been validated by 
Maloney and Federle (1993) in the assessrnent of construction organizations and their 
cultures; second, its four models or configurations, emphasize characteristics that represent 
the integration of most effectiveness criteria already used by researchers and managers.; and 
third, use of the multiple criteria represented by the four ideal models in the approach ailow a 
more realistic depiction of the values and criteria of effectiveness that are typicdly pursued by 
a firm from one stage in its life cycle to another while changing its configuration. 
The use of multiple critena or characteristics is represented by the hybridization of 
values between the four models of the competing values approach. This hybridization results 
in certain tradeoffs between the different levels of conflicting or paradoxical values. based on 
the specific environmental situation faced by the organization. For example, stressing a 
moderate level of competitiveness and extemal focus by an organization does not exclude it 
from placing some emphasis on the development of its workers, and adopting strategies to 
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enhance morde and cohesion among them. Cameron (1986a), supported the inclusion of 
paradoxical or contlicting critena in assessrnents of organizationai effectiveness in order to 
achieve a better assessment. Cameron (1983)- suggested that in order to develop accurate 
measurement at the organizational level, variables and rneasures must be combined with some 
overall mode1 that indicates performance in the multiple domains of effectiveness. He added 
that, although organizations could operate in multiple domains of effectiveness, they rnay also 
perform well only in a limited number of them. In other words, organizations can not satisfy 
al1 possible critena of effectiveness. Tsui (1 990), argued that, using a multidimensional view 
of effectiveness implies that different patterns of relationships between organizational 
effectiveness and its determinants will emerge, depending on the environment in which a 
particular organization functions. 
Figure 3.1 (a). (b), (c), and (d) show pictograms of competing values critena used in 
the assessment of effectiveness over the life cycle of the organization, as suggested by Quim 
and Cameron (1983). It is clearly seen that organizations tend to pursue the values that belong 
to more than one mode1 at the sarne tirne, regardless of the stage they are in. The only factor 
of difference from one stage to another is the diffenng levels of these values or cnteria 
pursued by organizations, as seen in States (a), (b), (c), and (d). In state (b) the organization 
values flexibility but somewhat less than in (d), where more ernphasis is put on flexibility. 
During stage (a), the organization places emphasis on flexibility just as much in (d) however, it 
places very little emphasis on control of its processes. In (c), the organization places less 
flexibility than in (a) and (d), but places more than in (b). This view represents a more realistic 
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mode1 of the nature of the firm, and how it organizes itself to achieve effectiveness. This is the 
view considered by this research- 
Coml 
(a) Enucpeneurid Stage 
Conml 
(cl Collcctivity Stage 
îonml 
Elaboration of Stnicairr Stage 
Figure 3.1: Organizational Lik Cycle and Cnteria of Elreetiveness ' 
Frorn this perspective, a homogenous group of h n s  that are within the same stage of 
their life cycle tend to pursue similar levels of criteria of effectiveness. These levels are 
' Source: Quinn and Cameron (1983) 
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determined as the result of hybridization of certain levels of values of the four models of the 
competing values approach to represent another configuration. Therefore, the levels of the 
hybridized cnteria in this confïguration/rnodel can be used to predict the organizational 
effectiveness of firms. This is achieved by: gauging the levels of hybridized criteria in existing 
effective firrns through empincal experimentation; and using the determined levels of these 
criteria as a gauge against which, levels of cnteria in fims under question, can be compared. 
Three main steps can be considered in order to develop vaiid quantitative models 
based on configurational inquiry @otty et al, 1993). First organizational configurations in an 
identified approach must be conceptuaiized and modeled as ideal types where effectiveness is 
highest because the fit, arnong the contextual, structural, and strategic factors is at a maximum 
in these configurations. In this research, the competing values approach was selected as a 
valid configurational approach that conceptualizes and identifies four ideal models of 
effectiveness criteria that can be pursued by construction firms to achieve effectiveness. 
Second, organizational characteristics of the particular group of organizations or firms 
which represents the different effectiveness domains, in the ideai types, must be first integrated 
into an overall multivariate profile or model. The mode1 must be fitted and tested empirically, 
using a valid referent measure of organkationai effectiveness. This is done in order to identify 
those characteristics that are significant in the prediction of organizational effectiveness and 
their levels. Third, based on an assessrnent of the levels of these significant organizational 
characteristics, the overall model can then be used to predict the level of organizational 
effectiveness of the firm. 
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3.3. METHODOLOGY 
A number of researchers have noted that when developing effectiveness measurement 
it is important to specify whether it is the variables that predict effectiveness, or the variables 
that indicate effectiveness, that are of interest (e.g. Cameron, 1986). This research focuses on 
developing a methodology to predict the organizational effectiveness of the construction firm. 
A multivariate model is developed and validated to achieve the best prediction. The model 
relates levels of identified organizational characteristics in a homogenous group of 
ccnstruction firms to an operational measure of their organizational effectiveness. 
As seen in Fig 3.2, this was done in three main steps. First, organizational 
characteristics' categories and variables relevant for exarnining effectiveness of the 
construction firm were identified. Second, a field study was designed and camed out. In the 
study, a number of tasks as indicated, were accomplished: 
The identified variables were operationalized. 
A referent measure against which organizational effectiveness is judged, was 
constructed using the three cornmon domains of effectiveness in construction: 
execution of work within scheduled duration, or cornpletion of work within 
budgeted cost, and/or performance of work according to contractual standards and 
specifications. 
Scales of measurements were constnicted for the variables and their reliability 
tested. 
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Self-administered questionnaires were constmcted to collect data from management 
and workers in the construction finn. 
A field survey was carried out using the constructed questionnaires to collect cross- 
sectionai data fiorn a homogenous group of construction firms. 
In the third step, the data collected fiom the field survey is used to test the hypothesis 
that organizational effectiveness, as operationalized, can be predicted using the developed 
measures of the identified variables. A multivariate linear regression mode1 is developed and 
validated as a predictive mode1 of the proposed assessrnent methodology. The rest of this 
chapter includes a discussion of the first step conceming the identification of variables, the 
following four chapters will discuss steps II and iII of the methodology. 
3.3.1. Identification of Variables 
In order to have a comprehensive understanding of organizational effectiveness, the 
key variables in the domain of effectiveness of the construction fim, must be identified. The 
types of variables or cntena that can be used Vary by domain and level of analysis. The target 
of this research is the construction fin and the level of analysis is at the organizational level. 
An analysis of the consttuction firm's characteristics that pertains to structural context: 
organizational flexibility, niles and regulations; organizationai focus; and strategy (means vs. 
ends) along the dimensions of effectiveness as represented by values of the four models, 
helped to identiw the important variables used to develop the rnethodology. 
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For analytical purposes, the construction firm cm be viewed as having some fonn of 
vertical structure, or hierarchy, and operating within an environment (Figure 3.3). The 
extemal environment of a construction firm impact on it through different types of forces. The 
firm has a boundary. The firm's boundary is moveable because people from within it are in 
constant interaction with others from organizations outside the boundary. A construction 
fim's environment would comprise regulating agencies, cornpetiton, suppliers, sub- 
contractors, consultants, etc. Inputs From the environment cross the firm's boundary and are 
transformed through the production process into outputs. 
In the traditional sense, the primary role of the construction firm is the assembly of 
resources and transforrning them into a product (a facility or part of it) using its skill in the 
techniques of construction and in the management of construction operations. It is becoming 
comrnon for the construction firm to be involved in more than the construction phase of the 
building process. To accomplish its role, the construction fin usually: provides and direct its 
own workforce to do a portion of the actual work; supervises the work of subcontractors; 
plans, coordinates, and s u p e ~ s e s  parts or ail of the construction process; and is responsible 
for completing the work on-time, on budget, and in accordance with specifications. 
In considering the hierarchical structure of the typical constniction fim, Langford and 
Male ( 199 1), identified t h e  different levels of management (Figure 3.3). The ii~stitrrtiord or 
strategrc levei is concemed with adapting the firm to the extemal environment through 
planning and goal-setting, the organizu~iot~ni level, where the primary focus is on the lateral 
and vertical relationships within the firm's structure, and the techical or prodt~ctiot~ ievei, 
concerned with transfomîng inputs fi-om the environment into outputs to the environment. 
Each Ievel has to accomplish their different tasks if the firm is to achieve organizational 
effectiveness in the face of uncertainty. 
The production level is concerned very much with the present and getting the job 
done. The concern at the organizational level is one of mediation between the strategic level 
and the technical level as well as maintainhg stmctural relationships between the various parts 
of the firm or with other extemal entities. There is less emphasis at this level on the technical 
skills and more on organizational skills such as the ability to handle people, organizational 
structure, systems, procedures and controls. Uncertainty of the construction environment 
requires that the fim operates in two time frames, the short term when dealing with the 
production level, and the longer tem, when dealing with the strategic level. The question here 
is one of s u ~ v a l  and adaptation to the forces of the construction industry. This research 






Figure 3.3 A Model of A ~ i r m ~  
Source: Langford and Male ( 199 1) 
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As stated before, a firm could pursue any of the criteria of four models in the 
competing values approach. Analysis dong the values of the four configurations of the 
competing values approach helps in identifjing the key variables to be included in the model. 
The analysis identifies fourteen variables t hat are deemed related to the construction firm' s 
organizational effectiveness in four general categories (Table 3.1): structurai; flexibility, rules, 
and regdation; person-oriented processes, and strategic means and goals. 
Table 3.1 Dimensions, Categories, and Variables of Effectiveness 
Competing Values Categones of variables Variables 
Dimensions 
Structural 
Structural contek? 1. Level of integration in services 
offercd 
Level of joint venturing. 
partnering. and alliances 
Lcvel of subcontracting 
Level of multiple projcct 
handling ability 
Level of coordination 
Level of information flow 
Flesibility, mies. and 1. Estent of niles and regulations 
regula tions 2. Levet of adherence to rules 
and regulatians 
3. Level of controt 
4. Attitude toward change 
Focus internakstemal Person-oriented processes 1. Strength of CUI ture 
2. Level of workers' participation 
in dccision rnaking 
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3.3.1.1 Category (1): Structural 
According to Daft (1 983), firms cm be defined as multi-dimensional social entities that 
are goal-directed, with a deliberately structured set of interconnected and mutually dependent 
parts that communicate and exist together to stnve for a common purpose in a changing 
environment. The environment of a firm is the set of environmental etements with which the 
fim seek to interact, or has to interact, to accomplish its goals. Finns emphasize the need for 
fighting disorder in their environment and attempt to achieve order (i-e. effectiveness) by 
forming effective structures, promoting strong culture, controlling efficient interna1 processes. 
and devising new strategies to increase their cornpetence. 
What type of structure does a firm need in order to be effective? According to Ansoff 
(1988). the distinct types of responsiveness in which a firm seeks to engage can be used to 
identie the structure it needs. The types of responsiveness are: operating, competitive, 
innovative, entrepreneurial, and administrative. Ansoff classifies these responsiveness types 
into four basic forms or structures: the functional operating form which, minimizes the 
operating costs of the organization; the divisional-cornpetitive form which, optimizes the 
organizations profits; the project matrix-innovative form that develops the organizations near- 
term profit potential; and the multistmcture-responsiveness form which, addresses the 
different needs in different strategic business areas to develop the organization' s long-term 
profit potential. 
Mintzberg (1979), advanced that organizational structure of a firm is determined by 
interplay of seven forces; direction, efficiency, proficiency, concentration, innovation, 
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cooperation, and competition. Based on the degree of interplay among these forces, he 
identified five types of structures or forms that include the simple or entrepreneurial structure, 
machine bureaucracy, professional bureaucracy, diversified structure, and adhocracy. The 
simple structure has direct supe~s ion  as its prime coordinating mechanism. The key part of 
the firm is at the strategic level and, as its name implies the structure is simple, uncluttered by 
rules and regulations, and has more participative decision-making. This type of organizational 
stmcture charactenzes small construction firms such as a sub-contractor, employing a few 
workers. 
Standardization of work processes is the prime coordinating mechanism in the machine 
bureaucracy structure. This type of structure typifies large sized general contractor firms 
which, use many rules and regulations, functional depariments, and centralized decision - 
making that follows the chain of command. The professional bureaucracy structure has as its 
prime coordinating mechanism the standardization of skills. The production level is the key 
part of the firm. The majority of workers in this firm are highly skilled-professionals-with 
considerable work autonomy and decentraiized decision-making. A typical example would be 
a turn-key construction firm with construction management seMces as its main core and 
which subcontracts the bulk of the construction work in its contracts to outside sub- 
contractors. 
The divisional structure has as its prime coordinating mechanism the standardization of 
outputs. This type creates a series of relatively autonomous smaller divisions with functional 
structures. Grouping of divisions tends to be by markets. This structure is common in the very 
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large general contractors firms with divisions s e ~ n g  in the various markets of the 
construction industry. The adhocracy structure is team based. The teams are highly flexible to 
achieve adaptation and decision-making within the team is decentralized with minimal 
supervision. The adhocracy structure is typified by the project stmctured constmction firm. 
Mintzberg argued that there is no one best structural form for effectiveness and in 
order for a firm to be effective. it has to mode1 itself along one of forms he identified and 
manage its consistency of form. Tatum's (1990). conclusion, that there is no best 
organizational form that a construction firm can follow to achieve effective perfonnance, is 
similar to Mintzberg's. Tatum asserted that what's really important is that the construction firm 
must attempt to maintain its effectiveness regardless of the form it takes. According to Pilcher 
(1990) a large percentage of construction firms are small. owner-style run business. The 
emphasis of firms in the construction industry is on producing a product while minimizing the 
risks associated with the effects of a very unstable and variable construction demand and still 
achieve an acceptable level of profits. 
The organizational structure can be described by a number of dimensions that pertain 
to intemal characteristics of the organization. These dimensions are: formalization, 
specialization, standardization, hierarchy of authority, complexity, and centralization. 
Formalization pertains to the degree of documentation of organizational procedures, 
regulations, and policy. Large organizations tend to be more formalized than small ones. 
Secondly, is specialization, which refers to the degree to which organizational tasks are 
subdivided into separate jobs. If specialization is extensive, each worker perforrns only a 
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narrow range of tasks. If it is low, a worker performs a wide range of tasks in his job. 
Specialization is sometimes referred to as the division of labor. 
The third structural dimension is standardkation, which is the extent to which sirnilar 
work activities are perforrned in a unifonn manner. The fourth dimension is the hierarchy of 
authority and it describes who reports to whom, and the span of control in the firm. The fifth 
dimension is complexity, which refers to the number of activities or subsystems within the 
organization. Complexity reflects the number of vertical levels in the hierarchy, the number of 
departments existing horizontally across the organization, and the number of geographical 
locations where it exists. Centralization in an organization refers to the hierarchical level that 
has authority to make decisions. When decisions are delegated to lower levels, the 
organization is decentralized and vice-versa. The arrangement of tasks, roles, authority, and 
responsibility gives every organization its unique structure, through which it does its work. 
Throughout the history of organizations, structure evolved in response to the dual challenges 
of extemal diversity of the organizations strategic position, and their intemal complexity. 
According to the four models of the competing values approach, the structural criteria 
used to describe the four models are: flexibility, to describe the open system model; stability in 
the intemal process model; planning and coordination in the rational goal model; and cohesion 
and culture in the human-relations model. In Table 3.1, two categories of variables that relate 
to the structural dimension of the construction firm are considered dong the values of the four 
models in the competing values approach. These are: structural context; and flexibility, rules 
and regulations. 
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In the category of structural context, the study hypothesizes six variables as important 
attributes that cm be used to indicate how effective the structural component of the 
construction firm is in dealing with its extemal and internai environment. This category of 
variables includes: level of integration in seMces offered by the construction firm; level of 
subcontracting used in majonty of work projects; level of multiple project handling ability; 
level of using joint-venturing, partnering, and strategic alliances in project delivery; level of 
inter and intra-organization coordination; and level of information flow inside the firm. These 
are discussed in details as follows: 
1. Level of Integration in Services Offered 
Integration in seMces is defined as the degree to which a firm does things with in- 
house workers (Hansen, 1987). Porter (1980). defined integration as "the combination of 
technologicaliy distinct production andor other economic processes within the confines of a 
single firm". Porter discussed two types of integration, forward and backward integration. A 
fim integrates fonvard when it integrates toward the market it ultimately intends to serve .Le. 
a constmction fim building, owning, and leasing retail space to its clients. Backward 
integration occurs when the firm gains control over the supporting businesses in the overall 
process. An example is when a construction firm acquires the ownership of its suppliers, such 
as a concrete ready-mix company in order to supply its own concrete. 
Hasegawa (1988). stressed the need for construction fims to formulate structures 
based on local market analysis and outlines three approaches; product differentiation, business 
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diversification, and market segmentation. Hillebrandt and Cannon ( 1990), advocated four 
means of product differentiation for the construction firm. These are: offenng a range of 
project management methods; extending into A/E design; extending into financial packaging; 
and extending into facilities management. They recommended the adoption of Totd Brrild 
Service where the construction firm guarantees the final cost and completion date of a 
construction project and also gives a warranty on the quality and performance. The Total 
Bidd Service also offers facilities management and building management. According to 
Krippaehne el al (1992), a construction firm may integrate forward by performing land- 
development services, providing AIE design capability, owning and leasing facilities, and 
offering construction financing. It may also integrate backward by ofering construction 
matenals supply and other services. 
When a firm integrates, it rneans that the fim is expanding a product or s e ~ c e  
position. As such, integration represents more administrative transactions within the firm's 
structure. Measuring the level of integration of seMces in the construction f i n  would gauge 
the effectiveness of the fimis' structure in addressing the added structural complexity of 
organization as a result of the integration strategies by the construction firm in its atternpt to 
control the quality and range of its construction product. 
Therefore, it is important to evaluate the level of integration of services offered by the 
construction firm, for two reasons. First, because the level of integration influences the 
effectiveness and the strategic flexibility of the firm's structure, especially where firms, with 
integrated services, tend to develop defensive strategies and rigidity in their structures to 
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compensate for increases in risks and potential increases in fixed costs. Second, because it 
underlies the effectiveness of the firm's structure to increase market share and exercise a 
greater degree of control over the quality of the construction product. 
2. Level of Subcontracting 
Construction work, in its conventional form, employs an intensive technology 
(Thornpson, 1967) and requires the contribution of a vanety of trades. Most construction 
fims obtain business by submitting cornpetitive bids for projects with owner-detennined 
specifications. Because of the custom-building nature of the construction process, it is difficult 
to predict the nature of future work and input requirements. The site-based nature of 
production also makes it highly prone to uncertainties in clirnate and site-conditions, and 
availability of resources in the local environment in which the work is camed out. 
The use of subcontracting emerged in construction as a means of coping with these 
uncertainties. Subcontracting is a strategy that has long been used successfblly in the 
construction industry. The nature of the industry, construction process, and the construction 
product, allow and encourage construction work to be at least partially performed by specialty 
subcontractors who specialize in a certain part or kind of construction process and work. As 
noted by Brensen et al (1984), by passing on some of the risks associated with the 
construction project to subcontractors, the general contractor retains flexibility. 
Subcontracting is used widely by General Contractors construction firms, to Save money and 
time, and to gain strategic flexibility during times of change. 
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Construction subcontractors are usually more specialized and can do the work quicker 
and for less money than general contractor firms. Eccles (198 la), has shown the influence of 
subcontracting in increasing the complexity of structure in the general contractor construction 
firm. As the level of subcontracting used by the firm increases, the arnount of coordination, 
information flow, and sub-contract management tasks increases. If the firm's structure is not 
able to address the increased complexity that results fiom utilizing subcontracting, the 
construction finn's ability to control its work will be lessened. Clarke (1980). argued that 
increased subcontracting has reduced the general contractor's control over the construction 
process, leading to cost and time ovemns. Usdiken et al, (1988), argued that the extent of 
control over subcontractors emerge as a critical consideration in subcontracting strategy of 
the construction fim. The discussions in the literature suggest that certain organizationai 
structural properties are Iinked to the level of subcontracting used by the particular 
construction firm. Eccles (198 la), for instance showed that construction firms carrying more 
complex projects, subcontract more. But Clarke ( 1980), observed that the construction fim 
faces a dilemma in regard to selecting a suitable level of subcontracting. On the one hand, the 
construction ftrms develop their cornpetence in one or two trades, and limit their activities to, 
the winning of projects, and resort to extensive subcontracting. On the other hand, a strong 
commitment to in-house production and as, Hamgan (1985) noted, the need to safe guard 
production control, cm be a strategy requirements making subcontracting less desirable. 
The measurement of the level of subcontracting used by the constniction firm 
underscores the firm's attitude towards structural flexibility, by nsk sharing and enhancing its 
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costs effectiveness. A construction firm that pursues strategic flexibility must have a structure 
that is better suited for contractual arrangements that provide the tlexibility of subcontracting. 
Although subcontracting may provide costs effectiveness, it limits the degree of control the 
organization has over its processes. The result of this limitation will be more pronounced and 
negative when the firm's structure is not able to cope with the added cornplexity of 
subcontracting. However, when the firm's structure is suited for the proper use of 
subcontracting strategies, it can significantly enhance the construction fim's flexibility. If a 
general contractor manages a portfolio of subcontractors who have a broad cross section of 
abilities, the contractor should be able to successfully adapt to changes that may occur in the 
construction marketplace. 
3. Level of Multiple Project Handling Ability 
The typical constmction firm is very project oriented and the majority of 
management's functions are thus directly related to individual projects (Rossow and 
Moavenzadeh, 1976). When the construction firm assumes the responsibility for handiing 
more than one project at the same time, it increases the complexity of its structure. Thomas 
and Bluedorn (1986). discussed the factors that influence the choice of an authotity structure 
by construction firms handling industrial constmction projects and productivity. One of the 
influencing factors discussed is the number of projects, or the work load fiom other projects. 
The level of planning, organizing, control, and coordination, resulting from handling other 
simultaneous construction projects, affect the organizational structure effectiveness in 
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delivering desired performance in these projects. The relationship between organizational 
structure of the construction firm and projea characteristics and its influence on productivity 
and organizational efectiveness was also discussed by Thomas et al (1982. 1983). 
This variable refiects the ability of the construction firm's structure to handle 
simultaneous work at diferent locations in order to increase its volume of business and its 
profits (Eccles, 198 1 b). The ability to handle multiple simultaneous projects is idluenced by 
the organization's ability to deploy necessary resources in a manner that requires accurate 
planning and resource management. Deployment of resources, in different locations at the 
same time requires a suitable organizational structure to handle issues related to control, 
coordination, information flow, and communication. Multiple work projects affect the 
structure of the construction firm and tend to make it flatter, where project managers assume 
more control for their projects than the home-office manager. The measurement of the 
multiple project handling ability of a construction firm reflects the degree of success of the 
organizational structure in meeting the demands put on it, for more coordination among the 
vanous sites and home office, for more control of the resources, and for more information 
flow when multiple projects are handled. 
4. Level of Joint-Venturing, Partnering and Alliances 
This variable reflects the effectiveness of the firm's organizational structure in 
integrating with other construction companies' structures when the firm enters in such 
relationships. These relationships are usually entered into by the construction firm to access 
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new teçhnology, share risks, secure financing, enter new markets, irnprove competit ive 
position, and meet project requirements. According to Badger and Mulligan (1995). 
construction firms tend to cooperate across local boundaries of their structures by forming 
joint ventures, consortia, and by pooling technicai expertise, to reduce the level of exposure to 
risk. This is done mainly by establishing co[Iaborative reiationships with manufacturers. 
financiers, and other supplien. The relationships could be called upon when needed. 
Partnering is an emerging tool that influences how the firm links its stmcture with that 
of other organizations to enhance performance. Partnering represents a long-term 
comrnitment between two or more firms for the purpose of achieving specific business 
objectives by maxirnizing the effectiveness of each participant's resources. A partnering 
relationship has a long-term perspective, builds trust and openness between the partners, 
encourages innovation. and increases awareness of needs, and objectives of al1 partners. 
Partnering forms when a set of independent firms work together to manage the flow of goods 
and seMces along the entire value-added chain in order to improve competitiveness and 
performance. Firrns that partner have the coordination and scale associated with large firms 
and the flexibility, and low overhead usually found in srnaller firms. 
PartnerÏng is being advocated for constmction fims as means of enhancing their 
effectiveness. In construction, the partnenng chah could start from collection of raw material 
to the ready-to-manufacture material phase, to cornponents' production stage, to assembly, 
installation, and site construction, to the final delivered product. Construction is cited as a 
good example where value added partnerships (VAPs) can work very well since. it has been 
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using subcontracting for a long time (Cook and Hancher, 1990). Subcontracting, however in 
its present fom, can not be qualified as a partnering relationship because, as Gardiner and 
Sirnmons (1992) outlined, general contractors usually hold the subcontractors at annrs length 
and attempt to keep any economic gains to themselves. Cook and Hancher concluded that 
construction firms can use effective partnering as a contracting strategy to replace the 
potentially adversarial atmosphere of the traditional bidding methodology. 
5. Level of Organizational Coordination 
Coordination is defined by Petit ( 1975), as the fitting together of the subtasks needed 
to accomplish an overall objective, Le., the proper finctioning of the organization. The 
purpose of coordination is to once again integrate the parts of a task that are separated, due to 
division of work. Coordination occurs in an action and time dimension. The division of work 
breaks up the actions required to perform the total tasks into a series of linked actions. It does 
so in a time dimension, so certain types of actions precede others. Coordination reunites the 
separate activities, with emphasis on synchronization of effort, which is required for effective 
production. 
Without coordination, the firrn's tasks would not be reaIized in an effective manner. 
This is so because workers do not understand how their activities are refated to others in the 
firm. They do not see the "big picture" of how things are done clearly enough to know how 
best to integrate their work with other members work and attain the best overall results. 
Coordination is directed by the f in ' s  management. This directed coordination Ieads to the 
hierarchical structure of the fim. Activities are linked by putting the workers, who perfom 
these activities, under the authority of a s u p e ~ s o r  who coordinates the various tasks. When 
the number of workers exceeds the upper limit of the number of subordinates that a supervisor 
can coordinate, the task of coordinating is subdivided among two supervisors. This leads to a 
new need for coordination, cailed second order coordination of the two supervisors from still 
a higher level in the fim. As the size of the firm grows, additional layers of coordination must 
be added, and the hierarchical structure of the firm is developed. Thus, coordination has a 
vertical as well as a horizontal dimensions in firms (Figure 3.4). In the structural hierarchy, 
coordination becomes complex and more difficult. It is impossible for management at the top 
to cope with ail the coordination problems that come up through the hierarchy. Therefore, 
various formal procedures are used to enhance routine coordinative work (Litterer, 1965). 
- 
1 - Second-order coordination 
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Figure 3.4: Horizontal and Vertical Dimensions of coordination3 
Workers 
3 Source: Petit ( 1975) 
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In brief, coordination is a necessary process that must be performed by the various 
management levels in the firm to ensure that basic functions such as decision making. 
planning, organizing, and control are carried out in a manner that ensures organizational 
effectiveness. 
The measurement of this variable reflects how effective the organizational structure is 
in coordinating its interna1 and extemal relationships. It is crucial for the construction firm. 
especially the one which emphasizes planning in its structure to coordinate its activities and its 
relationships in the context of the construction process, especidy since construction project 
organizations usually include multiple organizations. Coordination as a critena for effectiveness 
would underscore the organization's attempt to utiiiie necessary means to ensure cooperation and 
proper ùifomation flow, both intemally and extemally, respond to intemal conflicts and possible 
problems arising in contractual relationships. 
6. Level of Information Flow 
Nearly every management textbook stresses the need for effective communication 
inside the firm in order to achieve organizational effectiveness. Managers and researchers 
agree that information flow processes underlie most aspects of organization functioning and 
are critical to organizational effectiveness. Snyder and Moms ( l984), studied organizational- 
level performance measures and the relationship between four aspects of information flow 
(adequacy of information about organizatim policies and procedures, information exchange 
within the work group, management-subordinates information exchange, and feedback 
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information). Their study provided empirical evidence that supported the existence of a 
relationship between a high level of information flow and overall organizational performance. 
According to Fumharn and Gunter (1993), communication of information is a vital 
process in every organization. They added that when the communication of information is 
accurate and effective, an organization can function smoothly. but when there is a failure or 
breakdown in communication, or when information is distorted, there can be serious 
repercussions for the performance of any firm. Information flows in and around the fim and in 
different directions. Information aiso flows into and out of the fim. Within the firm, 
information Bows up fiom lower to higher levels or down f?om higher to lower levels, and 
across levels in the organization. As well as formalized channels of communication, most firms 
contain informal channels where information flows between individuals with no restrictions. 
Information flows through informal channels, are sometimes more important and quicker than 
formal information flow (Baskin and Aronoff, 1989) 
Dawson (1 989), identified five important characteristics of an ideal information flow: 
1. Accuracy: Message clearly reflects intention and tmth as seen by sender and is 
received as such. 
2. Reliability: diverse observers would receive message in the sarne way. 
3. Validity: messages are consistent, allows prediction and incorporates knowledge. 
4. Adequacy: Message is of sufficient quantity (detail) and appropriate timing. 
5 .  Effectiveness: message achieves the intended result fiom sender's point of view. 
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The measurement of this variable will indicate the degree of openness and quality of 
information being communicated fonnally and informally within the organizational structure of 
the construction firm. 
3.3.1.2 Category (2): Flexibility, Control, and Rules and Regulations 
In the second category, of flexibility, control, and mles and regulations, the study 
hypothesizes four variables that influence how effective the organizational structure is in 
mediatirtg between the flexibility-control points in the flexibility-control dimension of the 
competing values approach. These include: 
1. Extent of Using Rules and Regulations 
Rules and regulation are a set of guidelines established by the management of the firm 
in an effort to regulate its interna1 processes and interactions, and its relationships with the 
extemal environment. Fink, et al (1983) pointed out that al1 firms establish rules, procedures, 
and policies that govem members' behavior in ways that are not covered by other methods of 
control in the organization. In generat, a firm aims to have rules and policies that are broad, 
flexible, and subject to change, in order to provide management with the freedom to involve 
workers (where appropriate) in the process of establishing rutes that are functional to their 
jobs and to the overall work effort. Flexible, broad and generai rules aiso allow management 
to modiq and update rules in response to changing demands both inside and outside the 
organization. The extent of using rules and regulations underscores the finn's effort to exert 
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more control on its processes. Measurement of this variable underscores the extent to which 
regulations are being used by the construction firm. in work procedures and evaluation 
2. Level of Adherence to Rules and Regulations 
An important elernent that affects the effectiveness of established rules and regdation 
is influenced by the level of adherence by workers and management in an organization. Ruies 
are no more effective than the willingness of the management and workers to abide by them. 
This is the prime reason why rules are established to be flexible so as to ailow management to 
modifi, update and bend rules when necessary, to suit both the intemal and extemal 
environments. This variable rneasures how the construction firm (management and workers) 
adheres and complies to niles and regulations established to govem tasks and work processes. 
3. Level of ControI 
Intemally focused organizations that value control emphasize stability and control as 
criteria for effectiveness. Control underscores the firrn's attempts to exert its influence over its 
processes to achieve stability. Control is a way of making sure that things happen the way they 
are supposed to happen. Control, in an organization is gained through mechanism and 
procedures. A budget is a control device and or how it is used is a control method. Flow of 
activities inside organizations are managed through control systems. A control system is a 
combination of control devices and procedures established and organized to make sure that 
the activities of the organization achieve the intended results. 
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Control systems serve a variety of purposes that include rnaintaining required task 
roles, maintaining organizational character, and minimizing and/or correcting deviations fiom 
established standards relative to quantity. quality, flow of work, costs, and safety. 
The sources of control in firms stem fiom different levels that include: supervisory 
control; self-control; social control (culture); and system control. In assessing the level of 
control, factors that must be considered include degree of control and its affordability (effects 
on the organization costs and profits); sources of control given the nature of the firrn and 
people empioyed by it; the impact of the control system on other organizational activities; 
congruence between control system and organizational goals and values. 
The rneasurement of the level of control reflects the degree of control that the 
construction finn tries to exert over its processes in an attempt to ensure stability and quality 
of operations and. hence, organizational eflectiveness. 
4. Organizational Attitude Toward Change 
Some firms treat change as an accidental occurrence, while others plan change. Firms 
that persist in resisting change eventually bil. Management in firms, or those who have 
sufficient influence on the fim itself, take actions to institute change because they feel a need 
for change. The objective of planned change is to keep the firm viable. Firms. in certain times, 
seek to bring about changes that would: align its structure, improve human resource practices, 
use of new construction processes, enter into new constmction markets. or expanding into 
other sectors of the industry. According to Curnmings and WorIey (1993). effectiveness 
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depends, in part, on how well the firm manages these changes, especially in the face of the 
resistance to change that sometimes occurs without proper management of the change. 
Robbins (1989). discussed the organizational change process in the mode1 (Figure 3.5). He 
descnbed three actions for successfùl change: the unfreeze of the old state; change into the 
new state; and refreezing the new state. Unfieezing is necessary to overcome the pressures of 
both individuals and group conformity or resistance to change fiom the status quo. Resistance 
can be reduced by communication of the logic of change to workers; increased involvement of 
workers in the process of change, to obtain commitment; and giving support dunng change, 
through new training. M e r  change takes place, refi-eezing represents the smooth 
incorporation of changes into the organization's system, making it more permanent. 
There are a host of factors which stimulate change in firms. These include: strategic, 
structural, cultural, new technology, and management succession. Most of the major 
organizational changes originate fi-om external events. Organizational attitude toward change, 
given the characteristics of the environment, plays a major role in how successhl the finn is in 
changing and adapting to challenges in the environment. The change process can be 
considered a success only if the future state desired is achieved; the functioning of the firm 
works as planned; and the transition occurs without undue cost to the firm. 
The measurement of organizational attitude toward change underscores flexibility of 
management and worken in the construction firm, toward instituting change in organizational 
processes, tasks, and work methods in order to bnng about improvements to deal with the 
challenges facing them. 
Figure 3.5 : A Mode1 For Organizational change4 
3.3.1.3 Category (3): Persons-Oriented Processes 
Evans (1986), listed the focus of attention on human resource management, as one of 
the most important factors that influence organizational effectiveness. Sophisticated human 
relations and human resource policies, have been found to be a comrnon denominator in 
successful firms (Foulkes, 1980). 
' Source: Adapted from Robbins (1990) 
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The third category of variables in the methodology is based on the dimension of focus 
in the competing values approach and it is represented by how much emphasis the 
construction fim puts on its internai organization and persons-oriented processes. Al1 fims 
must manage their intemal environments through processes that target their workers. In brief. 
firms have to motivate their worken and create the appropriate environments to maintain their 
motivation. This must be done by complementing the traditional authority inside the 
hierarchical structure with procedures and processes to establish and pay attention to hurnan 
relations in order to improve the quality of working life. Two variables are identified from this 
category that could describe the persons-oriented processes: strength of organizational culture 
existing in the firm and level of workers' participation in decision making. 
1. Strength of Organizational Culture 
The aims of any firm should be to create an environment in which the objectives of the 
organization, can be most economically and satisfactorily achieved, while at the same time 
providing satisfactory working conditions for the human resources (people) involved. Job 
satisfaction is: the extent to which workers feel satisfied or dissatisfied with work, with their 
place in the organization in relation tu colfeagues with whom they work and with the 
environment in which they work. 
The relationship between f i n s  that promote cultures with strong emphasis on the 
penons-onented processes and performance is well established (Kotter and Heskett, 1992). 
Gordon and DiTomaso (1992). investigated the relationships between culture strength and 
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performance. Their findings supported those of Dension's (1990); that a strong culture is 
predictive of short-term future performance. Maloney ( 1989). stated that "managing culture is 
the key to organizationai eEectiveness" 5 .  Taylor and Bowers (1972), determined that 
relationships exist between employee perceptions and attitudes, and firm success. Hansen and 
Wemerfelt (1989), found that a strong emphasis on human resources, and having a strong 
culture are signifiant predictors of profitability. Therefore, this variable is considered because 
it reflects the interna1 climate of the firm and its strength or weaknesses, which are directly 
tied to performance. 
A reMew of the literature revealed many definitions of organizational culture. It is been 
defined as that sum of shared values, behavior patterns, syrnbols, attitudes. and normative 
ways of conducting work that differentiates one organization fiom dl others. It is also defined 
as the shared beliefs, ideologies, and norms that influence ~rga~zational ctions Deal and 
Kennedy (1982), identified key elements that influence organizational culture: business 
environment; values or norms of behavior shared by members of the organization; the rites 
and rituals to reinforce the values or noms of behavior, and communication and management 
of the cultural network that sustains the culture. 
Every finn exists within a particular type of business environment and mut  adapt to 
that environment. The organization must develop expertise within that environment to 
perforrn effectively . Maloney and Federle ( 1 W O ) ,  argued that the business environment has 
5 In Maloney. W. (1989) OrganizationaI Culture: Implications for Management. .-fSCE Journal of 
Jlanngerrient in engineering. Vol. 5. ( 2 ) .  pp. 137 
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perhaps the largest intluence on an organization's culture because it determines what is 
important to the organization. 
Values and norms that are shared by the members of the organization represent an 
important element of culture. Allen and Kraft (1982), stated that norms are needed in an 
organization to guide interpersonal relationships. Deal and Kennedy ( 1982), asserted that 
workers who upheld good values, make success attainable, provide role models, syrnbolize the 
organization to the extemal environment, preserve and set standards of performance, and 
motivate other workers. Rites and rituals are needed to reinforce the values and norms. 
Several types of rituals are important; communication and social rituals; work rituals; 
management rituals; and recognition rituals. Communication rituals and social rituals concern 
issues such as how people should be addressed in the organization, how people are cultured 
into the organization, and how confiict is settled. Work rituals are the procedures that are 
utilized by members to perform the work. Management rituals govem the conduct of manager 
and how and by whom decisions are made or coordinated. Recognition rituals are used to 
illustrate the values the organization seeks to uphold. 
Communication, as an element of culture, not only involves the actual information 
being communicated, but also the interpretation of that knowledge. Maloney and Federle 
(1990). argued that effective communication depends upon what they termed as the cultural 
network more than on the fomal structure because, they reasoned, that most of the 
communication takes place within the cultural network. They added that managing the cultural 
network is the key to organizational effectiveness. Organizations must leam to identie 
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characters in the network, the rules that govern the network, and how to manage 
communication through the network. Organizations should promote strong cultures in order 
to reach higher level of effectiveness. 
Hendrickson and Tung (1989). argued that in construction, creating a culture that 
promotes a workers' job satisfaction is a very complex issue. They added that construction 
firms must adopt strategies to lessen the effects of market demand fluctuation and their 
practice of firing and laying off workers as their volumes of work decline. In addition, they 
listed two factors that negatively, influence the strength of cultures in construction firms: the 
method of grouping workers into crews that are s u p e ~ s e d  in a hierarchical fashion (scientifc 
management philosophy); and limitations put on workers' participation in decision making due 
to the low level of training offered by the average construction organization and low ski11 level 
among construction workers entering the job market. 
2. Level of Workers' Participation in Decision Making 
Decision making, from an organizational perspective, is part of a large process (Figure 
3.6). Information must be gathered, and this establishes the parameters of what can be done. 
Once the information is gathered, it must be interpreted. This interpretation is transmitted as 
advice to the decision maker as to what should be done. The decision must be authorized and 
conveyed before it is executed. Refening to the figure, it cm be said that decisions are most 
centralized when the decision maker controls al1 the steps. As othen gain control over these 
steps. the process becomes more decentralized. 
Figure 3.6: Organization Decision making Process 
It is ofien difficult, in a firm, to identi@ who made a particular decision. At first glance 
it would appear that management, who has the final responsibility for taking a particular 
action makes the decision. However, according to Petit (1975). if the formal and informal 
channels of communication that contribute information to the decision making process are 
studied, it becomes clear that many individuals participate in the process upon which the 
decision is based. 
Why is participation in decision making by workers important to the organizational 
effectiveness of the firm? In addition to speed, which is needed to respond rapidly to changing 
conditions at the point at which the change is taking place (avoiding the need to process 
information through a vertical hierarchy), sharing in the decision making process, can provide 
more detailed input into the decision. If those most familiar with an issue make the decision, 
more of the specific facts relevant to that issue would be available. Another important reason 
for an organization to incorporate participation in decision making is the increased motivation 
to workers, by allowing them to make decisions that will affect how they do their jobs. 
A long traii of motivational theories, beginning with McClelland (1953), and including 
McGregor (1960). Maslow (1970), and numerous other researchers, leads one to the 
conclusion that workers' participation in decision making contributes directly, and indirectly 
to desired organizational outcornes through three important factors affecting the workers. 
These are shown in Figure 3.7 and include job satisfaction, personal growth and development, 
and a willingness to change. For instance, high job satisfaction results in lower turnover, fewer 
absences, and slightly lower accident rates. It also leads to a better quafity of output and to a 
healthier workforce (Kearney and Hays, 1994). Other research has correlated high levels of 
job satisfaction with reduction in Iax behavior to "good citizenship" among workers (Baternan 
and Organ, 1983). 
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Figure 3.7: Participative Decision-Making and Worken and Organizational Benefits 
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The job satisfaction that results fiom participative decision making has been also 
associated with stronger organizational cornmitment which, Kearney and Hays ( 1994) held 
consists of (a) a willingness of workers to exert high levels of effort on behalf of the firm, (b) a 
strong desire to remain in the firm, and (c) an acceptance of the firm's goals and values. Using 
t hese and ot her definitions, researc hers have linked organizational cornmitment resulting from 
participative decision-making, to high performance levels. low turnover, and other measures 
of organizational effectiveness (Angle and Peny, 1983). 
Borcherding (1977), explored the relationship between participative approaches to 
decision making and their eEects on job satisfaction and productivity. On the one hand, he 
concluded that participative decision making is cornmon among construction firms, especially 
those dealing with small size projects, and usually leads to higher productivity. On the other 
hand, he argued that because participative decision making no longer takes place on large 
industrial projects, supervisors, and especially workers in firms handling such projects, lose 
their enthusiasm toward construction work, and frequently, work productivity is reduced. 
Maloney (1993, 1994). discussed the fact that construction firms in the U.S. suffer 
declining performance because worker involvement is minimal due to workers management 
practices in most US construction firms are mainly characterized by the scientific management 
philosophy. Furthemore, he argued that, it is important that worker involvernent must 
become a way of life and that the greater the worker involvement, the greater the benefits to 
the firrn. 
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Schrader (1 972)- reported that a workers' participation in decision-making leads to 
increased effectiveness and productivity in construction firms. He based his conclusions on a 
study in which the productivity of a work group that participated in changing work methods 
increased 14 %, as compared to another group that did not participate in the decision-making 
process. In construction firms, he concluded that a high ievel of participation by the workers 
in the decision-making process would eventually result in improved construction production 
methods, lower resistance to change, and more enthusiastic cornmitment. 
Schrader also discussed two reasons used by management of construction firms to 
explain their failure to use participative decision-making in a regular fashion: the long penod 
of time required for participative decision-making to becorne effective; and the short length of 
time the average worker is employed in construction. He discussed a practical approach to 
participative decision making in constmction work crews such as crew performance analysis 
by members of the crew, the use of workers of long standing, plus a crew elected 
representative to help plan methods. This, he argued, would create a sense of involvement in 
the group that would be cm-ied to the crew. He also argued that very little time is required for 
studies of daily construction operations of the crew which are characterized by a low need for 
expertise and coordination beyond the crew. Furthemore, he concluded that construction 
employrnent is reasonably stable, even though many workers cm still be labeled temporary. 
He argued that these workers are, nevertheless, a good source of new ideas and practical 
know-how. 
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Measurement of the level of participation in decision-making by workers reflects the 
style of how the constmction firm manages its workers and their involvement in decision - 
making to promote cornmitment. Intemally focused construction firms that value flexibility in 
the assessment of effectiveness, are more sensitive to their workers. They allow a higher of 
degree of participation in decision making through a strong culture of team work. Internaily 
focused construction finns that value control in the assessment of effectiveness, stress 
adequate communication and information management through a strong culture of hierarchy, 
with clear rules and regulations for performance. 
Drucker (1988), in his information-based organizations approach that enhances 
organizational effectiveness, advocated that workers must be organized as teams. The 
members of teams must do different tasks, participate in decision making and direct 
themselves. In these teams the culture is strong because the workers are ernpowered to do 
their work. The key to effectiveness is that everyone in these task focused teams constantly 
thinks through what information he/she needs or can give to maintain and improve 
organizational effectiveness. 
3.3.1.4 Category (4): Strategy (Means and Ends) 
The fourth category refiects what strategic means and ends is used by the construction 
firm to achieve organizational effectiveness. This category of variables underlie a firm's 
attempts to adopt effective strategies in an effort to increase its competitiveness and adapt to 
its environment. There are common themes in the definition of strategy. Strategy is concemed 
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with the means to meet ends. According to Ansoff (1988). a strategy is also a set of rules for 
guiding decisions about organizational behavior. Strategy can be thought of as the fim's 
intent, that is oflen expressed in a plan. The plan States the mission, objectives, goals, and the 
actions required to fulfill them, in the context of the firm's interna1 and extemal environments. 
In business terms, strategy is fùndamentally how to position a firm in its cornpetitive 
environment in a way that allows continuous superior performance to that of others. Strategy 
could be explicit as a part of a formal strategic planning process or an implicit intent across 
the organizational functional dimensions and stmctures. 
Organizational strategy is typically formulated for three levels: technicaVproduction 
level; business level; and corporate level. A technicaVproduction strategy determines how the 
firm's intemal operation deals with the transforming of inputs into outputs and is mainly 
concemed with the present and getting the job done. Business strategies are formulated in 
order to position the firm competitively in markets. Corporate strategy identifies the firm's 
missions and main objectives. The firm's mission is its rnisuti &être. A mission rnay be 
narrowly or broadly defined and probably has emanated fkom the founding entrepreneur's 
vision of what the firm should be and it is normally expressed in qualitative terms. A firm's 
objectives stem fiom the mission and is expressed normally in quantifiable terms. 
Two views have emerged on the nature of strategy. The first perspective views 
strategy as a planning mode. A strategy is worked out in advance, is explicit and firms develop 
a systematic and structured plan to meet objectives. The second perspective sees strategy as 
an evolutionary mode. Strategy evolves over tirne, it is not thought out and planned but it is a 
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Stream of significant decisions. This is the evolutionary mode, or logical incrementalism as 
called by Ansoff ( 1988). Planned strategy is worked out in such detail that it becomes difficult 
to alter once implemented. An evolutionary strategy, on the other hand, requires the selection 
of the best strategy under a given set of circumstances. It advocates flexibility to be able to 
adapt. This requires careful environmental scanning, monitoring, and evaluation. Typically, a 
firm's overall strategic posture is determined by a mixture of both. 
According to the competing values approach, extemally focused firms that value 
control in the assessrnent of effectiveness, emphasize planning and goal setting that promotes 
productivity and accornplishrnent. Therefore, in this category, the rnethodology hypothesizes 
two variables: the level of planning carried out by the construction fim; and its level of goal- 
setting. 
1. Level of Planning 
Planning, as a strategy, is described by Hunger and Wheelen (1993), and s h o w  in 
Figure 3.8. The process includes four main phases. In the first phase, the firm carries out an 
environmental scan where the firm analyzes its strength (S), weakness (W), opportunities (O), 
and threat (T). This is commonly referred to as 'SWOT' analysis. In the second phase, firm's 
mission, objectives and strategies to achieve them, and policies of strategies are formulated. 
Prograrns, budgets, and procedures are canied out in the third phase to irnplernent the 
formulated strategies. The fast phase includes evaluation and control of strategies. 
Figure 3.8: Planning Proeess ~ o d e l ~  
Many researchers discussed the importance of strategic planning to the effectiveness of 
construction organizations, large and smail, regardless of the aspect of construction in which 
they are involved. Furthemore, these researchers stress that strategic planning should be 
recognized as an important aspect of the organization's overall activity and requires as much 
attention as routine operations, Warszawski (1994). Betts and Ofori (1992), Langford and 
Male ( 199 1 ), advocated the use of strategic planning and management techniques for the 
constmction firm to gain organizationai effectiveness and hence a competitive advantage. 
6 Source: Adapted from Hunger and Wheelen (1993) 
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The measurement of the level of planning by the construction firm underscores the 
firm's attitude toward utilking planning in routine operations and in adapting to its internai 
and extemal demands in its environment in achieving organizational effectiveness. 
2. Level of Goal Setting 
Bengtsson (1984), reported that goals are indispensable to the effective management 
of construction firms. Naylor and Ilgen (1984), observed that over 90% of the reviewed 
studies, that deal with goal setting, reported at least sorne beneficial effeas on performance. 
They concluded that goals can strongly influence performance, and that the process of setting 
goals is an important aspect with respect to work motivation. 
Whatever the firm's ultimate goals, there are a number of rneans of pursuing each of them. A 
goal of profit can be served by an efficient production activity and a creative marketing and 
bidding program. A goal of safe working conditions c m  be promoted through procunng 
equipment with built-in safety features, good maintenance and training of workers, al1 of 
which encourage the worken to follow safe operating practices. 
There are a number of descriptive ways of categorizing goals, Dawson (1992) gave 
the following categories that are typical for a business firm: financial goals, marketing goals, 
production goals, quality goals, technological goals, growth goals, and social goals. scott7 
identifies three models: rational, natural, and open system as sources of any organizational 
In P.S. Goodman and I. K. Pe~ings .  eds.. New Perspectives on Organizational Effectiveness (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 1977). Chap. 4 
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goal. The rational model, in which goals are specified fiom goods, services, activities, and 
productivity levels; the natural model, in which goals emerge reflecting human needs of the 
organization at the different levels; and the open system model, which recognizes 
organizational goals such as adaptability, flexibility in the exchange of resources between the 
organization and its environment. 
Goals are established as necessary consequence of the firm's self definition, its purpose 
of existence, and managing them involves dealing with goal contlicts. These conflicts stem 
from inherent differences in the nature of goals, due to the cornpetition of resources 
associated with having different goals at the different levels of the firm. Firms are norrnally 
faced with an enormous number and variety of goals to manage. General goals versus specific 
goals; long- term versus short- tenn goals; organization Ievel goals versus sub-organization 
goals; and high priority versus low priority goals. The ideal situation for a firm is when there is 
congruence among the different types of goals and the firm can cope with situations where 
congruence is not possible and manage the confiict in order to rninirnize its negative effect on 
the rational goals. 
Two characteristics of such means to a final goal are noteworthy. The means 
themseives constitute ends (goals). First, efficient production does not just happen, rather, it is 
a goal that firms strive to obtain. It is a sub-goal that itself can be pursued through variety of 
means, and these means constitute sub-sub-goals. Each major goal of a firm is the beginning 
of a chah of goals and sub-goals, in which each sub-goal is a means to a larger goal. Second, 
each sub-goal tends to be more concrete and more of a tangible objective than the related 
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goal. The goal of efficient production activity is more concrete, in the sense that it is a more 
definitive guide for decision making, than is the goal of high profit. According to Fink et al 
(1983). as one moves dong the means-ends chain, the sub-goals tend to become ever more 
"operational". Thus, one can visualize firm's goals as a tree shaped structure of goals, with a 
mean-ends chain fanning out tiom each major goal to more operational goals. In Figure 3.9, 
section of a possible means-ends chah of goals for a construction firm is shown. 
Various perspectives have been given for goal setting strategy in the context of the 
construction fim. Channon (1978), alluded to goal setting strategy in ternis of the extent of 
diversification. Newcombe (1990), also discussed the extent of market diversification, by the 
type of the constmcted product, and geographical expansion (i.e., spread of activities). 
Newcombe considered four markets: single market, dominant market, related market and 
unrelated market; local, regional, national, and international. He concluded that construction 
firms stan as small, IocaI and single market and gradudly grow, mainly through goals 
deliberately set by the firm. 
The measurement of the level of goal setting by the construction firm underscores its 
strategy to motivate workers toward effective performance by the achievement of 
organizational-level goals such as increasing profits levels, increasing costs effectiveness, 
growth into other construction sectors, improving level of process quality, improving client 
satisfaction. and increasing workers' involvement. Most of the current literature recornmends 
that management strategize to find ways of incorporating these goals into their construction 
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firms to increase performance. Bengtsson (1984), found that the goal of profit within the 
construction firm headed the aggregate reply at al1 hierarchical levels in the firm. 
Figure 3.9: Example of A Goal-Chain For A Construction Firm 
Maloney (1994), discussed the strategic planning for human resource management and 
stated that the typical construction firm pursues a strict hierarchical method of workers 
management which leads to decreased workers involvement. Therefore, when a construction 
firm sets a goal of increased workers involvement, this indicates the level of importance that 
the firm attaches to changing its traditional hierarchical process of workers management to 
practices that have the potential of worker satisfaction and higher performance. 
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3.4. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the logic of the proposed methodology was fint discussed. The 
competing values approach is selected as valid approach. The proposed methodology uses the 
effectiveness criteria in the approach's four ideal models, to hypothesize four categories of 
fourteen variables deemed relevant for examining organizational effectiveness of the 
construction firm. The ideal levels of these variables, represent the levels that a homogenous 
group of construction firms attempts to pursue at a certain stage in their life cycle in order 
maximize their organizational effectiveness. The levels of these variables are used to predict 
the organizational effectiveness of firms depending how close the levels of these variables in 
the firm to the ideal levels. 
Secondly, because the ideal levels of the hypothesized variables are not known, three 
main steps were outlined to determine, empirically, a quantitative model. This mode1 relates 
the ideal levels of these variables to a referent measure of organizational effectiveness. The 
process of model development outlined, includes (a) the identification of variables that will be 
used to predict effectiveness according to the criteria of the four ideal models in the 
competing values approach; (b) a field study in which the identified variables are 
operationalized, measures constructed, and data collected; and (c) data analysis, model 
selection and validation. 
The rest of the chapter was devoted to discussing the identification of variables. This 
section deait pnmarily with how the fourteen variables were identified from four categories of 
criteria relevant for exarnining effectiveness along the three dimensions of the competing 
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values approach of structure, focus and strategy means and ends. These variables are 
hypothesized to influence the organizationd effectiveness of the construction fim, and hence. 
can be used to predict it. In the first category of structural context, six variables were 
identified that include the level of integration of seMces offered by the construction fim; levei 
of using joint-venturing, partnering, and alliances; level of subcontracting; level of multiple 
project-handling ability; level of coordination; and level of information flow. 
In the second category of flexibility, rules and regulations, four variables were 
identified that include the level of rules and regulations used by the firrn; level of adherence to 
niles and regulations by management and workers; level of process control; and organizational 
(management and workers) attitude toward change. In the third category of persons-onented 
processes in the firm, the methodoiogy identified two variables. These include the strength of 
organizational culture and the level of workers' participation in decision making. Finally, in 
the category of strategic means and ends, two variables were identified: the level of planning; 
and level of strategic goal-setting by the firm. 
Measurement scales for the identified variables must be constmcted in order to test the 
usefulness of these fourteen variables in predicting the level of organizational effectiveness of 
the construction firm. In the following chapter, measurement of the variables is discussed. 
CHAPTER (4)-OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES 
4.0. INTRODUCTION 
In order to perform analysis, to test the study's hypothesis and develop a model of 
prediction, a valid referent measure of organizational effectiveness must be constructed and 
the fourteen hypothesized variables operationalized. In the first section of this chapter, a 
description of how organizational effectiveness of the construction firm is operationalized into 
a measure that cm be used as a referent in data analysis and model building. In the second 
part, measurement of the fourteen hypothesized variables is described. 
4.1. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS: A REFERENT MEASURE FOR ANALYSIS 
This research uses the synthesis of the goal mode1 and multiple constituencies 
approach to operationalize a measure for organizational effectiveness of the construction firm 
to be used in the analysis and model building. This is achieved by incorporating into the 
measure, the three performance domains or goals that are most commonly used to rate the 
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achievements of the construction fims, by management and the constituents of the 
construction project. These three domains relate to the firm's level of performance in 
construction projects. These are: duration of execution, and whether or not the firm 
accomplishes its work tasks without any delays according to the stipufated time schedule in 
the work contract; costs of performance, and whether or not the firm accomplishes its work 
tasks within budgeted costs; and, finally, quality of execution, and whether or not the firm's 
work is within specifications. Table 4.1 shows the effectiveness criteria that the four main 
parties, typically involved in the construction project use in their evaluation of the 
construction firm, and possible satisfaction indicators that are used to rneasure these cnteria. 
Table 4.1: Constituents' Effectiveness Criteria 
Constituents Effectiveness Criteria Satisfaction Indicator 
Customer Work quality, pnce, and Satisfactory costs and 
duration quality level, no delays 
Firm' s Owner Project' s performance Within budget. schedule, 
and contractual specs 
High profits 
Subcontractors Contractual relationships Satisfactory transactions 
Public agencies Cornpliance to Codes No codes violation. 
The most cornmon cnteria used by constituents of construction firms to evaluate the 
satisfactions of their goals can be linked to the level of performance in completed construction 
work. Past performance achievement in the three domains can be shown to influence the 
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concems of the constituents as shown in Figure 4.1. The percentage of constmction work 
projects that were completed within scheduled time (Pr),  percentage of construction work 
completed within budgeted coas (pz), and percentage of construction work finished within 
contractual quality specifications (pJ) can be used to indicate how effective the firm was for 
the penod considered in sat iswg its goals and those of its constituents. 
Completion within scheduled time, would not only satisQ the goals of the customer. 
but also that of the firrn itself, especially if there is an incentive for more profits with timely 
completion. The suppliers and workers of the firm would also stand to gain fiom timely 
completion because of the increased probability that payrnents and salaries will be made on 
time. In addition, timely completion means that the firm could fiee its resources and make 
itself avaiiable for more work which could bring in more profit and at the same time secure 
longer employment for the workers and give its suppliers an opportunity for more work. 
Cornpletion of the work tasks within the scheduled duration or less, also implies that 
no gross code violations occurred. Delays usually result fiom work failing inspections and 
firms having to perform considerable rework to satisfy clients' specifications and public codes. 
Completion of the work tasks within budgeted costs or less means that there were no 
cost ovemns that the customer or the firm itself had to incur, through claims or work 
stoppage. This implies that the fim would realize planned profits. It also, implies that 
estimates used by the firm in procuring subcontractors and suppliers for part of the work 
were accurate, which means that the transactions with these suppliers were completed 
satisfactorily. Completion of the work with quaiity, in a marner as specified by the contract, 
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would not ody sati* the cuaorner, but also public agencies who monitor the work's 
cornpliance to goveming codes and regulations. In these three domains, past projects 
performance could provide a snap shot of how effective the firm has been in satismng its 
major constituents. The methodology uses the level of past project pefiormance as a referent 
measure of organizational effectiveness to be used in the analysis. 
As show in Equation 4.1, the measure is calculated as the average of three 
percentages : percentage of projects t hat were completed within scheduled duration (pi) ; 
percentage of projects that were completed within budgeted costs or less (pz); and percentage 
of projects that were completed without any daims by customers for defective work or 
excessive rework as a result of bad work quaiity e3). Equal weights are assigned to each 
component of the measure, since it is the assumption taken here that they are equally 
important in determining how effective the level of performance is. 
b e l  of performance (Y) = @i + P2 + PJ ) E~ (4.1) 
3 
where: 
pl = percentage of projects that were completed within scheduled duration. 
p., = percentage of projects that were completed within budgeted costs or less. 
p3 = percentage of projects that were completed without any claims by customers for 
defective work or excessive rework as a result of bad work quality. 
4.2. OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE FOURTEEN VARIABLES 
Since dl the identified fourteen variables can not be directly observable through hard 
quantitative measures, ratings are used to measure management and workers perceptions of 
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variables' characteristics, aspects, and magnitudes in the h. According to Fuiimharn and 
Gunter (1993), dthough perceptions-based measurement are essentially subjective in nature. 
using such measures is jua as systematic as using hard measures, and can yield vaiuable 
organizational data in a quantifiable form that can be treated as hard rneasures, if proper 
research techniques are used. According to Babbie (1992), rating cm be used to ask the 
respondents to estimate the magnitude (level) of a charactenstic or quality that an object 
possesses. Quantitative scores, dong a continuum, such as shown by Figure 4.2. have been 
supplied to respondents and are used to estimate the arength of the attitude, perception* or 
belief. In other words, the respondents indicate on a scaie, the position where they would rate 
the level or quaiity of the object under question. The ordinal scaie arranges objects or 
alternatives, according to their magnitude, in an ordered relationship. The Likert scale is such 
a scale, where respondents indicate their ratings of the attribute under question by checking 
the appropnate number on the scaie. 
In the 7 anchor-points ordinal Likert scale, shown in the figure, the anchor value 7 
indicates a very high level, the anchor value 6 indicates a high level, the anchor value 5 
indicates an above average level, the anchor value 4 indicates an average level, the anchor 
value 3 indicates a below average level, the anchor value 2 indicates a low level, and the 
anchor value 1 indicates a very low level. 
Figure 4.2: 7-Anchor Points Ordinal Scale 
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Typically, there are multiple items (statements) according to which the respondents 
rate the amibutes of the variable under question. To measure the level of the vanable under 
question, rating for each attribute is assigned a weight, then the ratings are added to determine 
the overall rating. Usually the weights are assumed to be uniforni across the various items 
because the priori contribution of each item to the overall level of the variable is not known. 
An example illustrates the above. Suppose there are four items used to measure the various 
attributes of the variable, then the ratings for al1 items are added up and divided by the number 
of items (equal weights are assigned) which is four in this case, to determine the overall 
average rating of the variable. 
Al1 variables are measured using summated rating method (Likert method) using a 7 
anchor-points scales that are constructed similar to the one described above. The reason that a 
7 anchor-points scaie is chosen rather than one with five or three anchor points, is that a better 
and more accurate rating will result fiom using such a scale. The strength of culture variable is 
measured using the constant sum scale discussed by Zikrnund (1994) and used by Maloney 
and Federle (1 993) in their methodology to assess organizational culture. Constant-sum scales 
are typically used to measure attitudes and they approxirnate an interval type measure. 
however it is still considered an ordinal scale. 
In order to overcorne response bias, measurement of variables is based on multiple 
ratings and two different levels of workers within the constniction firm. Multiple ratings are 
solicited fiom the managerial level and fiom the workers' level. Ratings obtained frorn the two 
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different Ievels in the firms are first aggregated and then averaged within each firm in order to 
create organization-level scores. 
For each variable, the research generated a number of items that reflect the various 
aspects of the variable without emphasis on any one. Multiple items are used for each variable 
because they constitute a more reliable measure than individual items. Each item can be 
thought of as a "measure" in its own nght, of the strength of the variable in that aspect. 
Theoretically, according to Devellis (1991), the universe of items is assumed to be infinitely 
large, and that precludes any hope of identwng it when items are developed to measure 
construas or variables. This research attempted to identi@ multiple items for each variable or 
conaruct that exhaust the possibilities for types of items that capture the essence of the 
variable. Items that are used to operationalize and the measurement of the fourteen variables 
are as follows: 
4.2.1. Level of Subcontracting 
The level of subcontracting used by the construction firm is assessed in thirteen areas 
that rate the extent to which in a typical constmction project, architectural and construction 
activities are entrusted out to other firms. The scale used to measure the level of 
subcontracting by the firm asks the respondent to rate the extent to which, in an average size 
project, the following activities are entrusted out to other firms: 
1. Design and planning. 
2. Site work. 
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3. Substructure. 
4. Superstructure (skeleton). 
5. Floor systems. 
6. Interior wall system. 
7. Exterior wall system. 
8. Roof systems. 
9. Masonry work. 
1 O.Meta1 work. 
1 T .Electrical system. 
12. Mechanicd systems. 
13 .Finish work. 
4.2.2. Attitude Toward Change 
Organizational attitudes toward change is assessed using a 7 anchor-points Liken scde 
that ranges fiom strongly agree '7' to strongly disagree ' 1 '. Eight areas are addressed that 
deal with the foliowing: 
1 .  Level of accepting changes by the workers and their ease in accepting changes in 
organizational processes. 
2. Level of viewing changes as an effort to improve processes by the workers in the 
construction firrn. 
3. Level of eagerness exhibited by workers to understand changes in processes. 
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4. Level of eagemess exhibited by workers to adopt alternative work methods in case 
of adopting new work processes. 
5. Level of encouragement exhibited by management for needed organizational 
change. 
6.  Level of changes based on regular processes reviews by management. 
7. Rate of introducing changes to improve processes that keeps Pace with 
improvements by other organizations in related fields. 
8. Level of achieving the resumption of smooth operations in a reasonable time period 
once changes are introduced in the firm. 
4.2.3. Extent of Rules and Regulations 
The extent of rules and regulations variable is assessed using a 7 anchor-points Likert 
scale that ranges fiom very extensive regulation '7' to very little regulation ' 1 '. Four areas 
that relate to the extent of using regulation in work procedures instruction, and evaluation by 
the construction firm are addressed and they are as follows: 
1. Extent of using rules and regulations in management of al1 work processes. 
2. Extent of using rules and regulations in instmctions and procedures for perforrning 
work tasks. 
3. Extent of using rules and regulations in work evaluation. 
4. Extent of using rules and regulations to control management and workers' actions. 
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4.2.4. Level of Adherence to Rules and Regulations 
The level of adherence to d e s  and regulations variable is assessed using a Fpoint 
Likert scaie that ranges fiom very strict adherence '7' to very iittle adherence ' 1 '. Assessrnent 
is performed in three areas that relate to the level of adherence to rules and regulation by 
management and workers of the firm and they are as follows: 
1. Level of adherence by management of the construction firm to established rules. 
regulations, and procedures. 
2. Level of adherence by workers to established mies, regulations, and procedures. 
3. Level of adherence by the firrn to established rules, regulations. and procedures that 
govern relationships with extemal entities such as suppliers, subcontractors. other 
partners and allies. 
4.2.5. Level of Control 
This variable is measured using a 7 anchor-points Likert scale, that ranges frorn very 
high '7' to very low ' 1 '. Level of organizational control is assessed in the following areas: 
1. Level of using documentation and formalized rules. jobs descriptions. and work 
procedures in dl organizational processes. 
2. Level of using control systems to standardize outputs. 
3. Level of controlling al1 organizational processes to meet quality standards. 
4. Level of using control tools and methods by management in monitoring processes' 
quality. 
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5. LeveI of using various methods to check, monitor, and update progress of al1 work 
activities to ensure that production is within target schedule and budgeted costs. 
6. Level of maintainhg smooth operations in al1 organizational processes. 
4.2.6. Level of Integratioa In Services Offered 
Measurement of this variable is performed by using a 7 anchor points scale that asks 
the respondent frorn the management ievel to rate the firm according to very high level '7' to 
very low ' 1 '. The level of integration in seMces offered by the construction firm is assessed in 
five areas that rneasure the level of integration up-stream or downstream of the construction 
phase in the construction process as described by Sanvido (1988). These five areas are 
assumed to have equal weights in determinhg the overall level of integration in the finn and 
they are as follows: 
Extent of services offered by the organization in the AIE design field. 
Level of self owned construction materials supply. 
Level of construction financing seMces offered to clients. 
Operating and maintenance services offered by organization to its clients. 
Extent of providing construction management services. 
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4.2.7. Level of Joint-venturing, Partnering, and Alliances 
The level of joint venturing, partnering, and diances is assessed in four areas that 
measure the degree of utilizing such contractual methods by the construction fim in project 
delivery and the quality of entenng such relationships. These are as follows: 
1. Level of developing these relationships with other organizations, i.e. suppliers. 
subcontractors, general contractors, AIE consultants or any other related fields. 
2. Level of improvement in quality and con of performance when these 
relationships are used. 
3. Level of accepting contracts that requires joint venturing agreements. 
4. Level of maintaining the quality of these relationships with other fims if any in a 
positive rnanner. 
4.2.8. Level of Multiple Projects Bandling Ability 
The level of multiple project handling ability is measured in five areas that assess the 
construction firm's ability to perform satisfactody when assuming multiple projects 
responsibilities. The 7 anchor-points d e ,  fi-orn strongly agree '7' to strongly disagree ' 1 ' is 
used to measure this variable by asking the respondent to rate the statements regarding the 
following aspects of multiple project handling: 
1. Absence of any noticeable negative changes in quality of organizational processes 
when the organization assumes the handling of multiple projects. This is ernphasized 
because any negative changes would indicate poor handling by the organization. 
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2. Organizational structure suitability for handling simultaneous projects' 
responsibilities. 
3. Acquisition of needed resources (labor, equipment, material, capital) for handling 
multiple projects in a reasonable and timely manner. This is an important 
consideration in rating this variable because it shows whether the finn can acquire 
the necessary resources to cany out its responsibilities in a satisfactory fashioe or 
not. 
4. Frequency and size of multiple projects handled simultaneously by the firm. 
Regularity indicates. to some degree, that the firm has the capabilities to deal with 
complex organizational issues involving multiple projects handling. 
5. Level of satisfaction of the vanous projects' constituents when the construction firm 
is handling multiple projects simultaneously. 
4.2.9. Strength of  Organizational Culture 
Culture has been defined as coherence (Deal and Kenndey, 1982; Weick. 1985); as 
hornogeneity (Ouchi and Pnce, 1978); as stability and intensity (Schein, 1985); as congruence 
(Schall. 1983); as internalized control (DiTomaso, 1987). While there are many definitions of 
culture, very few researchers tned to operationaiize it. These vanous researchers seern to 
consider cultural strength a function of some combination of the following: who and how 
many accept the dominant values in the firm; how strongly, deeply or intensely the values are 
held; and how long the values have been dominant. Gordon and DiTomaso (1992), 
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operationalized the strength of culture by the consistency of survey responses, across work 
groups within the W s ,  to questions that dealt with eight cultural factors. These were: clanty 
of strategykhared goals, systematic decision-making, integration and communication. 
i~ovatiodrisk-taking, accountability, action orientation faimess of rewards. and 
development and promotion fiom within. They defined consistency as the inverse of the 
variance in questionnaire responses (the degree of gap between the different perceptions). 
Based on this method, the degree of agreement on cultural characteristics across respondents 
is related directly to performance. As mentioned in chapter 2, Maloney and Federle (1993). 
discussed the degree of gap between perceptions of cultures by managers and their 
subordinates in construction and engineering organizations, as an indicator of the state of 
effectiveness in the units studied. This study adopted the questionnaire developed by Maloney 
and Federle to rate the strength of overall culture in the fim. The main reason for using 
Maloney's and Federle's questionnaire is because the way it is constructed. In line with the 
competing values approach, Maloney's and Federle's ratings method considered that different 
types of cultures can be equally effective while other methods did not allude to this factor. 
The strength of organizational culture variabie is thus measured using the constant 
method scale developed and used by Maloney and Federle. The scale contains statements 
about culture's six major aspects of dominant organizational characteristics: organizational 
climate, success factors, organizational glue, leadership style, and management style. In each 
area, four statements are given, with each describing one of the four types of cultures in the 
ideal configurations as identified by the competing values approach. The respondent is asked 
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to rate the firm according to how similar the situation is inside the fim to that description. by 
dividing 100 points arnong the four statements. The division is accomplished by distributhg 
more points to the statements that descnbe very closely the situations inside the firm. If the 
situation inside the firm resembles only one of the statements, then al1 100 points are assigned 
to that statement, if two statements describe the situation equally, then 50 points are given to 
each statement. If al1 four statements descnbe the situation equally, then 25 points are given to 
each, etc. Ratings are added for each of the four types across the six areas and averaged. 
Sconng the arength of culture is done then by identifjmg the minimum deviation in 
perceptions between management average total and the workers' average total across the four 
types of culture. The degree of deviation in perceptions of culture across the four types is 
converted to a measure of cultural strength on an ordinal scale with 7 "very strong" to 1 "very 
weak" using the expression in Equation. 4.2 below. Maximum possible deviation is 100 
points. A deviation in perception of this magnitude corresponds to a very low rating of 1 on 
the 7 anchor-points Likert scale, indicating a very weak culture. Therefore. it follows that 
when the deviation is approximately zero, the corresponding rating on the Likert scale should 
be very high or very strong '7'. Therefore each. 10017 or approximately 14 points of deviation 
in perception, equal one point reduction on the 7 anchor-points Likert scale . 
Rating using a 7 anchor points Likert scale = 1 
where 
l~otnl  ~ e v l  = absolute value of total deviati on between workers' 
and management' s overall culture perceptions 
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4.2.10. Level of Workers' Participation In Decision Making 
The level of workers' participation in decision-making in the construction firm is 
assessed in seven areas that measure the degree and quality of participation in decision-making 
by workers. These relate to the following: 
1. the degree that decision making responsibilities is based on shanng and 
participating arnong al1 workers in each organizational unit and across al1 units. 
2. the level that management encourages workers to initiate and take decisions 
conceming work processes. 
3.  the level that management encourages workers to participate in decisions making 
by soliciting their input and ideas regarding dl organizational processes. 
4. the level that management consults with workers before making decisions 
concerning work processes. 
5. the level that decisions making within organizational units is actually based on 
consensus of almost al1 workers or their teams. 
6. the level that workers in the organizations are not penalized for wrong decisions 
but are encouraged to take responsibilities for their actions in a constructive 
mariner. 
7. the level that positive workers' attitude exist in the organization towards 
participation in decisions making responsibilities as evident by their volunteering 
of opinions in decisions making. 
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4.2.1 1, Level of Coordination 
The level of inter- and intra-orgmkational coordination activities is assessed using a 
scale that ranges fiom very highly coordinated '7' to very little coordination ' 1 '. The firm's 
level of coordination is assessed in five areas that masure the following : 
1. Level of coordination in activities that govem work flow in al1 organizational 
processes. 
2.Level of coordination of work relationships inside the various organizational units. 
3 .Level of coordination of work relationships among the various organizational units. 
4. Level of coordination in activities conceming problem and conflict resolution in and 
among organizational u ~ t s .  
5. Level of coordination in activities concerning work relationships between the 
construction fin and its subcontractors, suppliers, allies. and partners. 
4.2.12. Information Flow 
Information flow (openness and quality of communication) is assessed in six areas that 
was addressed by Guevara and Boyer (1 98 1)' to test problems in quality and openness of flow 
of information within construction firms both vertically within the organizational hierarchy and 
laterally across organizational units. 7 anchor-points scale of strongly agree '7' to strongly 
disagree ' 1 ' is used to rate the following: 
1. Level of noticeable interruptions in flow of information, both venically within the 
organizational hierarchy and laterally across the organizational units. 
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2. Level of accuracy of information being cornmunicated across al1 ievels of the fimi 
and associated level of distortion in cornmunicated information. 
3. Level of regularity and sufficiency in information quality and quantity, 
communicated inside the firrn. 
4. Level of accessibility and availability of information when needed by workers. 
5. Levei of regularity and timeliness of feed-back information about organizational 
processes and work tasks. 
6. Level of quality and quantity of idormation flow with extemal entities sharing in 
work relationships. Le., other firms, suppliers, subcontractors, and partners. 
4.2.13. Level of Planning 
Levei of planning by the construction firm is assessed in four areas that relate to the 
following: 
1. Level of planning used by management to develop strategies to achieve stated 
general business goals and process quality goals. 
2. Level of regularity of the planning process. 
3. Level and fiequency of scanning the intemal environment (intemal organizational 
audits) of the firm in development of planning strategies for improvement of 
internai organizational processes. 
4. Level of using strength, weakness, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis in 
development of planning business strategies for the firrn. 
4.2.14. Level of Goal Setting 
The level of goal setting is assessed by the level of importance the construction fim 
attaches to goal setting in six major areas that deal with the following goals: 
1. Increasing profit levels. 
2. Increasing costs effectiveness. 
3. Growth into other construction sectors. 
4. Improving ievel of process quality. 
5. Irnproving client satisfaction. 
6. Increasing workers' ernpowerment. 
4.3. SUMMARY 
A measure of organizational effectiveness of the constniction firm is developed to act 
as a referent, against which organizational effectiveness is judged in the analysis and the 
developrnent of the methodology. It is determined by the average level of performance over 
the last five years of operation and is calculated as the average percentage of percent of 
projects completed within scheduled time or less, percent of projects that were compieted 
within budgeted costs or less, and percent projects that were completed without daims and 
within acceptable levels of compliance to clients specifications. 
The fourteen variabits were operationalized and scales for their measurement were 
developed. Likert scales were constnicted for measurement of al1 the identified variables 
except for the strength of culture, which was measured using an existing scale. Al1 other 
variables were measured by multiple items scales that rate the magnitude of the important 
attributes for each variable. 
CHAPTER (5)- FIELD SURVEY: QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN, 
ADMMISTRATION, AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 
5.0. INTRODUCTION 
The first part of the chapter covers the design of the questionnaires used to collect 
data needed for mode1 deveiopment. In the second part, survey and data collection procedures 
are discussed. 
5.1. QüESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 
Two types of self administered questionnaires were used in this research (appendix A). 
A questionnaire that targeted management of the construction firm and a second one that 
consists of only parts of the first one and is targeted at the workers level in the firm. The 
reason that a single questionnaire was not used in this survey was because a number of 
questions regarding data concerning the firm could not be answered at the worken' level. For 
example the scdes that measured the level of subcontracting, level of integration in services 
offered. level of planning, and level of goal-setting were omitted form the workers' level 
questionnaire. This is also the case concerning values that had to be 
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extracted fiom firm's records by management conceming performance reiating to time of 
execution, costs, and quality levels of projects handled in the past by the construction firm. 
In designing these questionnaires to colIect the necessary data for the variables of the 
study, as discussed in the last chapter, Likert scales were moaly used. Each scale is composed 
of various items that atternpts to rneasure the underlying attributes of the particular variable. 
The number of items in each scale is gken in Table 5.1 Each item is represented by a 
statement to which the rater could indicate his rating according the scale associated with the 
variable. Statements of items in dl the scales were made as clear as possible to facilitate 
response by rater in indicating his attitude about the items in his respective fitm. Open ended 
questions were strictly avoided which eliminated the need for coding of answers by 
respondents and raw data collected were transferred directly into a computer format. In the 
interest of being unambiguous and precise, items were made as shon as possible so the rater 
could understand without any misinterpretation and respond quickly without any difficulty. 
5.1.1. Questionnaire Construction 
Babbie (1992) discussed the importance of the formatting and arrangements of items 
in self administered questionnaires and points out that the format of the questionnaire is just as 
important as the nature and wording of the statements used in acquiring the ratings. Based on 
his recornmendations, the questionnaire used by this research in the data collection were 
constructed to be uncluttered, spread out, and of reasonable length. 
Table 5.1: Types of Measurement scales and Number of Items 
variable type of scale used No. of items 
level of subcontracting 
attitude toward change 
extent of rules and 
regulations 
adherence to niles and 
regulations 
level of control 
level of integration in 
services offered 
level of joint-ventunng, 
partnering, and alliances 
multiple project handling 
abiiity 
strength of organizationai 
culture 
workers' participation in 
decision rnaking 
level of coordination 
level of information flow 
level of planning 
level of goal setting 





(divide 100 points among 
four statements per item) 






Items in each sale  were ordered to begin with the simplest and most interesting 
statements to motivate the respondent to give viable answers and avoid response-set among 
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the respondents where answers are pattemed d e r  each other. This could happen especially if 
the set of statements began with several that indicated a particular orientation. 
Scaies were ordered by arranging the items relevant to each variable together. 
Variables were not given names in order not to bias responses. Each variable was assigned a 
code number. Ciear basic instructions are given using phrases as to exactly how to use the 
scales in indicating the appropnate rating of the items under question. An exarnple is the 
instruction used in scale used for measunng the level of goal setting variable where the 
respondents were first told exactly what is the intention of the scale Le. to rate the importance 
of setting the specific goais listed, then they are informed how the scale works in assigning the 
appropnate rating i.e. that each described goal should be assigned a rating h m  highly 
imponant (7) to highly not important (1). 
Since the firms considered in this study are comprised from ICI firms operating in the 
Saudi Arabian construction industry, the questionnaire was constructed using Arabic and 
English languages (appendix A shows English version). This is so because of the nature of 
firms operating in the Saudi theater. Although al1 firms surveyed are Saudi owned. it became 
apparent that provision of questionnaires in both languages is a must because there are some 
managers and workers that are non-Arabic speaking. In the survey, in some cases, both 
management and workers of a number of firms surveyed used the questionnaires which were 
written in Arabic and in other fims, oniy management used the questionnaires written in 
Arabic and workers used the version written in English. In a small number of firms surveyed. 
both management and workers used the questionnaire d t t e n  in English. 
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5.1.2. Questionnaires Administration 
5.1.2.1. Number and Levels of Respondents 
The questionnaires are designed as self-administered. In each organization, three 
workers' level questionnaire and two management's level questionnaire are distributed to be 
filled out. As seen in Figure 5.1 the management level questionnaire is used to collect ratings 
fiom two different people. The first m u a  be fkom a higher management position in home- 
office i.e. manager of operations, and the second is fiom the management ranks in the field 
operations Le. field project manager. In the second type that targets the workers' level in 
surveyed firms, three field workers' responses are solicited. These three workers are to be 
chosen randondy and must be at the skilled worker level. 
There are two main reasons for seeking responses fkom two levels in the firm. The first 
and most apparent is to avoid response bias in measurernent of organizational attributes. This 
is achieved by averaging and aggregating the ratings fiom the two levels when calculating 
variables' scores. The second reason pertains to the measurement of cenain variables such as 
strength of culture where the gap in perceptions of the hvo levels was used to amve at an 
aggregate score of the variable for the firm. In order to measure response consistency, 
Denison (1990) used the inverse of the vanance (gap) in questionnaire responses across work 
groups within firms. Gordon and DiTornaso (1992) used the deviations in perceptions of 
different levels of work groups within firms to measure adaptability and aability. 
The Conmuction F i m  - - 
! Home-Office ! i Sites & Field ; 
, Operations i . Operations 
Questionnaire .. . ..... ... : Type ( 1 ) ..-.. . ...... ..... 
Level . -- 
i Res mes bp (3 ) . 
skiEd wqrkers 
j from (3 diffrrent r' , sites i possible 
I 
j A total of five res onses : 
requinxi for a F i  i 
1 
Figure 5.1: Level and Number of Questionnaires' Respondents 
5.2. SURVEY 
5.2.1. Design 
Zikrnund (1994) described five stages in selection of a sarnple for field studies which 
include defining the target population, selecting a sampling fiame, determine if a probability or 
non probability sampling will be used, detemine sarnple size. and select actual sampling units. 
As mentioned before, the target population of this study is al1 constmction fims operating 
primarily in the institutional, commercial, and industrial sectors of the construction industry 
limited to the Saudi Arabian markets and been licensed to operate in these sectors for the last 
ten years. This may represent a limitation to generalize the research results to other fims that 
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have just started operating in ICI construction and for other ICI firms operating in different 
regions of the world. However, regardless of the regional differences between industries 
between the different countries in the fkee world, due to its nature, construction firms 
operating in these industries still share many characteristics which Iessen the impact of 
focusing the study only on one market. 
As a sampling fiame, the Saudi Ministry of Commerce's official commercial registerl 
was used to identiq construction firms that are classified as ICI firms operating in Saudi 
Arabia. Therefore, this study only considered those firms that are oficially registered as such 
and have the appropriate licenses to operate in such capacities and been licensed for the las1 
10 years to handle contracts in ICI construction. The sarnpling frame contains many types of 
construction fims: general contractors (GC) type firms; speciaity subcontractors type firms in 
ail types of electrical, mechanical, petro-chernical, and industrial installations, and tum-key 
constructors. 
The sampling frame contained more than 500 fims. This number represents the firms 
that define themselves publicly as exclusively operating in one type or a combination of the 
three types this research is focused on. A number of these firms have regional offices in large 
cities of the country and had local branches in smaller ones. The actual number of firms who 
are perfoming ICI work might be higher, however the bulk of their activities are focused on 
other types of construction such as residential, building, and heavy construction. 
i See the Saudi Esclusive Companies Directon 1994. Shrooq Publications. Jeddah. Saudi Arabia 
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A sample size of approximately 30 percent or 150 firms was chosen from the total 
number of firms in the sampling fiame. It was felt that this sample is sufficient to represents 
the various characteristics and environments existing in the industry. More !han 200 
construction finns operating in the ICI sectors of the Saudi construction industv were initially 
contacted to seek agreement to participate in the study and to ensure suficient number of 
responses. However only 120 firms or approximately sixty percent of those firms contacted 
agreed to participate in the survey. 
The firms were selected randomly from the sampling frame. This was done by 
arranging a list of al1 narnes in the sampling &une in a random manner based on the first and 
last letter of the name of the organization. Then the names were selected based on the position 
of the name on the list where every third name was chosen. This laa aep  was repeated until 
the desired number was chosen. Once the firms in the survey were identified, management in 
each firm was contacted personally in order to explain the purpose of the research and its 
goals. Forms of the questionnaires were given manually to the management and passed to 
three field workers at work sites, randomly identified by the management. 
5.2.2 Procedures 
The first thirty cases were administered personally by the author over a period of three 
months to firms selected randomly from the list of chosen ICI construction firms. During this 
period extensive preparation were taken, where in each case, multiple Msits were necessary to 
allow management the opportunity to review their records and to arrange for a final meeting 
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with ail respondents in some cases to discuss the language used in the questionnaires and any 
misinterpretations that may be encountered. This was primarily done to eliminate problerns 
concerning language used and rnisinterpretations by prospective respondents. As a result. 
rninor adjustments were made in the format and language used. 
The distribution of questionnaires to the rest of the cases chosen was performed 
manually where the questionnaires were deiivered to management with a cover letter 
expiaining the administration procedures. Follow-ups through Facsimile and telephone 
conversations ensured the collection of remainder of questionnaires distributed. 
5.3 DATA COLLECTION 
As stated before the first thirty records were collected manually in person by the 
author. Due to time constraints, ail possible number of remaining records were collected 
within two months period through facsimile and regular mail d e r  telephone follow-up. 
Upon checking and decoding the questionnaires with the marked scales, the results 
were tabulated using a commercially available spreadsheet software. Fimis' records with any 
missing data were deleted. Only complete records are considered by this study. Although, 
some researchers are of the Mew point that records with missing data, still could be used by 
substituting average values in place of missing values, in this study, it was decided to reject 
any record with missing data because of the difficulty of determining how much missing data 
warrants acceptance or rejection. As a result, only the complete records of seventy one 
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percent of those agreed to participate in the survey or eighty six records were deemed 
satisfactory to use to develop and test the desired prediction model. 
5.4, SUMMARY 
Based on the operationakation of variables in the last chapter. scaies for their 
measurement with various number of items are constructed in two types of questionnaires 
These two types solicit perceptions from management and workers Ievels in the construction 
firm in order to collect necessary data to perform analysis and mode1 building, testing and 
validation. Requirement of five responses from each firm is necessary to avoid bias in 
perceptions and improve reliability of data collected. 
Survey design and procedures are discussed. ICI fims surveyed by the study were 
firms licensed for operating in the Saudi Arabian construction market for the las ten years and 
rnaintaining operations for the last five years. A total of eighty six data records were deemed 
complete and satisfactory for use in data analysis and developing and validating the desired 
prediction model that is discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER (6)- MEASUREMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS 
6.0, ïN"ïRODUCTION 
In this chapter analysis of collected data and results are presented. In the first part 
reliability of scales used in measurement is discussed. In the second part, descriptive statistics 
and intercorrelation anaiysis of the fourteen independent variables and the dependent variables 
are presented. 
6.1. MEASUREMENT 
6.1.1. Reliability of Measurement Scales 
Ghiselli el al ( 198 1 ), considered reliability the fundamental issue in measurement. 
Devellis (199 l), defined scale reliability as the proportion of variance attributable to the tme 
score of the variable to be measured by the scaie. An assessrnent to test the reliability of using 
the constructed scales in measurement of the variables was performed. This was accomplished 
in two steps. First, the scales were used in measurement during data collection. Second, the 
data collected by each scale were checked for reliability using the widely used measure of 
reliability cailed the intemal consistency method (Carmines and Zeller, 1 979). 
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6.1.1.1 The Interna1 Consistency Method 
Intemal consistency is typically equated with Cronbach's (195 1) coefficient alpha (a). 
This method gives a value similar to Cronbach's alpha rneasure. Alpha measure is examined in 
some detail for several reasons. First , it is widely used as a measure of reliability. Second, an 
exploration of the logic underlying the computation of alpha provides a sound basis for 
showing how it measures reliability. 
Variability in a set of scale's items scores cm be aîtributed to two sources. Either as 
the result of actual variation that the scale measures (Le. true variation in the variable), or the 
result of error in the scale. Another way to think about this is to regard total variation as 
having two components: "signal" (i.e., true dserences) and "noise" (i.e.. score differences 
caused by everything else) . Computing alpha measures as explained in next sections partitions 
the total variance among the set of items in a scale into signal and noise components. The 
proportion of total variance that is signal equals alpha. Thus, another way to think about alpha 
is that it equals I -error variance. 
To understand intemal consistency more fùlly, it helps to examine the covariance 
matrix for a multi-items scale. A typical covariance matrix for three items scale that measures 
a variable (X )  is shown in Table 6.1. A covariance matnx is a more general form of a 
correlation matnx. The diagonal elements of the covariance matnx are variances (Le.. 
covariances of items with themselves-just as the unities along the main diagonal of a 
correlation matrix are variables' correlations with themselves. The off-diagonal values are 
covariances, expressing relationships between pain of items scores. Using the customary 
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symbols, the covariance m a t e  of three items that, when added together, make up a scale that 
measures a variable (X) is shown in Equation. 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Typical Covariance Matrir 
Item (1) Item (2) Item (3) 
Item (1) Var, Covit COVI 3 
Item (2) Cov12 Var, Cov3 
Item (3) COV,~ Cov3 Var3 
What can this matrix tell us about the relationship of the individual items to the scale 
as a whole? The covariance rnatrix has a number of useful propenies. Among these, is the fact 
that adding al1 of the elements in the matrix together (Le., summing the variance, which are 
dong the diagonal and the covariances off the diagonal), gives a value that is equal to the 
variance of the scale as a whole (assurning that the items are equally weighted). So, if the 
terms are dl added up, the resulting sum would be the variance of scale (X )  or (O:).  
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Alpha (a), is defined as the proportion of a scaie's total variance that is attributable to 
a common source, presumably the true score of the variable underlying the items. Thus. to 
cornpute alpha (a) .it would be usefbl to calculate a value for the scde's total variance and a 
value for the proportion that is "common variance". 
Al1 variation in items that is due to the variable, X, is shared or comrnon. The terrn 
"joint" is used to describe this variation. When X varies, as it would, for example. across firms 
having different levels of the variable X, scores on al1 the items will Vary with it because it is a 
cause of those scores. Thus, if X is high, al1 the items scores will tend to be high; if X is iow. 
they will tend to be low. This means that the items will tend to vary jointly. So, the underlying 
variable affects all of the items and, thus, they are correlated. The error terms. in contrast. are 
the source of the unique variation that each item possesses. Whereas al1 items share variability 
due to X, no two share any variation fiom the same error source under measurement 
assumption. 
Each item's score in a scale varies as a fbnction of the shared variation with other 
items due to variation of the underlying variable and the unshared variation as result of error. 
It follows that the total variation of a scale measuring a variable (X) as a whole must be a 
combination of these two sources. According to definition of reliability (Develiis, 199 1 ). alpha 
(a) equals the ratio of common-shared variation to total variation. 
Now, consider a n-item scale that measures a variable (X)  whose covariance matrix is 
as follows: 
The variance (01) of the n-item scale equals the sum of al1 matnx elements. The 
entries dong the main diagonal are the variances of the individual items represented in the 
matrix (the variance of the i th item is signified as (O: ) with itself as a result fiom computing 
the sampled scores from the sarnple. Each represents variation that is unique to that single 
item. Therefore, the sum of the elements dong the main diagonal, Ca' , is the sum of 
variances of the individual items with themselves. The covariance elements between the 
variables represents joint variation. Thus we can express the ratio of unique or non-joint 
variation to total variation in X as: 
It follows that alpha as the proportion of shared 
of the ratio above which equals as follows : 
or joint variation, is the complement 
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To adjust for the number of items (n) in the scale and limit the range of possible values 
for alpha (a) to between 0.0 and 1.0, theoretically, the expression above is multiplied by 
(nh-1) which results in Equation (6.2). It is clear that the number of items (n) in a scale. that 
attempt to measure the various attributes of the underlying variable, affect the reliability of the 
scale. This expression for alpha measures was used in this research to caiculate reliability of 
scaies used to measure al1 the variables, except for the strength of culture. 
As an exarnple of using the method described above to compute an alpha value for a 
scaie used by this methodology, the covariance matrix computed from collected data is shown 
below of the eight items in the scale that was used to measure the attitude toward change 
variable. 
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AU variances values were calculated using the responses to each item that were 
collected from the seventy six surveyed construction firms. For each item, there was a total of 
380 different scores (5 respondents per firm times 76 firms). The sum of variances dong the 
diagonal that represents (x CF' ) is equal to 3.28 and the sum of al1 elements in the matrix, 
which represents the total variance of the scale (O:), equds 12.9. In order to calculate an 
alpha value (a) for the scale that was used to measure the attitude toward change variable. we 
substitute in Equation (6.2). The value is calculated to be 0.85 which, indicates that the scale 
has a very good reliability. According to Devellis (1 99 l), scales with Cronbach's alpha values 
above 0.60 have a fair degree of reliability. (of) and (0:) values, for al1 scales, indicate 
alpha (a) measures between the values of 0.62 and 0.88 (Table 6.2). These results indicate a 
fair degree of reliability for some measures and good reliability for others. As mentioned 
previously, al1 Cronbach's alpha values were based on 380 responses. 
6.2. DATA ANALYSIS 
The data were analyzed using the commercial Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) 
cornputer software package provided by SAS Institute Inc. The SAS is an integrated system 
of software products that enables to perfonn statistical and mathematical analysis among other 
things. Vanous SAS language and procedures were used in calculating the descriptive 
statistics, intercorrelations analysis, and multiple regression analysis used in model fitting and 
checking model adequacy. 
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Table 6.2: Scales' Cronbach's Alpha (a) Values 
-- - 
Variances 
XI 4 1.66 5.17 6 1.20 0.8 1 
" the sum of variances of the individuai items with themselves 
b the sum of covariances of al1 items and variances of the individual items with themselves 
' number of items in the scale 
SAS procedures were used and yielded an output that heips in interpreting the results 
of the anaiysis performed. Explanation of the various SAS procedures that were used, and 
meaning of their outputs are covered in SAS user's guides.' 
' See SAS language and Procedures and SAS User's Guides. Version 
Inc. 
(6) fourth edition. 1990. SAS institute 
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6.2.1. Descriptive Statistics 
hypothesized variables, where: 
XI  = Level of subcontracting 
X ,  = Attitude toward cha~zge 
Xi = Er~ent of niles and regrdatiorts 
X,  = Levez of Adhererice to d e s  and regr~latio~ts 
X, = Level of control 
X, = level of integratio~t in services offered 
X- = Level of joint vetttt~ring, partnerittg.cn~d alliances 
X, = Level of multiple project handling ability 
X ,  = Strengrh of organizatzortaI adttire 
X I ,  = Level of workers* pmticiputiotz in decision rnaki~g 
XI ,  = Level of coordiriation 
X,, = Level of itformatio~~jlow 
X I ,  = Level of pIamiitg 
X,, = Level of goal setting 
Based on the aggregated organizational level scores for the seventy six construction 
firrns ( appendix B), Table 6.3 shows the values calculated for the mean, standard deviation. 
and aggregated minimum and maximum scores for each of the fourteen variables and (Y), the 
referent measure of organizational effectiveness. The values are based on data fiom the 
seventy six records used in mode1 fitting and selection. Level of subcontracting ( X I )  has a 
mean score of 4.79. standard deviation of 0.32 with a minimum score of 3.92 and a maximum 
score of 5.62 on the Likert scale. The mean score indicates that, on average, the fim within 
the surveyed group, penorm the majority of its work contracts with a slightly above average 
level of subcontracting in the thirteen specialty areas considered by the study. 
Table 6.3: Descriptive Statistics 
- -- 
Descriptive statistics 
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
xi 76 4.79 0.32 3.92 5 -62 
x2 76 4.47 0.44 3 -72 5 -34 
X; 76 4.96 O. 19 4.5 5 -25 
XJ 76 4.70 0.35 3.88 5 .25 
xs 76 5.93 0.27 5.00 6.33 
& 76 4.36 0.44 3.58 5.25 
X7 76 5.14 0.42 4.25 5.93 
xs 76 3 -87 0.36 3.00 4.66 
x9 76 5 -00 0.59 3.81 6.54 
Xio 76 4.8 1 0.34 4.00 5 -50 
xi I 76 4-49 0.22 4.06 5.18 
x12 76 3.05 0.39 2.00 4.00 
xr z 76 4.79 0.23 4.25 5.25 
xi4 76 5.05 O. 15 4.50 5.3 O 
The variable attitude toward change (X2) has a mean score of 4.47. a standard 
deviation of 0.44, and a minimum and maximum scores of 3.72 and 5.34 respectively. This 
points out that on average, the (ICI) construction firm from the surveyed group, accepts and 
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views organizational change positively as a way to remain flexible and adaptable to its 
environment. 
For the extent of rules and regulations variable (X3), the mean score is 4.96, the 
standard deviation is 0.19, and the minimum and maximum scores are 4.50 and 5.25. The 
mean score indicates an above average use of rules and regulations by the firms surveyed, as a 
prime method of organizational control. The level of adherence to niles and regulations (k;) 
has a mean score of 4-70, a standard deviation of 0.35, and a minimum and maximum scores 
of 3.88 and 5.25. These results indicate that the workers and management of the firms 
surveyed, have an above average level in using and adhering to the rules and regulations as 
means of organizational control. This is emphasized by the mean score of 5.93 for the ievei of 
control variable (XS), which indicates that the firms surveyed have a high level of control 
inside their organizations. It is interesting to note that both the mean scores for the control 
and the attitude toward change variables among the surveyed group are above average level, 
which rnight be understood as that this group of fims value both control and flexibility in their 
pursuit of organizational effectiveness. This is in line with Cameron's ( I986a) suggestion that 
firms pursue paradoxical cnteria of effectiveness 
The nature of markets in ICI construction tends to lead the average firm operating in 
such markets, especially GC type firms, to offer more seMces in order to be cornpetitive. This 
is confirmed by the mean score of 4.36 for the level of integration in services offered variable 
(Xs). Resuits show that the surveyed firms have a slightly above average level of integration in 
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ofTering the seMces evduated by this study which include in-house An, material supply. 
financing, operating and maintenance, and construction management. 
Regarding use of joint-venturing, parniering, and alliances (X7) in project delivery by 
the surveyed firms, the results show an above average level with a mean score of 5.14. a 
standard deviation of 0.42, and a minimum and maximum scores of 4.25 and 5.93. This level 
can be attributed to the nature of ICI construction contracts especially in the industnal sector, 
where joint-venturing and alliances are usually requested and promoted by the owners. 
Results show the multiple project handling ability variable (&) with a mean score of 
3 37, a standard deviation of 0.36, and a minimum and maximum scores of 3 .O and 4.66. The 
surveyed firms have a slightly below average level. This could be explained by the nature of 
work contracts in ICI construction, which, because of their size, tend to limit most finns 
operating in such sectors to one job at a time. One could argue that this indicates a better 
competitive position for firms that can operate with a high level of multiple project handling 
ability . 
The variable strength of organizational culture (X9) has a mean score of 5.0. a standard 
deviation of 0.59, and a minimum and maximum scores of 3 -8 1, and 6.54 which indicates that 
most firms surveyed, have an above average cultural strength. This could be explained by the 
fact that in order for fims operating in ICI construction to be competitive, they need to be 
rnanaged in a way that foster a better intemal climate, strong leadership, strong organizational 
glue, clearly defined success criteria, and conducive management style. This is emphasized by 
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the mean score d 4.8 1 for the level of workers' participation in decision making (&), which 
shows an above average level for the firms surveyed. 
A mean score of 4.49 for the level of coordination (XI 1), shows that the firms surveyed 
have an average level of coordination in their intra- and inter-organizational activities. The 
level of information flow (X12) has a mean score of 3.05, standard deviation of 0.39. and a 
minimum and maximum scores of 2.00 and 4.00. This indicates that on average, the ICI firm 
among the surveyed group has a below average level of quality and openness of information 
as defined in this study. 
The mean score for the level of planning (X13) is 4.79, which indicates that this groups 
of firms pursue an above average level of using activities' planning as an organizational 
strategy. For the level of goal setting (XI& the mean score is 5.05, which indicates that among 
the group. there is an above average level of importance of setting goals such as increasing 
profit levels, increasing costs effectiveness, growth into other sectors, improving quality, 
improving clients' service, and increasing workers' participation in decision making. 
Finally, the surveyed group has a mean score of 0.68 for the referent measure of 
organizational effectiveness (Y) with a standard deviation of 0.15 and a minimum score of 
0.40 and a maximum score of 0.90. The mean score indicates that on average, a firm fi-om the 
surveyed group. performed effectively in 68 percent of its past projects. within budgeted costs 
andor within scheduled duration, and/or according to contractual specifications. in the group, 
the lowea score is for a firm that only performed in 40 percent of its past projects, within 
budgeted costs andor within scheduled duration, and/or according to contractual 
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specifications. The highest rating was achieved by a firm that performed 90 percent of its past 
projects within budgeted costs andlor within scheduled duration, and/or according to 
contractual specifications. 
6.2.2. Intercorreiations 
The SAS procedure "PROC CORR" was used on the aggregated organizational scores 
to calculate Kendall (7) Tau intercorrelations coefficients scores for ail fourteen variables 
(X;'s) and (Y) the referent measure of organizational effectiveness. Table 6.4 summarizes the 
SAS output that gives intercorrelations values and the corresponding @) values for each 
correlation below it. The @) values are considered at the 0.05 level for significance testing. 
Use of Kendail (T) Tau correlation coefficient in the analysis rather than using Pearson's (p) 
rho correlation coefficient, is chosen due to the ordinal nature of scales used in scoring and 
measuring the variables of the study. Kendall (T) values give a better estimate of the 
covariance relationship when the variables under questions are rank or ordinal in nature. 
As shown, level of mbcot~tractit~g (Xi) has very low correlation with organizational 
effectiveness ((T)= 0.0256) with no statistical significance which could be interpreted as no 
relationship. Level of itttegration irt services offered (X& and fewl ofgoul sethg (X14), level 
of irsirig joint ver~ltîririg. partterinig, atld alliarices (X7) show low correlations wit h ('5) values 
of 0.2896, 0.2643, and 0.2648. However, their level of statistical significance is moderately 
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high with @) values of 0.0005, 0.0017 and 0.0032. This indicates a very we& significant 
relationship between these variables and level of performance in firms studied. 
The level of adierence to d e s  d reguIations (X4), level of coordirrniot~ (Xii), 
itrformutio~zfruw (Xit), and levef of cotrtroi (X5) have somewhat higher coefficients that range 
fiom 0.3345 to 0.3630. and a hi& level ofstatistical significance (al1 @) values are less than 
0.0002). This is an indication that these variables have a weak but significant relationship with 
the level of effectiveness (Y). Variables that include the Ievef of plmtrirzg (XL3) and extertt of 
mies and regcrlatiom (X3) have moderately strong and highly significant relat ionshi ps wit h (Y) 
shown by (2) values of 0.5542 and 0.5002 respecxively (both @) values K0.000 1 ). 
Values of (T) of 0.7332, 0.6076, 0.8223, and 0.6921 and their respective @) values 
(al1 p's < 0.0001) for the variables that include att~tr~de towmds charrge (X2), levef of mirlripfe 
projecr hmrdIitig ability (Xs), strength of organizational culture (Xs), and level of workers' 
parricipution in decisrot? mukitzg (X2), indicate that there are strong and highly significant 
relationships between these variables and the referent measure of effectiveness (Y). 
Based on these findings, it is seen that in firms that were studied a high level of 
organizational effectiveness indicated by a high level of performance in past projects is 
associated with strong culture that promotes a high level of participation in decision-making 
processes by its workers, a high level of positive attitude toward change by management and 
workers, a high level of planning as a strategy to adapt to environmental risks, a high level of 
multiple projects handling ability, and a moderate level of using niles and replations by the 
fim. These variables account for much of the variability in organizationai effectiveness of the 
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firms studied. However the other variables that have weak but significant associations also 
contribute to high levels of effectiveness in the h s  studied. 
6.3. SUMMARY 
The consistency method was used to test the reliability of the constnicted scales in 
rneasuring the underlying variables. The results showed that the constmcted scales were vaiid 
in measurement of those variables. Intercorrelations analysis showed that the level of 
subcontracting that the firm uses in delivering its projects has weak correlation with 
effectiveness as measured in this study. However, other variables that have weak correlations 
with effectiveness such as the level of integration in seMces offered, level of using joint 
venturing, partnering, and alliances, the relationships proved more significant. 
Variables that include the level of adherence to rules and regulations, level of 
coordination, level of information flow, and level of control, have significant and somewhat 
higher correlations with effectiveness. Level of planning and extent of d e s  and regulations in 
the construction firm proved to have a moderately strong and highly significant relationship 
wit h effectiveness. 
The results also showed very strong and highly significant correlations between 
effectiveness and variables that include the level of multiple project handling ability by the 
firm, the strength of organizational culture existing inside the firm, and the level of workers' 
participation in decision making allowed by the management of the constniction fim. 
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It is concluded from the results seen in this chapter that in firms that were studied, a 
hi& level of ~ r g ~ z a t i o n a l  effectiveness is associated with the following: a strong 
organizational culture that promotes a high level of participation in decision-making processes 
by worken in the firm; a high level of positive attitude toward change by management and 
workers of the firm; a high level of planning used by the fÏnn as a arategy to adapt to 
environmental risks; a high level of multiple project handling ability; a moderate level of using 
niles and regulations by the firrn; a moderate level of coordination and information flow within 
the structural dimensions of the fim. These variables account for much of the variability in 
organizational effectiveness of the fims studied, as evident from the correlation analysis. 
However, in order to use these variables in the prediction of organizational effectiveness. 
multiple linear regression modeling techniques with least square-estimation method are used 
to fit and select a mode1 that incorporate the most significant variables. This is the topic 
covered in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER (7)- MODEL FITTING AND VALIDATION 
7.0 LNTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the process of fitting a multivariate linear rnodel on the data 
collected, using statistical multiple regression methods available on the SAS cornputer 
package. In the first part, preliminary steps are presented regarding model fitting using dumrny 
regression techniques. The second part deals with model fitting and selection using the various 
regression procedures. The third part deals with checking the adequacy and validation of the 
fitted model. 
7.1. MODELiNG 
Multiple regression procedures using least squares estimation of model's parameters 
are used to test the relationships between the fourteen hypothesized predictors and the 
constmcted referent measure of organizational effectiveness of the construction firm (Y). An 
expose of the basics of mode1 fitting and testing using multiple regression and least square 
estimation is given in appendix (C). 
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The general additive multiple regression model, which relates a dependent variable (Y) 
to k predictors variables Xi, X2, ........fi, is given by 
Eq. (7.1) 
where 
a= vertical intercept 
BI , Pz ,....,fi = partial slopes of regression line (regression coefficients) 
e= rando-m error 
The principle of least squares is used in simple linear regression to estimate the 
coefficients. According to the principles of least squares, the fit of a pariicular estimated 
regression function (a + blx,-+ . . . . . . -+ bkxk) to the observed data is measured by the surn of 
squared deviations between the observed y values and the y vaIues predicted by the estimated 
fùnction or model: 
~ [ J J  -(a+ 4x, + - - -  - - -  +bkx,)lL 
The least squares estimates of a, P,, flL,.-. - , p, are those of a, b,,  b2, ......, bk that 
make this sum of squared deviations as small as possible. The utility of an estimated mode1 can 
be assessed by exarnining the extent to which predicted y values based on the estimated 
regression fùnction (model) are close to the y values actually observed. The first predicted 
A 
value of (y) or (y, ) is obtained by taking the values of the predictor variables xi, xl, . ., xk for 
the first observation or data record and substituting these values into the estimated regression 
1 
model. Doing this successively for the rernaining observations yields the predicted values y, 
In developing the desired rnodel, the eighty six data records were split randomly into 
two sets. The first set contained only seventy six records and was used in model development. 
The second set which contains the remaining ten records was reserved for model validation 
purposes. 
7.1.1. Preliminary Steps 
Typically, there are two goals of mathematical modeling. One is to obtain a valid 
estimate of a causal relationship and the other is to obtain a good predictive model. According 
to Retherford and Choe (1993) when the goal is "prediction" it is appropriate to develop 
linear models because of their simplicity of use. As the goal of this study was to obtain a 
prediction model based on the linear combination of the hypothesized variables, procedures of 
a statistical computer program (SAS) was used in developing, fitting, diagnosing, and 
checking the adequacy of the multivanate linear rnodel. Various multiple regression 
procedures based on least square estimation of regression parameters are used to estimate 
model parameters. For fùrther details on issues relating to the fundamentals of fitting the 
model using multiple regression and checking its adequacy, refer to appendix (C). It gives an 
exposé of fitting a multiple regression model using least squares estimation method, model 
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selection criteria, and the various selection procedures used by this research in fitting the 
desired model. 
Suppose that a response variable Y can be predicted by a Iinear combination of a 
number of regressor variables Xi, X2,....  .  -,Xk, you c m  fit the regression parameters as show 
in Equation (7.1). A number of regression methods are used to select the best model with the 
highest R-square value based on analysis of variance and parameter estimates. These include 
al1 possible regression procedure, the maximum fZ2 method, and the three sequential selection 
methods of forward, stepwise, and backward elimination. The criteria for inclusion of 
predictor variables in a model and selecting an appropriate model based on the output of the 
various multiple regression procedures used in the anaiysis are discussed in more details in 
appendix (C) 
7.1.2 Dummy Regression 
In developing the desired model, dummy variables were used to code the variables 
because of the ordinal nature of scales used in scoring the firms in the sample. Dumrny 
variables or contrast variables' use is proposed as outlined by Retherford and Choe (1993). 
The prime function of dumrny variables is to represent categorical and ordinal variables to 
gain a better realistic model than by modeling the ordinal variables as ratio or interval 
variables. According to Judd and McClelland (1989) m- 1 contrast codes must be employed to 
code a categorical or ordinal variable with m levels. 
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Therefore, in coding the seven levels (7= very high to l= very low) scales used in 
measurement, six dummy variables must be employed to represent each of the original 
variables. This would have resulted in dealing with a large number of variables in the model 
which would render it irnpractical. A solution was to crash down the 7 anchor-points ordinal 
scale to a three levels scaie of high, moderate, and low for each of the variables. Two contrast 
codes were employed for each variable which made the possible total number of variables in 
the model more manageable. The three levels in the crashed scales were assumed between the 
values that mark the 33rd and 67th percentiles of the cumulative distribution for each variable 
obtained fiom scores on the 7 anchor-points Likert scales. Table 7.1 shows the 33rd and the 
67th percentiles values for the fourteen variables. Scores below the value that marks the 33rd 
percentile on the cumulative distribution were classified as low scores, ail scores that fall 
between the 33rd and 67th percentiles' values were classified as moderate and a11 scores 
above the 67th percentile were classified as high. 
To illustrate the use of Table 7.1, an example is discussed. A firm was scored by its 
management and workers and an average aggregated score was calculated to equal 4.5 
relating to the attitude toward change variable (Xz). To convert this score to a high, moderate, 
or low level rating, the table is used. A moderate level rating is indicated because the score 
falls between the 33rd percentile value of 4.3 and the 67th percentile value of 4.7. If the score 
is above 4.7, a high level rating is indicated, and if it is below 4.3 a low level rating is 
indicated. 
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Each 4 of the fourteen hypothesized variables is coded by hvo dummy variables ( D l / )  
and (a,.). As shown in Table 7.2, the two dummy variables can represent the three levels for 
each variable. When the level ofX, is determined to be high, the variable is represented by the 
situation = (0) and DI? = (1). When the level of X, is judged to be medium, X, is 
represented by Dll = ( 1 )  and D12 = ( O ) .  Where the level is Iow, the variable is represented by 
D, = (0) and Dl, = (0). 
Table 7.1: Percentiles of Variables' Scores 
No. variable Value at the Value at the 
33rd percentile 67th percentile 
Ievei of subcontracting 
attitude toward change 
extent of rules and 
regulations 
level of adherence to rules 
and regulations 
level of control 
level of integration in services 
offered 
level of joint-venturing, 
partnering, and alliances 
Ievel of multiple projects 
handling ability 
strength of culture 
level of workers'participation 
in decision making 
level of coordination 
Ievel of information flow 
level of planning 
level of goal setting 
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It should be noted that substitution for dummy variables should aiways be considered 
in pairs to indicate the proper level of the variable. For a low level rating, both durnmy 
variables that represent that variable should be given the value of zero. For a rnoderate or high 
level rating, the value of one is assigned to the dummy variable that represents that proper 
level and the value of zero is given to the other dummy variable. 
Table 7.2: Coding of Dummy Variables 
Case Variable's Level Dumrny variables Values 
- - - - 
1 High [Oil =O, Di2 = l  ] 
2 Moderate [Di, = 1, Dit = O ]  
3 LOW [Oii =O,  Di2 = O ]  
As shown in Equation (7.2), the regression mode1 considers twenty eight durnmy 
variables to represent the original fourteen variables. The intercept a is the low level or the 
reference level for construction organizations studied (D,, = 0, Di? = O). The 6 coefficient is 
the effect of each variable on the level of organizationai effectiveness. 
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7.1.3. Model Fitting and Selection Methods 
The methodology followed in fitting and checking the adequacy of a multiple 
regression model using the coilected data records is show in Figure 7.1. SAS was to fit 
various regression models based on the seventy six data records shown in appendix (B). Five 
multiple regression selection procedures or rnethods were used in model fitting. Al1 possible 
regression models procedure or RSQUARE, the MAXR fotward regression method, and the 
three sequential selection procedures of FORWARD, BACKWARD, and STEPWISE. 
Al1 possible regression procedure or RSQUARE finds a specified number of models 
with the highest adjusted R~ and the lowest Mallows' (Cp)' statistic in a range of model sizes 
(çee part (1) of appendix @) for the results of the regression procedure RSQUARE as the 
selection method). The RSQUARE method is a usefùl tool for exploratory model building. 
The MAXR procedure uses forward selection to fit the best one-variable model, the 
best two-variable model, the best three-variable model, and so on until it exhausts al1 
possibilities. (see part (II) of appendix @) which shows the results of SAS'S MAXR 
regression procedure. 
The sequential method of FORWARD selection starts with no variables in the model 
and adds variables until no significant improvement, in regard to a model Statistic, c m  be 
detected based on the assigned level of significance for inclusion of variables. 
I MaIlows. C.L. (1973) Some comrnents on Cp. Technometrics. 15, pp. 661-675. Aiso sce appendis (C) for 
eqdanation 
multiple lincar rcgrcssion 
;inalysis 
by SAS 
Figure 7.1: Mode1 Fitting and Selection Methodology 
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Sequentiai STEPWISE regression method is a modification of the FORWARD 
procedure and differs in that variables already in the model do not necessarily stay there. 
BACKWARD sequential procedure starts with al1 the variables in the rnodel and then go 
through a backward elimination process of variables in order to improve a model's statistic. 
Sequentiai procedures are discussed in more detail later in this chapter and in appendix (C). 
Parts (III), (IV), and (V) of appendix (D) give the results of SAS'S regression procedure 
PROC REG with model selection FORWARD, STEPWISE, and BACKWARD respectively. 
While, dl these model selection methods are usefùl tools for rnodel building, no 
statistical method can be relied on to identiS, the "tme7' model. Effective model building 
requires substantive theory to suggest relevant predictors and plausible functional forms for 
the model. However, the various selection procedures, still can be used as useful approaches 
to selecting a model with a subset of predictor variables. Stevens (1992) state the following 
two iules of thumb for the selection of predictor variables in models. 
1. Choose variables that correlate highly with the criterion but that have low 
2. To these variables add other variables that have low correlations with the criterion 
but that have high correlations with the other predictors. 
In addition, Cody and Smith (1991) recommended that it is best to be guided by the 
following two principles when choosing which predictors to include in a regression model: 
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1. Parisrnony-less is more in terms of regressors. Adding another regressor to the 
model will aiways explain a little bit more, but it ofien confuses our understanding 
of the issue and complicates measurement and use of the model. 
2. Common Sense- the regressors must bear a logicai reiationship to the dependent 
variable in addition to a statisticd one. 
The different models resulting from the various model selection procedures will be 
compared, analyzed, and a mode! with an appropriate nurnber of predictors, considering these 
criteria, wiil be selected as the model to be considered for diagnosis and validation. 
7.1.3.1. Fitted Model Using SAS'S RSQUARE Procedure 
The procedure of al1 possible regression, as its name suggests, fits al1 possible 
regression of a given size. With rn explanatory variables there are 2" possible regression 
models, ranging from the simplest form, where only one of the predictors is included, to the 
most complex, in which al1 predictors are included. This approach generally relies on R~ as the 
assessrnent critenon, and the process starts by computing the R~ values for al1 the 
combinations of predictors of a give size, that is, ranging from 1 to m. For each subset of a 
given size the combination of predictors that yields the largest R~ value is selected out and 
then compared, again in terms of R~ , with the others "winners" fiom the other subsets of 
different size. The more recent algorithms such as the one used by SAS, employ the model's 
adjusted R~ and Mallows' C, statistic values as the selection criteria. 
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A good model, according to this, is the one that has a high adjusted R~ value and a 
small C' value (for accurate prediction) that converges with a value that approximates the 
value of (k+l)  where k is the number of predictors in the mode1 (C, 2 h l ,  for unbiasedness in 
estimating mode1 coefficients). Applying this cnteria to the set of multiple regression models 
that resulted from using the al1 possible regression procedure, it is seen that the C' values and 
the expression (k+l) converge three times. The fint occurs when there are nine dummy 
predictor variables in the model (which represent five of the original variables), and the second 
convergence occurs when the mode1 includes as predictors, twenty six dummy variables 
(which represent thirteen of the original variables). In the third occurrence, the C' value is 
exactly equal to (k-tl). This takes place when there are twenty seven dummy variables in the 
model (which represent al1 the original fourteen variables). 
Regarding the first occurrence, there are six models that fulfill the C, ~ ( k + l )  
condition, each with 9 dummy variables. However, each containing a different set of variables. 
These are as follow: 
( 1) A model with C, = 10.1 1, adjusted R~ of 0.92, and includes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: DIZ, DzI, 0 2 2 ,  Dg1, Dg2, DIOIr D1O2, Dl12, 0131. 
(2) A mode1 with C, = 10.20, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following durnmy 
variables as predictors: D21, 0 2 2 ,  Dg1, Dg2, 0101, D102, DI 12. Dl3l, 0 1 4 2 -  
(3) A model with C, = 10.28, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: DZ1, DU, Dgl, Da2, Dg2, D 1 ~ l ,  DlO2, &, D142 
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(4) A model with Cp = 10.28, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and inchdes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: 4 1 ,  Dn,  DSI,  Dg2,41, 0 9 2 ,  &OI. 0 1 0 2 ,  0 1 3 1  
(5) A model with C' = 10.29, adjusted IZ2 of 0.92 and includes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: 0 2 1 ,  Dz, 0 7 1 ,  Dn,  Ds1, &,&, 0 1 0 1 ,  D102- 
(6) A 9-variable model with C, = 10.47, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following 
durnmy variables as predictors: D21, Dn, D ~ I ,  0 8 2 ,  DIOI,  D102, D I X ,  0 1 3 1 ,  0 1 3 2 -  
In the second convergence, there are three models that fulfill the C,, n (k+ 1 )  condition, 
each with 26 dumrny variables. However, each containing a different set of variables. These 
are as follow: 
( 1 )  A mode1 with C' = 26.9, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: Dll, D12, 4 1 ,  &, 0 3 1 .  4 2 ,  DJI ,  DU, D J ~ ,  D61, &, 0 7 1 ,  
Dn, Dst, 0 8 2 ,  Dw, Dm DIOI,  0 1 0 2 ,  D I I I ,  D112,  D m ,  0 1 3 1 ,  D132r Dl41, D142- 
(2 )  A model with Cp = 27.22, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following dummy 
variables as predictors: &, Dl2, 4 1 ,  022, D31, 0 3 2 ,  0 4 1 .  D42, D51, D52, D61, D62, 
Dn, Dsi, Dsz, D91, D92, D I O ~ ,  DIOZ, D111, 0 1 1 2 ,  D121, 0 1 3 1 ,  0 1 3 2 ,  DLJI, D1.12- 
( 3 )  A model with C, = 27.40, adjusted R~ of 0.92 and includes the following dummy 
variables as predicton: Dll, Dl2, D21, DZ, 0 3 ~  0 3 2 ,  D41. D42, &l ,  D ~ z ,  0 6 1 ,  0 6 2 ,  
0 7 1 ,  DR, 0 8 1 ,  0 8 2 ,  & I ,  092, DIOL,  D I O ~ ,  DII I ,  D112, D121, 0 1 3 1 ,  0 1 3 2 ,  D I J I -  
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The last convergence occurs when C, z (k+l)= 28. Only one model fûlfills the 
condition with twenty seven dummy variables. (1) A model with C, = 28. adj- of 0-92 and 
includes the following 27 variables as predictors: Dll, Dlz, 4 1 ,  Du, D3i7 0 3 2 ,  DU, 0 4 2 7  DSI, 
0 5 2 ,  0 6 1 .  Da7 0 7 1 ,  &, &17 D82, D ~ I ,  Da, h i ,  Dioz, Dili, D112, D121,  DE^, h 2 ,  DIJI, &2- 
SAS'S RSQLJARE method selected one of the 26 variable models as the rnodel of 
choice (see Table 7.3 for ANOVA and parameter estimates). The overall model has a root 
mean square error (RMSE) of 3.9%, F value of 3 5.53 8 and Prob> F = 0.000 1 which indicates 
that the overall model is statistically significant. 
By checking the nul1 hypothesis T= HO: para me te^ O, (the t test that the parameter is 
zero, this is computed as the Parameter Estimate divided by the Standard Error for each 
variable) conceming the parameter estimates, (Prob>ll) of each variable included in the 
model and whether it true or not, many included predictors could be eliminated fiom the 
model. The (Rob> 1 ) is the two-tailed significance probability that a r statistic would obtain 
a greater absolute value than that observed, given that the true parameter is zero. Thus, in the 
case the nul1 hypothesis is true, based on the assigned level of significance of 95 % (this occur 
when ~ rob> lq  = 0.05). the Parameter estimate (partial coefficient) for the variabie equals to 
Table 7.3: ANOVA and Parameter Estimates For RSQUARE's Mode1 
Al1 Possible Regression Procedure's 26 variable model: 








Sum of Mean 
Squares Square F Value 
1.4 1632 0.05317 33.538 
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These ten durnmy variables represent five of the original variables which include the 
attitude toward change (X2) represented by Dzl and Dn; level of multiple projects handling 
ability (Xi) represented by Dsi, and Dg*,; strength of organizational culture (X9) represented by 
Dg1 and D=; level of workers' participation in decision making (Xia) represented by Dl01 and 
Dioz; and level of planning (XI3) represented by Dtsl and The choice of including or 
excluding a predictor, based on the (Rob> 1 T 1 ) criterion, is viable, however the original 
model with twenty six dummy predictors still can be used. 
This finding suggests the suitability of inclusion of the 10 remaining variables in the 
desired prediction model. However, in order to make a final judgment, as to whether to retain 
these variables or not, it is determined that a sound decision can be made only after inspecting 
al1 the different variables which are retained in models fitted using the other selection 
procedures. 
7.2.3.2 Fitted Mode1 Using SAS'S MAXR Method 
The maximum R' irnprovement technique does not settle on a single model. Instead, it 
tries to find the "best one variable model, the "best" two variable model, and so forth. The 
MAXR method begins by finding the one-variable model producing the highest R2. Then 
another variable, the one that yields the greatest increase in R2, is added. Once the two- 
variable model is obtained, each of the variables in the model is compared to each variable not 
in the model. For each cornparison, MAXR detemines if removing one variable and replacing 
it with the other variable increases R ~ .  Mer comparing al1 possible switches, MAXR makes 
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the switch that produces the largest increase in R ~ .  Thus, the two-variable model achieved is 
considered the "best" two-variable model the technique can find. The process is repeated with 
adding a third variable to find the "bea" three-variable model, and so forth2. 
Refemng to part (II) appendix @), the MAXR method yielded twenty eight rnodels. 
The best-one variable model, the best-two variable model, the best-three variable model and 
so on. The maximum R' criteria is used by the procedure in selecting the best models. In 
sirnilar fashion to the al1 possible procedure, the MAXR procedure selected the same model 
with twenty seven variables as the model of choice. This makes sense, since inclusion of a 
large number of predictors in the model gives a better prediction. However, the inclusion of a 
large number of variables in a model influence the ease and simplicity of using such a model. 
Again, checking the nul1 hypothesis of the partial coefficients of the variables in the selected 
model leads to the same results of leaving only ten dummy variables in the model with Prob < 
0.05. The variables lefl in the model are: LIzi, Du, Dgi, Dg*, Dg1, D g 2 ,  DIOI ,  0 1 0 2 ,  &l,  &32- If 
is interesting to note that these ten variables, left in the model, are the same variables selected 
for inclusion by the MAXR procedure in the best ten-variable model and they are also the 
same set of ten variables which resulted from the RSQUARE procedure. 
Anaiysis of variance (ANOVA) for the best IO-variable model (Table 7.4), gives a 
large F value of 100.97 with Prob>F equals to 0.00 1 which indicates that the model is highly 
significant. Notice that the (Rob > 1 T 1 ) values for the ten variables in the model are much 
' S a  SAS/STAT User's Guide. Volume 2. GLM-VARCOMP. SAS. Inc.. Version 6. Fourîh Edition. pp. 1398 
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lower (more significant) than the values when the variables were included in modeIs with a 
larger number of variables. This indicates that the ten variables together give a more 
statisticaily significant prediction and explain variation in the dependent variable more reliably. 
Table 7.4: ANOVA and Parameter Estimates of MAXR's Best-10 Variable Model 
MAXR Procedure's B a t  1 0-variable Mode1 
(R-square = 0.939) 
Analysis of Variance 
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7.1.3.3 Fitted Models Using SAS'S Sequential Procedures 
The sequential procedures c m  be viewed as a compromise with al1 possible regression 
approach. Three types of sequential methods are mainly utilized, namely, fonvard selectiori, 
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stepwise seiectiotr. and backward elirnhrat iotr . Essential1 y, t hese approac hes di ffer wit h 
respect to the direction taken in model selection and the reversibility of a decision as to the 
worthiness of a candidate predictor. 
Forward selection process begins with no variables having been included in the 
regression equation. The correlations of al1 the predictor variables with the dependent variable 
are calculated, and that predictor with the largest correlation is selected if its corresponding 
partial F-value is statistically significant at some predetermined level. The independent 
variable with the largest correlation is entered, and the regression equation is calculated. At 
each successive stage the independent variable with the largest partial correlation coefficient 
is selected. Based on the cornparison of the corresponding partial F test value for the variable 
with a predetermined critical tabulated F-value, the process either, includes the variable which 
gave the highest partial corresponding coefficient, recalculate the regression equation, and 
return to select another variable, or the process adopts the regression equation as calculated. 
The results of using the FORWARD procedure in fitting a model by SAS, is show in 
part (III) of appendix 0). A summary is given in Table (7.5). The procedure went through a 
number of iterations to arrive at a model with seventeen dummy variables. The analysis of 
vanance indicates a highly significant model with F value of 63.3 with ProbW of 0.000 1 
Upon exarnining the (Prob > 1 T 1 ) values for the partial coefficients of the seventeen dummy 
variables in the model. it is noticed that the values for partial coefficients of seven dummy 
variables exceeds the (a) level of 0.05. Therefore, the nul1 hypothesis that the partial 
coefficient equals zero can be accepted and these variables can be excluded fiom the model. 
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This leaves D21, DZZ, DSI, Da, Dg,, Dg2, DIOt, DIOZ, Di3[, and D1j2, which are the same ones 
included in the MAXR's best- 10 variable model. They are also the same variables that were 
retained in the RSQUARE 26-variable model, afler the exclusion of insignificant variables. 
Table 7.5: ANOVA and Parameter Estimates of Model By FORWARD Selection 
Forward SeIection Procedure Model 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of M a n  
Source DF Squares Square F value Prob>F 
Mode1 17 1.41517 0.08325 63.3 14 0.000 1 
Error 5 8 0.07626 0.00 13 1 
C Total 75 1.49 142 
Root MSE 0.03626 R-square 0.9489 
Dep Mean 0.67899 Adj R-sq 0.9339 
Parameter Estimatcs 
Prameter Standard T for HO: 








O. 160 1 
0.3335 
0.003 1 
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Stepwise selection procedure works by calculating the correlations of al1 the predictor 
variables with the dependent variable. The method selects the first variable that is most highly 
correlated and enters it into the regression model. This variable is retained in the fitted mode1 
if the overall F-test shows that the regression equation is statistically significant. The partial 
correlation coefficients is calculated for ail the variables not in the regression equation. The 
method selects the next variable with the highest partial correlation coefficient and enters it 
into the model. With both variables in the model, the method cornputes the regression 
equation and retains the new variable if its partial F-value is statistically significant as 
compared to critical tabulated ( 1 -a)-values under the F-distribution with 1 and 11-2- 1 degrees 
of freedom. The process then, selects the next variable with the highest correlation with the 
dependent variable and enters into the regression, given that the first two variables are already 
in the regression equation. The decision as to whether any of the three variables should be 
included in the regression given that the first two are already in is made on the basis of the 
partial F-values of the three variables. The stepwise procedure continues in similar fashion. 
Termination of the process occurs when no variable can be either entered or removed fiom 
the regression equation. 
The results of using SAS'S STEPWISE selection procedures in fitting a model is 
shown in part (IV) of appendix O), a summary is given in Table 7.6. The procedure went 
through many iterations to arrive at a model with eleven dummy variables. The analysis of 
variance gives an F value of 93.7 with Prob>F of 0.000 1 and root MSE of 3.7% and an 
adjusted R-square of 0.93. The mode1 is highly significant and has a very good r-square value. 
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Looking at the @) values for the partial coefficients, we notice, that Drz has a @) value that 
exceeds the (a) of 0.05. Therefore. the dummy variable & can be excluded fiom the model. 
which leaves the same ten dummy variables that was retained in MAXR's best-10 variable 
model, the same ten variables that were retained after the exclusion of insignificant variables in 
RSQUARE and FORWARD selection models. 








STEPWSE Procedure Model 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of M a n  



















0.0 154682 1 
0.0 1736555 
0.0 105 1630 
0.0 1286275 
0.0 1737478 
0.0 18793 93 
0.0265 158 1 
0.02023499 
0.024U487 
0.0 124 1237 
0.0 1377686 
F Value Prob>F 
93.700 0.000 1 
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BACKWARD elimination procedure works by starting with a regression mode1 that 
includes al1 of the variables. The R~ induced from deleting each variable, or equivalently the 
partial F test value for each predictor variable treated as though it were the last variable to 
enter the regression equation, is calculated. Based on the cornparison of the lowest partial F 
test value with a predetemined critical tabulated F -value, the procedure either, removes that 
variable associated with the calculated R ~ ,  recompute the regression with the rernaining 
predictor variables and recompute a new R ~ ,  and go through the cycle again by removing 
another variable, or adopt the regression equation as calculated. 
Table 7.7: ANOVA and Parameter Estimates of Model By BACKWARD Seleetion 
Backward Elimination Model 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 
Source DF Squares Square F Value 
Model 10 1.40122 0,14012 100.971 
Error 65 0.09020 0.00139 
C Total 75 1.49142 
Root MSE 0.03725 R-square 0.9395 
Dep Mean 0.67899 Adj R-sq 0.9302 















Standard T for HO 
Error P a n m e t e d  
0.0 124 1292 34.708 
0.0 1558782 5.26 1 
0.0 1742064 5.042 
0.0 1292925 3 -626 
0.0 17 18308 5.032 
0.0 189675 1 2.652 
0.0265 1 142 3.485 
0.020 14799 3.2 17 
0.024 13474 4.138 
0.0 1245903 4.09 1 
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The results of using SAS'S BACKWARD procedure in fitting a model is show in 
part (V) of appendix (D), a surnmary is given in Table 7.7. The procedure retained ten dummy 
variables in its model of choice, Dzi, &, D81, Dm, Dg1, D92, D l ~ l r  D ~ o ~ ,  0 1 3  1, and 0 1 3 2 -  These 
are the same ten variables that were identified earlier. ANOVA gives an F value of 100.971 
with Prob>F of 0.000 1 and RMSE of 3 -7% and an adjusted R-square of 0.93. The rnodel is 
highly signifiant and has a very good r-square value. 
7.2. FITTED MODEL 
It is seen that one model stands out clearly as the best model based on multiple criteria 
of selection and al1 factors considered and discussed previously. A model with 10 dummy 
variables (Dz l ,  Dn, Dst ,  Dg2, D91, 0%. DIOlr DIOZ, that represent the medium and 
high levels of five original variables that include the attitude toward chnrige (Xz), lewl of 
tnrrhiple prqjects handli~ig ability (&), stret~gth of orgmiiza~iorrnl cdttcre (Xg), levei of 
workers ' participation it1 decisio~ m a h g  (Xi& and fevel of plmriitrg (Xi '). 
7.2.1. Model Diagnostic 
Part (VI) of appendix (D) shows the fitted mode1 with the ten dummy variables. The 
model is the same s h o w  by Table 7.4 for MAXR's "best" 10-variable model, and Table 7.7 
for model selected by the BACKWARD method. Model adequacy is checked by residual 
analysis, detecting influentid outliers observation, and checking for multicollinearity. 
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7.2.1.1 Residual Analysis 
Part (VI) of appendix (D) shows the plot of residuals versus the predicted value of (Y) 
which helps in diagnosing the level of variance for the residuals. It shows that the residual 
variances fa11 within a horizontal band around the mean line of 0.0. The points exhibit no 
particular pattern around the 0-O-line such as curvature or much greater spread in one part of 
the plot than in another, verticdly or horizontaily. This shows that the residuals have equal 
variance. Furthemore, the normal probability plot of the residuals s h o w  in appendix (D). 
exhibits a linear pattern with minimal snaking at the ends. Both these findings indicate that the 
residuals have equal variance and are normally distributed which Ieads to the conclusion that 
lineanty assumptions are upheld by the model. 
7.2.1.2 Outliers 
In order to detect any outliers, SAS provides a diagnostic statistic called Cook's 
distance which is a rneasure of the influence of deleting the specific observation on the 
estimated parameters. The plot of Cook's distance statistics against the observation number 
shows no  influentid outliers in the data observation (pan (VI) appendix (D). This is evident 
by the range of values on the plot (< 0.3) which is well below the value of one that would 
require the investigation as recommended in appendix (C). 
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7.2.1.3 MulticoIlinearity 
According to Schroeder et al (1986), multicollinearity is probably present in a11 
regression models, since the predictor variables are unlikely to be totally uncorrelated. Thus 
whether or not rnulticollinearity is a problem depends on the degree of collineariiy. They 
added that dthough there are many indicators of multicollinearity, the difficulty is that there is 
no statistical test that can determine whether or not it is a problem. They recornmended to 
search for "high" correlation coefficients between variables iricluded in the fitted rnodel. 
Multicollinearity among the predictor variables was assessed by exarnining the 
tolerance values arnong the predictors variables which is an indication of the degree of 
correlation between each variabIe in the model and the other variables included in the 
regression. The range for tolerance values is between O and 1, and high tolerance values for 
the variables (> 0.20) are preferred since they indicate low multicollinearity (see appendix 
( C ) ) .  
The range of values for the variables in the fitted model is between O. 1 O to 0.5, which 
shows low tolerance values for the variables Dq, D ~ o I ,  and Dioz that might r e d t  in 
interpretation problems. However, the (r) intercorrelations coefficients of the original 
variables, represented by the three dummy variables, with the original variables represented by 
the other dummy variables in the rnodel, show no "high" correlation coefficients (Table 6.4). 
This indicates that including these variables in the fitted model, does not provide the mode1 
with redundant information. 
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7.2.2. Inferences Based on Parameters of Fitted Model 
The fitted model is shown in Equation (7.3). The model is highly significant at a =0.05 
and P< =0.000 1. Analysis of variance shows that the model has a root mean square error of 
0.043 which means that the mode1 has 4.3 % error in prediction. The model's R-square and 
adjusted R-square are 0.93 and 0.9 1 respectively. 
The intercept (INT) and the dummy variables that represent the high and moderate 
levels of only five of the original fourteen hypothesized predictors were deterrnined to be 
significant in predicting the level of effectiveness (Y) based on their (Prob > 1 T 1 ) values. 
Most probability values for the parameter estimates in the model equal 0.000 1, which 
indicates very high significance, except for Da]= 0.0006, DPI= 0.0 100, D9-e 0.0009, DloI= 
0.0020, and DI3?= 0.0027. These values are still well below the (a) of 0-05. 
The dummy variables are D21 and DI?, representing the levels of the variable, attitude 
toward change by management and workers of the construction firm (Xz);  0 7 ,  and D:?, 
representing the levels of the variable, level of multiple projects handling ability (Xg); Dg, and 
BR, representing the levels of the variable, strength of organizational culture (X9); DIol and 
DIo2, representing the levels of the variable, level of workers' participation in decision making 
(Xi& and DIjl and 0122, representing the levels of the variable, level of planning (XL3). 
Y = (0.43 1)+ (0.082) DZI+ (0.088) D2+ (0.047) D81+ (0.087) Dg2+ (0.050) + (0.092) &+ 
(0.065) DIOI+ (0. 100) DIOZ+ (0-05 1) DIJI+ (0.043) Dl32 Eq. (7.3) 
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The partial coefficients in the model, for any two dumrny variables, represent the effect 
of being moderate or high level in any of the five variables. A value of 0.43 1 is show as the 
intercept in the model above. This value represents the low level or the reference level for 
construction firms studied. It aiso represents the predicted level of organizational effectiveness 
in a firm with low ratings in al1 of the five variables. It is worth noting here that the actual 
level of effectiveness for such a firm may fdi anywhere between 0.43 1 and zero. Similady, 
because, the maximum predicted level of effectiveness that can be calculated by the modei for 
a firm equals 0.869, the actual level of effectiveness for such a firm may faIl anywhere 
between tfus value and 1.00. 
It is noted that the value of (Y) is influenced very little by whether a firm is rated as 
having a moderate level of nttitude toword change or having a high level as represented by the 
two coefficients of 0.082 and 0.087 for DZ1 and Dz2 respectively. This rneans that there is a 
slight gain in effectiveness associated with an increase from a moderate level to a high level of 
attitude toward change by the group of fims studied. 
Rating the construction fin as having a high level of multiple projects handling ability 
contributes 0.087 (coefficient for DgZ). Mile  rating it as having a moderate ability. 
contributes only 0.047 (coefficient for Dgl). This seems to indicate that a high levei of 
multiple projects handling ability contributes about double that of a moderate level to an 
increase in the predicted level of organizationai effectiveness. 
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There is also a difference in contribution to predicted level of effectiveness of a 
construction firm (Y) between a moderate strength of organizational culture (& coefficient = 
0.050) and a high strength of culture (& coefficient = 0.92). This is in line with the 
expectation that a stronger culture leads to a higher level of organizational effectiveness. 
A high level of workers' prticipalicii in decisiorr-rnnkirrg in the construction firms 
studied. impacts the value of (Y) by 0.100 (coefficient for Dlo2 ) for a high level rating, and 
0.065 (coefficient for DI,,) for a moderate level rating. This indicates that an increase in the 
level of organizational effectiveness is associated with an increase in the Ievel of workers' 
pc~rfic@rtio~r in decisioir-makit tg in the fims studied . 
For the variable, fevel ojpla~mir~g, the coefficient for a moderate level of planning 
(DIJ1 ) is 0.050, and 0.043 for a high level of planning (D122.)- This means that there is a 
slight decline in effectiveness with an increase from a moderate to a high level of planning in 
the group of fims studied. This could be explained by the limitation in organizational 
flexibility caused by the inherent rigidity of planning (Cummings and Worley, 1993). 
7.2.3. Validation of Fitted Model 
Predicting the level of organizational effectiveness by the model is based on the 
possible combination of high, moderate, and low ratings of the five variables for any fim. 
Table 7.8 shows the ratings of the ten firms whose records were not used in model 
development, the predicted level of effectiveness and the actual level calculated from 
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management response. The first record belongs to a firm with the following ratings of the five 
variables: highiy favorable attitude toward change (D2,= O, DZ-= l), a rnoderate level of 
multiple project-handling ability (&= I , D p  0)' perforrns planning very regularly (Dl jl= 0, 
DI'.+ l), has a strong culture (&= 0, I), and a moderate level of participation in 
decision making by workers (LIlo,= 1, D 1 ~  O). The level of organizational effectiveness 
predicted by the mode1 for the firm is equal to 0.76. Based on this value, the prediction can be 
made that this construction firm has a level of organizational effectiveness that would cause it 
to perform in 76 percent of its work projects on time andor within budget ancilor according 
to specifications and unsuccessfilly in the rest 24 percent. The actual level for this firm is 
calculated by substituting into Eq. (4.1) the values given by firm's management for pl= 80%, 
pz= 80%. and p3=75% which results in a level of approxirnately 78 percent. 
The second record belongs to a firm that was rated as having an unfavorable (low) 
attitude toward change(DII= 0, LL2= O), a low level of multiple project handling ability (D7= 
0, Di2 = O), a moderate level of planning (DIll= 1, DE? O), a moderate strength of culture 
(&= 1, Dg2= O), and a low level of workers' participation in decision-making (Dlol= O, 
Dlo-+ O). The level of organizational effectiveness predicted, is approximately 53 percent. 
Whereas the actual level is 0.56, calculated from the three percentages of 6O%, 60%, and 50% 
for percent of projects cornpleted within scheduled duration @,), and percent of projects 
finished within budgeted costs (pz), and percent of projects performed according to 
contractual specifications respectively. 
Cornparing the predicted level with that of the actual level for the other firms listed in 
the table, leads to the conclusion that model's prediction is very reliabfe and valid. As seen in 
the table, predicted levels of effectiveness are very comparable with the actual levels of 
effectiveness calculated fiom data records, for the remaining eight firms. This indicates the 
robustness of the fitted model. 
Table 7.8: Predicted and Actual Levels of Organizational Effectiveness 
Levels of variables Levei of organizational 
eEectiveness 
attitude multiple strength decision 
toward projects of making leveI of 
change handling culture participa&m Planning predicted actual 
* levels is shown by L. M. and H to indicate low. moderate. and hi& level. 
It should be noted that the model is intended as a tool that gives management an idea 
about how organizational characteristics measured by the variables in the model infiuence the 
overall performance and not specificaily rate performance on a project by project basis. 
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According to the (Y) value predicted, the conclusion could be made that a firm would perfom 
within scheduled time, and/or within costs, andfor according to specs in some projects and 
that it would fail to achieve performance in al1 other cases ( 1 -Y). 
7.3. SUMMARY 
Analysis of data using durnrny regression techniques, the various multiple regression 
procedures of the SAS computer package yielded a mode1 with ten dummy variables that 
represent only five of the original fourteen variables. These variables are proven significant in 
predicting the level of organizational effectiveness of the construction firm as operationalized 
by this research. These variables include firms' attitude toward change, its level of multiple 
project-handling ability, its level of planning, its strength of culture, and the level of workers' 
participation in decision-making in the firm. 
The developed mode1 is a practical tool. By rating the five variables in the mode1 using 
the scaies developed by this methodology, it is very simple to calculate the level of 
organizational effectiveness of t he ICI construction fim. 
CHAPTER (8)-CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.0 INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of the chapter, conclusions are given regarding the use of the fitted 
model as the backbone of the assessment methodology. In the second part, implications of the 
findings of the research are discussed and a number of recommendations are outlined 
regarding the application and improvement of the assessment methodology. 
8.1. CONCLUSIONS 
The model developed by the research methodology is quantitative and identifi "good" 
and "bad" states for certain variables or criteria identified by the research. However the model 
does not tell us what types of organizational dynamics are needed to create these "good" or 
%ad" states. ICI construction firrns c m  deduce from the model the type of dynamics or 
changes that rnight lead toward or away from these states. By simply following the checklist 
show in Figure 8.1, a fim cm achieve a prediction of its level of organizational effectiveness. 
-C hecklist- 
Randomly, select five raters Erom the firms' worlâorce: two 
management-level workers (preferably fiom two different 
locations. Le. one from office and one from site; and three site 
level workers fiom dEerent units or trades. 
Distribute questionnaires forms that, only include measurement 
scales that relate to the five vrriables included in the modei: 
attitude toward change, multiple projects handling ability, 
strength of organkational culture, level of workers' 
participation in decision making, and level of planning . 
Collect Variables' responses, aggregate and average them to amvc 
at variables' scores (assume equai weight for each response) for thc 
firm. 
By using Table 6.3, convert aggregated fim-level scores for the fivc 
variables, fiom scores on 7 anchor-points Likert scales' to ratings or 
a three levels scale of low, medium, and high. 
Depending on the achieved variables' levels, assign values of O or 1 
in pain, to the ten dummy variables representing the five origina 
variables. 
Use Table 7.2 and the assigned values of dummy variables to 
subaitute in pairs for each of the five original variables in the model. 
Calculate the firm's predicted level of organizational effectiveness. 
Figure 8.1: Management Checkiist For Calculating A Prediction 
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ICI construction firms that are operating at that particular stage of life cycle as the 
surveyed group of firms (at least more than 10 years of operation in the ICI senor). can use 
the model to assess their organizational effectiveness and calculate a predicted level. Based on 
the predictive model, two of the five variables with the largest partial coefficients: the level of 
workers' participation in decision making and the strength of organizational culture, are rnost 
significant in predicting the level of organizational effectiveness in the construction firm. This 
highiights the importance of human resources and workers-onented processes in expiaining 
and promoting effectiveness. 
Although these findings support previous organizational effectiveness models and 
research, the precise explanation for the present results is unknown. Organizational t heonsts 
have proposed that the effort workers are willing to put forth on behalf of an organization 
(firm) depends largely on the way the workers feel about the job, CO-workers, and supervisors. 
A positive intemal environment, participation, and rnutual tmst are likely to promote worker 
satisfaction and positive attitudes, which may result in workers producing up to potential, 
thereby increasing organizational effectiveness. 
The inclusion of the variables attitude toward change and the level of multiple projects 
handling ability in the model underscores the importance of these significant structural 
attributes in achieving flexibility and adaptability and hence promoting and achieving 
organizational effectiveness. A high level of aîtitude toward change is deemed necessary for 
the fi- in order to be flexible and adaptable to the unstable environment of the construction 
market. A high level of multiple project handling ability implies that the construction finn 
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structure is suitable to handle the added requirements brought on by operating in multiple 
sites. This, in tum, would lead to an increase in the firm's volume of business and more 
profits, which keeps al1 constituents of the firm satisfied. 
Although the impact of the other variable in the model, the level of planning, is lower 
than that of the other variables, and the difference in contribution between having a low and 
high level of planning is minimal, its inclusion alludes to the importance of using planning as 
an important strategic factor in achieving effectiveness. 
Finally, it can be concluded that this research has contributed to the on-going efforts to 
improve the existing methodology of assessing organizational effectiveness of the 
construction fim. 
8.2. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to discuss the implications of the findings of the study for future research and 
make rneaningfül recommendations on that basis, an important issue must be fint addressed. 
This issue relates to the other hypothesized variables not included in the prediction model. As 
seen nom the correlation analysiq except for the level of subcontracting, the rernaining 
variables not included in the model, correlated with the level of effectiveness in a highly 
significant manner, which proved that these variables are related to effectiveness in some 
significant way. For the variables: extent of niles and regulations; level of adherence to rules 
and regulations; and level of control variables, the correlations are moderate. The correlations 
are low for the variables: level of integration in services offered; level of using joint-venturing, 
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partnering, and alliances; and level of coordination, and level of information flow. Their 
exclusion from the rnodel could be explained from a statistical point of view as having arong 
relationships with variables already in the model. However the low and moderate correlations 
of these variables could be explained by the influence of the particular life cycle's stage in 
which the group of firms surveyed are operating which makes them pursue the cntena that 
proved to be highly correkted and are included in the model. 
The infiuence of the particular stage of life cycle on the types and levels of criteria that 
are pursued by the fim is well explained by the fact, and as proposed by the competing values 
approach, that firms pursue different levels of criteria or even different criteria altogether at 
the different stages of their life cycle. For the majority of fims nudied in this research. the 
stage of life cycle in which they are operating, detennined the type of cnteria (the five 
variables with high correlations with (Y) and their Ievels (partial coefficients) to be most 
important in prediction of organizational effiectiveness. The correlations of the variables not 
include in the rnodel could be higher if f~ms urveyed were selected from a group in which the 
majority prove to be operating at a different stage of life cycle, and that which deems the 
pursuit of variables, not include in the mode[, as more relevant for exarnining and predicting 
effectiveness than the ones included in the developed model. 
A simple plan of action then would be, using the four main stages of life cycle alluded 
to in chapter (2) of entrepreneunal, formaiization, collectivity, and elaboration of structure 
stage, classify the construction firm according to the stage of life cycle in which it operates, 
identify the effectiveness criteria and levels that are pursued for each particular stage through 
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empirical research, and finally, compare the levels of these criteria in the firm to the levels that 
should be present at that particular stage of life cycle. However a major difficulty faced. is the 
classification of the firm according to the stage of life cycle in which it operates. Although the 
research alluded to four main stages (there could be more), there is no concrete method to 
classi@ the firm into one of them. One recornmendation to resolve this problem is to use the 
firm's age measured by years of operations as a variable in detemining the particular stage of 
life cycle. However this criteria can not be used in ciassitication as different firms take 
diflerent time periods to span the same stages. What is needed to be done? In Iight of the 
preceding, the following recommendations are given to make the developed methodology 
apply in a more generalized manner: 
1. In order make the methodology sensitive to the stage in which the construction 
firm operates, a classification scheme according the stage of life cycle must be 
devised and levels of the various criteria, that possibly could be pursued by fims 
dunng each of the four main stages (or a determined number of stages). must be 
identified empirically. One way that tùture research can handle this issue is to 
concentrate on the identification of easily recognized organizational markers. 
signals. and characteristics that accompany each of the four main stages or the 
determined number of stages. 
2. Given that the impact of the levels and type of critena used to assess effectiveness 
change with a change in the stage of fim's life cycle and since the methodology 
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developed, only considered a particular group of constmction fims, future 
research should also consider dserent types of construction firms. Different types 
of fims rnust be considered in order to make the methodology more generalized 
and sensitive to the various types and to identify the proper levels for effectiveness 
criteria for each stage and for each type of firm. Although al1 construction firms 
share many characteristics, there are differences. Therefore, for other types of 
construction firms, different levels of different groups of variables may become 
more significant as discussed earlier. The four main stages could represent an 
initial starting point. These stages could be broken down into mini stages 
depending on the level of accuracy desired. 
3. Given the importance of human resources, interna1 processes, and organizational 
culture, future research should focus more directly on the assessrnent of these 
linkages. For example, an area that can be considered is the types of scales used to 
assess the linkages of the underlying attributes of variables in these crucial areas. In 
this study, scales used in the rneasurement of the variables relating to these areas 
are very reliable, however, the type of scales that are needed are of a different 
nature and detail. Development of such scales needs to focus on linkages of 
persons-oriented processes' variables to organizational effectiveness in such a way 




ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTWENESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
(1) 
PART (a) 
- - -- pp - 
Please note when providing information in this part of the questionnaire the term "average" 
should be related to the al1 the work perfonned during the last five years of operations in your 
firrn. 
1 .Age in years of operation 
2.Average number of annual work contracts. 
3 .Percentage of work contracts (projects) that were finished on or before scheduled time in the 
last five years to the nearest 5 percent) 
4.Percentage of work contracts (projeas) that were finished with no costs ovemns in the last five 
years to the nearest 5 percent. 
5-Percentage of work contracts (projects) that were finished without litigation or clients' claims or 
major rework due to inferior quality of performance in the last five years to the nearest 5 percent. 
Part 2 
Please respond by rating your organization according to Likert scale (very high (7), high 
(6), above average (5), average (4), below average (3), low (2) , and very iow (1) ) 
1. Level of profits made by your organization in the last five years? 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
2. Percentage of projects that were finished within schedule in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
3. Percentage of projects that were finished with no cost ovemns in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
4. Percentage of projects that were finished with no clients cornplaints or claims filed because of 
quality problems in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
5. Level of goals achievement in terms of market share and growth in the last five years. 
S 4 3 2 1 
6. LeveI of goals achievement in terms of quality of output and productivity Ievels in the last five 
years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
7. Level of meeting and satis@ng specified clients' goals in tems of products' quality achieved in 
the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
8. Level of meeting and satisfjmg specified clients' goals in terms of products' pnce and 
execution time, achieved in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
9. Level of meeting and satisfjmg contractuai obligations and expectations of suppliers and 
subcontractors in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
10. Level of satisfjing workers' goals in tems of wages' increases, job security. and other benefits 
in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
1 1. Level of satiseng worken' goals in tems of training and enhancing of skills in the last five 
years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
12. Level of adherence to public codes and regulations, achieved in the last five years. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONNAIRE TYPE (1) 
PART -3 
. - -- - - - 
Rate the extent to which the foilowing activities in an average project are entrusted out to 
other organizations by the firm on a scale that ranges from "almost always" (7), to "almost 
never" (1). 
a.Design & Planning 
b.Site work 
c. Substmcture 
d. Superstructure (Skeleton) 
e.Floor systems 
f Exterior wall systems 




kMechanicai syst ems 
1.Electricai systems 
m.Finish work 
(Rate the following statements as they relate to the firm according to the scale that ranges 
from "strongly agree" 7 to "strongly disagree" 1). 
(2) 
a.Workers accept changes in organizationd processes readily and their resistance to it is 
very minimal 
7 6 S J 3 2 1 
b. Workers view changes in organization's processes as an etfort to improve operation. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
c. Workers are eager to volunteer time to understand changes in organirational processes. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Workers are always critical of processes in use and look for other alternatives. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
e. Management views changes in organizational processes favorably and actually encourages it 
when it is needed. 
7 6 5 3 2 1 
f. Management always reviews organizational processes so it could introduce change wherever it 
is needed. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
g. Rate at which changes are introduced into organizational processes tries to keeps pace with 
improvements in the field. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
h. Once changes are introduced in organizational processes, smooth operations are usually 
resumed in a very quick period. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  
Please rate the extent of rules and regulation used in the fim to regulate activities described 
below on the scale that ranges fkom "very extensive regulation" (7) to "very little regulation" (1) 
- -- - - 
(3) 
a. Al1 organizational work processes. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. Instructions & procedures to perform work tasks. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
 
c. Approaches to evaluate work tasks. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
1 
d. Management and workers actions 
7 6 4 3 2 1 
-- --- 
Please rate the following activities in the firm according to the statements below on the scale that 
ranges fiom "very strict adherence" (7) to "very little adherence" (1) 
- -  
(4) 
a. Adherence of management to established work mies, regulations, and procedures. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
b. Workers' adherence to established work rules, regdation. and procedures. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
c. Adherence by the firm to established rules. regulations, and procedures that govem 
relationships with extemal entities such as suppiiers, subcontractors. other partners or allies. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please rate the level of activities in the firm described in the following statements according to 
scale ranging from " very high" (7) to " very low" (1)) 
(5)  
a.Documented and formalized mies, job description and procedures are used in the firm. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b.Contro1 systems are used to standardize outputs 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c.All work processes used by the fim are reviewed, controlled to meet quality standards. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Process control tools & methods ( Le. Pareto charts. benchmarking, statistical process control 
(SPC), concurrent engineering) are used in monitoring processes' quality. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
e. Various methods are used to check, monitor, and update progress ail work activities to ensure 
that production is within target schedule and budgeted costs. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
f A sense of order, continuity, and smooth operations is maintained in al1 organizational 
processes. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Rate the level of activities in the firm according to the scale that ranges fiom "very high" (7) to 
"very low" (1). 
-- - 
(6) 
a.The level that the finnprovides an in -house A/E consultants service to clients. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b.The level that the f im provides its own materiais supply. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c.The level that the firm provides financing services to clients. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d.The Ievel that the firm provides operating and maintenance seMces to its clients. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
e. The extent of providing construction management services by the firm 
Rate the level of activities in the firm according to the scale below that ranges fiom "jPery high" 
(7) to "very low" (1 ). 
((7) 
a. The level that the firm partners with other organizations i.e. suppliers, subcontractors. general 
contractors, N E  consultants or other related fields. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. The level that the firm joint venture with other organizations. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. The level that the fim develop alliances to handle specific types of work. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
d. Level of developing and maintaining the quality of these types of contractual relationships with 
other organizations ifany in a positive manner. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Rate activities of the firm described in the following statements according to the scale below that 
ranges fiom "strongly agree" (7) to "strongly disagree" (1). 
- ppp pp 
(8) 
a. No noticeable negative change is detected in quality output of organizational processes when 
the fim is handling multiple projects. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. The firm's structure is suited to handle sirnultaneous projects at different sites. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. In general, the firm can in a reasonable time acquire a11 the resources it needs for handling 
multiple projects. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
d.Handling multiple average size construction projects is the nom for the firm. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
e. More ofien than not, when the fim is handling multiple projects at different sites, the level of 
satisfaction of the various projects' constituents is acceptable. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please distribute 100 points among the four statements in each of the six parts depending on how 
sirnilar the situation in the finn to that descnbed in each statement. For example in part (A) , if the 
situation in your organization seems similar to that described in statement (1) and somewhat to 
that in (II). then you could give 75 points to (I) and 25 points to (II). 
(9)  
(A) 
LThe organhtion can be characterized as a place of high morde, 
cohesion, and sharing among its workers. 
1I.The organization can be characterized as a dynamic place where 
emphasis is on acquiring new processes, innovating, and taking risks. 
III.The organization can be characterized as a formalized and structured 
place where bureaucratic procedures control al1 processes. 
IV.The organization c m  be characterized as a place where workers 
are goal oriented and emphasis is put on efficient production. 
(BI 
LThe climate inside the organization is comfiortable. 
High trust and openness prevails. 
II.The climate inside the organization encourages dynamism, 
leaming. and readiness to adapt to the new. 
III-The climate inside the organization emphasizes stabiiity. 
Work procedures are clear and enforced. 
IV-The climate inside the organization is competitive and 
emphasis is on beating the competition. 
- - -  
- (C) 
1.Success is defined on the basis of sensitivity to clients, 
suppliers. the public, and concem for worken. 
1I.Success is defined on the basis of being the first in having 
or using newest processes and innovating . 
1II.Success is defined on the basis of having a smooth operation 
Within schedule execution, low costs production. 
1V.Success is defined on the basis of achieving maximum 
production while offenng the most competitive pricing. 
(Dl 
I The glue that holds the organization together is loyalty and tradition. 
Cornmitment to the organization runs hi&. 
KThe glue that holds the organization together is a cornmitment 
to innovation and development. 
III. The glue that holds the organization together is formalized policies. 
IV.The glue that holds the organization together is emphasis on 
market success and increased production. 
- 
(E) 
I.The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a mentor, a sage, or a parent figure. 
ILThe head of the organization is generally considered to be 
an innovator, or a risk taker. 
III.The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a coordinator, an organizer, or an efficiency expert. 
IV-The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a hard-driver, a producer, or a cornpetitor. 
(F) 
LThe management style is characterized by team work , 
consensus, and participation. 
KThe management style is characterized by individual 
initiative, innovation, freedom, and uniqueness. 
III.The management style is characterized by secunty of 
employment, longevity in position, and predictability. 
IV.The management style is characterized by competitiveness, 
production, and achievement. 
- 
Please rate activities in the firm described by the following statements according to the scale 
below ranging from " Strongly agree" (7) to " Strongly disagree" (1)) 
a. In general, decision making responsibilities is based on sharing and participating among al1 
workers in each organizational unit and across al1 units. 
b. In general, management encourages workers to initiate and take decisions conceming work 
processes. 
c. Management encourages workers to participate in decisions making by soliciting their input and 
ideas regarding al! organizational processes. 
d. Management consuits with workers before making decisions concerning work processes. 
e. Decisions making within organizational units is actually based on consensus of almost al! 
workers or their teams. 
f Workers in the fim are not penalized for wrong decisions but are encouraged to take 
responsibilities for their actions in a constructive manner. 
g. A positive workers' attitude exist in the finn towards participation in decisions making 
responsibilities as evident by their volunteering of opinions in decisions making. 
p p  
Please rate level of coordination in organizationd activities described in the following statements 
according to the scale below that ranges from "very highly coordinated" (7) to " very little 
coordination" (1 ). 
a.Activities that govern work flow and progress arnong organizational units. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
b.Problems resolution activities among organizational units. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. Work relationships between organization and its subcontractors, suppliers, and partners. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
d. Activities conceming problem and conflict resolution in and among organizational units 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
e. Work relationships' activities between the construction firm and its subcontractors. suppliers, 
allies. and partners. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
Please rate the activities in the firm described in the following statements according to the scale 
below ranging from " Strongly agree" (7) to " Strongly disagree" (1)) 
a. The flow of information. both vertically within the organizational hierarchy and laterally across 
the organizational units is unintempted. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. Communication flow inside the organization could be best descnbed as very accurate with very 
little distortion in information communicated. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
c. Information cornmunicated inside the orga-tion is almost always sufficient in quality and 
quantity. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Access to infomation by workers when desired is almost always available in the organization. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
e. Feed back about organizational processes & work tasks is communicated regularly and timely 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
f. Quality & quantity of infomation flow is acceptable with extemal entities sharing in work 
relationships. Le. , other firms, suppliers. subcontractors. and panners. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please rate the level of activities in the fim described in the following statements according to the 
scale below ranging fiom " very high" (7) to " very low" (1)) 
a.The level that planning is used to develop strategies to achieve organizational goals and 
objectives. 
7 6 3 2 1 
b.The level that operational planning is used in identification of problems in quality of operations. 
implementation of necessary changes, and their assessment. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
c.The level that fiequent and multiple environmental scanning fûnctions is used by the 
organization to rnonitor markets trends and other cornpetitors in the industry. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d.The level that strength. weakness, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis is used in 
strategic planning, changing, and adapting organization to its environment. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
Rate the level of importance in the firm for setting goals described in the statements below 
according to the scale that ranges from " of pnmary importancet' (7). to "of no importance" ( 1 ). 
a. Increasing profits levels. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. Increasing costs effectiveness. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. Growth into other sectors. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Improving quality. 
7 6 5 3 2 1 
e. Improving clients' seMce and relationships. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
. Increasing workers' participation in descision making 
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS QUESTIONNAIRE TYPE (2) 
(Rate the following statements as they relate to the fim according to the scaie that ranges from " strongly agree" 7 t o  " strongly disagree" 1). 
a. Workers accept changes in organizational processes readily and their resistance to it is very 
minimal. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. Workers view changes in organization's processes as an effort to improve operation. 
4 3 2 1 
c. Workers are eager to volunteer time to understand changes in organizational processes. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Workers are always critical of processes in use and look for other alternatives. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
e. Management views changes in organizational processes favorably and actually encourages it 
when it is needed. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
f Management always reviews organizational processes so it could introduce change wherever it 
is needed. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
g. Rate at which changes are introduced into organizational processes tries to keeps Pace with 
irnprovements in the field. 
7 6 5 3 2 1 
h. Once changes are introduced in organizational processes, smooth operations are usualiy 
resumed in a very quick period. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please rate the extent of rules and regulation used in the firm to regulate activities described 
below on the scale that ranges fiom "very extensive regulation" (7) to "very little regulation" ( I ) 
a. All organizational work processes. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
b. Instructions & procedures to perform work tasks. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
c. Approaches to evaluate work tasks. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
d. Management and workers actions 
7 6 5 3 2 1 
Please rate the following activities in the firm according to the statements below on the scale that 
ranges frorn "very strict adherence" (7) to "very little adherence" (1 ) 
-- - -  - - - - . . - -
(3) 
a. Adherence of management to established work niles, regulations. and procedures. 
b. Workers' adherence to established work rules, regulation, and procedures. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. Adherence by the firm to established d e s ,  regulations, and procedures that govem 
relationships with extemal entities such as suppliers, subcontractors. other partnen or allies. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
- - 
Please rate the Ievel of activities in the firm described in the following statements according to 
scale ranging fkom " very high" (7) to " very low" (1)) 
a.Documented and formalized rules, job description and procedures are used in the organization. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
b.Contro1 systems are used to standardize outputs 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c.All work processes used by the organization are reviewed controlled to meet quality standards. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d. Process control tools & met hods ( i.e. Pareto charts, benchmarking, statiaical process control 
(SPC), concurrent engineering) are used in monitoring processes' quality. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 I 
e. Vanous methods are used to check, rnonitor. and update progress al1 work activities to ensure 
that production is within target schedule and budgeted costs. 
7 6 5 1 3 2 1 
f A sense of order, continuity, and smooth operations is maintained in al1 organizational 
processes. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
Rate activities of the firm described in the following statements according to the scale below that 
ranges fiom "strongly agree" (7) to "strongly disagree" ( 1 ). 
a. No noticeable negative change is detected in quality output of organizational processes when 
the organization is handling multiple projects. 
b. The organization structure is suited to handle simultaneous projeas at different sites. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
1
c. In general, the organization can in a reasonable time acquire al1 the resources it needs for 
handling multiple projects contract. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
d.Handling multiple average size construction projects is the nom for the organization. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
1
e. More often than not, when the firm is handling multiple projects at different sites, the level of 
satisfaction of the vanous projects' constituents is acceptable. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please distribute 100 points among the four statements in each of the six parts depending on how 
similar the situation in your organization to that described in each statement. For example in part 
(A) . if the situation in your organization seems similar to that described in statement (1) and 
sornewhat to that in (II), then you could give 75 points to (1) and 25 points to (II). 
(A) 
LThe organization can be characterized as a place of high morale, 
cohesion. and sharing among its workers. 
II.The organization can be characterized as a dynamic place where 
emphasis is on acquiring new processes, innovating, and taking nsks. 
III-The organization cm be characterized as a formalized and structured 
place where bureaucratie procedures control al1 processes. 
IV.The organization can be characterized as a place where workers 
are goal oriented and emphasis is put on efficient production. 
I.The climate inside the organization is cornfortable. 
High tmst and openness prevails. 
II.The climate inside the organization encourages dynamism 
learning, and readiness to adapt to the new. 
III.The climate inside the organization emphasizes stability. 
Work procedures are clear and enforced. 
IV.The climate inside the organization is competitive and 
emphasis is on beating the cornpetition. 
(C) 
LSuccess is defined on the basis of sensitivity to clients, 
suppliers, the public. and concem for workers. 
II.Success is defined on the basis of being the first in having 
or using newest processes and innovating . 
III.Success is defined on the basis of having a smooth operation 
Wit hin schedule execution, low costs production. 
1V.Success is defined on the basis of achieving maximum 
production while offering the most competitive pricing. 
- -  - 
(Dl 
1 The glue that holds the organization together is loyalty and tradition. 
Cornmitment to the organization runs high. 
II.The glue that holds the organization together is a commitment 
to innovation and development . 
1II.The glue that holds the organization together is formalized policies. 
1V.The glue that holds the organization together is emphasis on 
market success and increased production. 
(E) 
LThe head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a mentor, a sage, or a parent figure. 
II.The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
an innovator, or a risk taker. 
III.The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a coordinator, an organizer, or an efficiency expert. 
N.The head of the organization is generally considered to be 
a hard-driver, a producer, or a cornpetitor. 
- - - 
(F) 
LThe management style is characterized by team work . 
consensus, and participation. 
ILThe management style is characterized by individual 
initiative. innovation, freedom, and uniqueness. 
III.The management style is characterized by security of 
employment, longevity in position, and predictability. 
IV.The management style is characterized by competitiveness. 
production, and achievement. 
Please rate activities in the firm descnbed by the following statements according to the scale 
below ranging fiom " Strongly agree" (7) to " Strongly disagree" (1)) 
a. In general, decision making responsibilities is based on sharing and partisipating among al! 
workers in each organizational unit and across al1 units. 
b. In general, management encourages workers to initiate and take decisions conceming work 
processes. 
7 6 J 3 2 1 
c. Management encourages workers to participate in decisions rnaking by soliciting their input and 
ideas regarding al1 organizational processes. 
d. Management consults with workers before making decisions concerning work processes. 
e. Decisions making within organizational units is aaually based on consensus of almost al1 
workers or their teams. 
f. Worken in the firm are not penalized for wrong decisions but are encouraged to take 
responsibilities for their actions in a constructive manner. 
g. A positive workers' attitude exist in the firm towards participation in decisions rnakinç 
responsibilities as evident by their volunteering of opinions in decisions making. 
- - 
Please rate level of coordination in organizational activities described in the following statements 
according to the scale below that ranges fiom "very highly coordinated" (7) to " very little 
coordination" (1 ). 
a.Activities that govem work flow and progress among organizational units. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b.Problems resolution activities among organizational units. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. Work relationships between organization and its subcontracton. suppliers, and partnen. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
d. Activities conceming problem and conflict resolution in and among organizational units 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
e. Work relationships' activities between the construction firm and its subcontractors. suppliers. 
allies, and partners. 
7 6 3 2 
Please rate the activities in the firm described in the following statements according to the scale 
below ranging frorn " Strongly agree" (7) to " Strongly disagree" (1)) 
a. The flow of information, both vertically within the organizational hierarchy and lateraily across 
the organizational units is unintempted. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
b. Communication flow inside the organization could be ben described as very accurate with very 
little distortion in information comrnunicated. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
c. Information communicated inside the organization is almost always sufficient in quality and 
quantity . 
7 6 5 3 2 1 
d. Access to information by workers when desired is almost always available in the organization. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
e. Feed back about organizational processes & work tasks is communicated regularly and timel y. 
7 6 S 4 3 2 1 
E Quality & quantity of information flow is acceptable with extemal entities sharing in work 
relationships. Le. , other firms, suppliers. subcontractors, and panners. 
7 6 5 J 3 2 1 
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AN EXPOSÉ ON MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
C.0. INTRODUCTION 
The general additive multiple regression model, which relates a dependent variable y 
to k predictors variables XI, x ~ ,  ........, xk, is given by the mode1 equation 
Y = a + P , x l  +&x2 +-.--- + h ~ k  + e  
The model assumes that there is a line with a verticai intercept a and partial dopes of /% . f i  
,....,a. called the true or population regression line. The random deviation e is assumed to be 
norrnaily distributed with mean value O (b = 0) and variance CF' for any values of xr. .... .. . .q. 
This implies that for fixed s. x ~ ,  ......., xk values, y has a normal distribution with variance O' 
and mean y value that equals the expression 
mean y vaiue for 
= a+P,xl +Pz- + - - . - + P k x ,  
x, ,- - - -, x, values 
The f i ' s  are called population regression coefficients and a + Plx, + PZ- + - . . +Pp, is 
referred to as the population regression fùnction. 
C. 1. FITTING A MOD EL AND ASSESSING ITS UTILITY 
The principle of least squares is used in simple linear regression to estimate the 
coefficients. According to the principles of least squares, the fit of a particular estimated 
regression function a - blxl -. . . . . . . - b g k  to the observed data is measured by the sum of 
squared deviations between the observed y values and the y values predicted by the estimated 
fùnction or model: 
The least squares estimates of a. P,, &,- - - - - , Bk are those of a, bi. bz, ....... bt, that 
make this surn of squared deviations as small as possible. The utility of an estimated mode1 c m  
be assessed by examining the extent to which predicted y values based on the estimated 
regression function (rnodel) are close to the y values actually observed. The first predicted 
A 
value of y or y, is obtained by taking the values of the predictor variables xi. xz, . . . . .. xk for 
the first observation or data record and substituting these values into the estimated regression 
7 
model. Doing this successively for the remaining observations yields the predicted values y, 
A A 4 
The residuals are then the differences y, - y, , y2 - y2 . . . . yk - y, between the 
observed and predicted values. The residual (or error) sum of squares, SSResid, and the total 
sum of squares, SSTo, are given by 
SSResid = ( y  - j) ' SSTo = xb -7)' 
where y is the mean of the y observations in the sample. SSResid measures the amount of 
total variation that has not been explained by the fitted model. SSTo is a measure of total 
variation in the sample data 
The number of degrees of freedom associated with SSResid is rr-(k+l). An estimate of 
the random deviation variance o' is given by: 
s; = SSResid 
n -(k + 1) 
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and $ is the estimate of c. The coefficient of multiple determination. l?, interpreted as the 
proportion of variation in observed y values that is explained by the fined model. is given by: 
R2=1- S SResid 
SSTo 
Generally, a desirable rnodel is one that results in both a large R' value and a small S. 
value. However, there is a catch: These two conditions can be achieved by fining a model that 
contains a large number of predictors. Such a mode1 may be successful in explaining al1 the 
dependent variable y variation, but it dmost aiways specifies a relationship that is unredistic 
and dificult to interpret. What is wanted really is a simple model, one with relatively few 
predictors whose roles are easily interpreted, which also does a good job of explaining 
variation in y. 
The SAS procedures used in the analysis to calculate a multiple regression linear 
model using the fourteen hypothesized predictors includes and Se values in its output. and 
give SSResid. In addition it computes a quantity called adjusted p, which involves a 
downward adjustment of R'. If a large f? has been achieved through using just a few 
predictors in the model, adjusted R' will differ little h m  p. However. the adjustment can be 
substantial when either a great many predictors (relative to the number of observations) have 
been used or when itself is small to moderate. 
C.1.1. The F Test for Mode1 Utility 
In the simple linear model with regression fùnction a + B. if/? = O, there is no usefiil 
linear relationship between y and the single predictor variable x. Similarly, if al1 k coefficients 
pl . f i  ,...-4 are zero in the general k- predictor multiple regression model, there is no usefùl 
linear relationship between y and any of the predictor variables xi. x ~ ,  ........ xk included in the 
model. Before using an estimated model in fbrther inferences (for exarnple prediction), it is 
desirable to confirm the model's utility through forma1 ,test procedure. This test is called the F 
test. From the preceding section, we know that SSTo is a measure of total variation in the 
sample data and that SSResid measures the amount of total variation that has not been 
explained by the fitted model. The difference between total and error sums of squares is itself 
a sum of squares, called regression rnodel sum of squares (SSRegr) and equals SSTo - 
SSResid. 
SSRegr is interpreted as the amount of total variation that has been explained by the 
model. The model should be judged useful if SSRegr is large relative to SSResid, and this 
achieved by using small number of predicton relative to sample size. The number of degrees 
of fieedom associated with SSRegr is k, the number of model predictors, and df for SSResid 
is ri - ( k + l ) .  The model utility F test is based on the following distnbutional result. When al1 
the k P,'s are zero in the mode1 Y = a + P,x ,  +/Lx, .. - + - - - - - - + Axi + e , the statistic 
F =  
SSRegr/k 
has an F probability distribution based on k numerator df and rr- s s ~ e s i  d/[n - (k + l)] 
(k+ l )  denominator dE The value of F tends to be larger when at least one fi, is not zero than 
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when al1 the Pl's are zero, since more variation is typically explained by the model in the 
former case than in the latter. An F statistic value far out in the upper tail of the associated F 
distribution can be more attxibuted to at least one nonzero P, rather than when al1 P,'s are 
zero. This is why the model utility F test is upper tailed. 
Therefore the F test for utility of the multiple regression linear model 
Y = a + P i x ,  +& +----. + P,x, + e 
Nul1 hypothesis: 
H,: p, = p z = &  =-....= = O (There is no linear relationship between y and 
any of the hypothesized predictors xi. xz, . .. . . . . . xk) 
Alternative hypothesis: 
Ha: At least one arnong Es is not zero. (there is a usefûl linear relationship between y 
and at least one of the predictors) 
Test Statistic: F = SSRegr/k s ~~es id / [ r~  - (k+ 1) ] 
where SSRegr = SSTo - SSResid. An equivalent formula is 
Rejection regioo: 
The nul1 hypothesis is rejected when F > F critical value. The F cntical value (Ievel of 
significance) 
C.2. VARIABLE SELECTION (HOW MANY PREDICTORS TO RETAIN IN THE MODEL) 
By checking the nul1 hypothesis T= HO: Parameter= O, (the t test that the parameter is 
zero, this is computed as the Parameter Estimate divided by the Standard Error for each 
variable) concerning the parameter estimates, (Rob> 1 TI ) of each variable included in the 
model and whether it true or not, the decision can be made as to how many variables to retain 
in the model. The (Prob> ( TI ) is the two-tailed significance probability that a I statistic would 
obtain a greater absolute value than that observed given that the true parameter is zero. 
Assessing the statistical significance of sets of the coefficients f i ' s  by model 
cornpanson tests provides a useful and flexible way for guiding the variable selection process. 
The I test values and their probabilities (T:HO=O, Probs 1 TI ) that are calculated or given by 
SAS cornputer package for the "significance" of the parameter estimate of the intercept and 
each predictor included the model is generally used as the test for including the predictor or 
excluding it h m  the model. The (Prob> 1 TI ) value represents the probability of rejecting the 
nul1 hypothesis that the particular coefficient equals to zero. Depending on the chosen level of 
significance for including variables in the model, the lower the (Prob> 1 TI ) value, the better 
chance for including the variable in the model. The resulting ( P r o b  1 TI ) values for the 
hypothesized variables depends on the model selection procedures used in mode1 building. 
The (T:HO=O, Pr&> 1 TI ) values given by the various model selection procedures should be 
treated carefùlly especially for stepwise and fonvard seiection procedures, especially if the 
initial pool of predictors is moderate (15) or large (30) (Stevens, 1992). 
C.2.1. Model Selection Procedures 
Model selection meîhods can be divided into two types. There are those based on 
fitting every possible model, computing one or more sumrnary quantities from each fit. and 
computing these quantities to identify the moa satisfactory models. Several of the most 
powerful statistical computer packages have an dl-subsets option such as SAS and SPSS. 
Methods of the second type are oflen referred to as automatic selection, or stepwise. 
procedures. The general idea is to either begin with m predictor model and delete variables 
one by one until al1 remaining predictors are judged important, or begin with no predictors and 
add predictors until no predictor not in the model seems important. 
What characteristic(s) of the estimated models should be exarnined in the search for a 
best model? Devore and Peck (1993) discussed the use of which measures the proportion 
of observed y variation explained by the model. A model with a large R' value is preferable to 
another model containing the sarne number of predictors but which has a much smaller R' 
value. However they argued that using I? to choose between models containing different 
numbers of predictors is not so straightforward because adding a predictor to a model can 
never decrease the value of R ~ .  In particular, the mode1 containing al1 candidate predictors is 
guaranteed to have l? value at Ieast as large as for any model that includes sorne but not dl of 
these predictors. A small increase R~ in resulting fiom the addition of a predictor to a model 
may be offset by the increased complexity of the new rnodel and the reduction of degrees of 
freedom associated with SSResid. This is why adjusted R~ was introduced. Adjusted R~ 
formalizes the notion of diminishing retums as more predictors are added-smail increases in 
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are outweighed by corresponding decreases in degrees of fieedom associated with SSResid. 
Therefore a rasonable strategy in model selection is to identify the model with the largest 
value of adjusted (the corresponding number of predictors k is often much smaller than 
their total number ) and then consider only the model and any others whose adjusted R~ values 
are nearly as large. 
In the following section several sequential selection procedures that have been used in 
regression analysis (Dillon and Goldstein, 1984) are presented. 
C.2.1.1. All Possible Regression Subsets 
This procedure, as its narne suggests, fits al1 possible regression of a given size. With 
(m) expianatory variables there (2" ) possible regression models, ranging from the simplest 
form, where only one of the predictors is included, to the most cornplex. in which al1 
predictors are included (see later in the appendix the results yielded by a11 possible regression 
procedure performed by SAS cornputer on data used by this study). This approach generally 
relies on R* as the assessment criterion, and the process starts by cornputing the R~ values for 
al1 the combinations of predictors of a give size, that is, ranging FFom 1 to m. For each subset 
of a given size the combination of predictors that yields the largest R* value is selected out and 
then compared. again in terms of R ~ ,  with the others "winners" fiom the other subsets of 
different size. The more recent algorithms allow different seledion cnteria to be used such as 
adjusted R~ which is discussed in the preceding paragraph and C, statistic. C, was proposed 
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by Mallows (1973) as a criterion for selecting a model. It is a measure of total squared error. 
The value for the Cp statistic is defined by: 
Cp = (SSE, /s2) - (N-2*p) 
where SSEp is the error sum of squares for a model with p parameters including the intercept. 
if any, and s2 is the mean square error (MSE) for the model. A good rnodel according to this 
criterion is one that has small Cp (for accurate prediction) and Cp ; k + 1 (for unbiasedness in 
estimating model coefficients) where k is the number of predictors in the model. 
C.2.1.2. Sequential Selection 
The sequential procedures can be viewed as a compromise with al1 possible regression 
ap proach. Three types of sequential met hods are main1 y utilized. Namely, bacbard selrc~ior~. 
forwurd selectiorr, and steplse selection. Essentially, these approaches differ with respect to 
the direction taken in rnodel selection and the revenibility of a decision as to the worthiness of 
a candidate predictor. 
backward selection works in the following way: 
A regression equation (model) that includes al1 of the p independent variables is 
obtained. 
The R* induced fiom deleting each independent variable, or equivaiently the 
partial F test value for each independent variable treated as though it were the 
last variable to enter the regression equation, is calculated 
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3. The lowest partial F test value, denoted by FL , is compared with a 
predetermined critical tabulated F -value denoted by Fc.. If 
a. FL C FC remove that variable associated with this , recompute the regression 
equation in the remaining independent variables and retum to stage 2; 
b. FL > Fc adopt the regression equation as calculated 
Fonvard selection works in the following way: 
1. The process begins with no variables having been included in the regression 
equation. 
2. The correlations of ail the predictor variables with the dependent variable are 
calculated, and that predictor with the Iargest correlation is selected if its 
corresponding partial F-value is statistically significant at some predetermined 
level. 
3 .  The independent variable selected at stage 2 is entered. and the regression 
equation is calculated. 
4. At each successive stage the independent variable with the largest portid 
correlation coefficient is selected. 
5. The corresponding partial F test value for this variable, denoted by I;;, . is 
compared with a predetermined critical tabulated F-value, denoted by &. I f  
a. FH < Fc , include that variable which gave the highest partial corresponding 
coefficient, recalculate the regression equation, and return to stage 4; 
b. FH > Fc adopt the regression equation as calculated. 
Stepwise selection works in the following way: 
Calculate the correlations of al1 the predictor variables with the dependent variable. As the 
first variable to enter the regression, select the one moa highly correlated with the 
criterion. Let Xi denote the selected predictor variable. 
Regress Y on Xi . Retain in the fitted mode1 if the overall F-test shows that the regression 
equation is statistically significant. 
Calculate the partial correlation coefficients of ail the variables not in the regression 
equation with the criterion. Select as the next variable to enter the one with the highest 
panial correlation coefficient. Denote the seleaed variable by 4. 
With both X, and X, in the rnodel, compute the regression equation. Retain the new 
variable X, in the regression equation if its partial F-value is statistically significant as 
compared to critical tabulated (1- a)-values under the F-distribution with 1 and »-2- 1 df 
Select as the next variable to enter the one most highly correlated with the dependent 
variable, given that the variables X, and 4 are already in the regression equation. Denote 
this variable by Xk. 
Enter the new variable Xk into the model, and compute the regression equation including 
X, . Xj , and Xk. The decision as to whether (1) Xk should be included in the regression 
given that Xi and X, are already in. (2) warrants retention in the model given that X, and 
Xk have been already included, and (3) X warrants retention in the mode1 aiven that X, and 
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X have been already included can be made on the bais of the partial F-vdues of the three 
variables. 
7. The stepwise procedure continues in similar fashion. Termination occurs when no variable 
can be either entered or removed fiom the regression equation. 
The vanous selection procedures can be viewed as usefiil approaches to selecting 
"good" subsets of predictor variables. Stevens (1992) state the following two niles of thumb 
for the selection of predictor variables in rnodels. 
1. Choose variables that correlate highly with the criterion but that have low 
intercorrelations. 
2. To these variables add other variables that have low correlations with the criterion but that 
have high correlations with the other predictors. 
C.3. DIAGNOSIS AND CHECKUYG MODEL ADEQUACY 
In order to make reliable inferences from the chosen regression model the key 
assumptions that (1) the error (e) has a normal distribution, (2) the standard deviation of (e) is 
o, which does not depend on observation x, have to hold. Inferences based on the regression 
model continue to be reliable when model assumptions are slightly violated (mild nonnormality 
of the random deviation distribution). However, use of an estimated model in the face of 
grossly violated assumptions can result in very misleading conclusions being drawn. Therefore 
it is desirable to check for model adequacy by inspecting that the model holds these 
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assumptions. This is done by a number of steps which include residual analysis. and 
mutlicollinearity analysis. 
C.3.1. Residual Analysis 
Residual analysis is handled by plotting the computed standardized residuals resulting 
from the fit of the chosen model. Plots of the standardized residuais against each predictor 
variable in the model called standardized residual plots, are helpfùl in identifying unusual or 
highly influential obsenrations and in checking for violations of model assumptions. That is. a 
plot of (Xi, standardized residual) pairs, another of (Xz, standardized residual) pairs, and so 
on. A desirable plot is one that exhibits no particular pattern (such as curvature or much 
greater spread in one part of the plot than in another), and one that has no point that is far 
removed from ail the others. A point falling far above or beiow the horizontal line at height 
zero (an outlier) corresponds to a large standardized residual, which may indicate some kind 
of unusual behavior, such as recording error. a non standard experimental condition, or an 
atypical experirnental subject. A point that has an x value that differs greatly from others in the 
data set could have exerted excessive influence in determining the fitted line (an influential). In 
case an observation is suspected, deleting the observation and refitting the model will reveal 
the extent of actuai influence. 
A good check that is performed in residual analysis is the normal probability plot of 
the standardized residuals. A normal probability plot of the standardized residuals that depans 
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too much from a straight line casts doubt on the assumption that the random deviarion (e) has 
a normai distribution. 
C.3.1.1. Outliers 
An outlier among a set of residuals is one that is much larger than the rest in absolute 
value, perhaps lying as many as three or more standard deviations from the mean of the 
residuals. Clearly, the presence of such an extreme value can significantly affect the least- 
squares fining of a model, and so it is important to determine if the analysis should be 
modified in some way (such as by deleting the observation). An outlier in the data may 
indicate special circurnstances warranting further investigation (e.g., such as the presence of 
an unanticipated interaction effect among the variables). Therefore, deieting the observation is 
not recommended immediately unless there is strong evidence that it resulted from a mistake 
(e-g., an error in data recording). 
There are a number of statistical methods for detecting outliers that include jackknife 
residuals method, leverages method, and Cook's distance method. SAS provides al[. Here the 
emphasis is on Cook's distance statistic which measures the level of the change to the 
parameter estimates that result fiom deleting the outlier observation. As a mie of thumb when 
the value of Cook's distance equals one for any observation that calls for checking and 
scrutinizing that observation. 
C.3.2. Multicollinearity 
Generally, when the fitted mode1 includes k predictors Xi, X2 , X3 , .-....--. Xk there is 
said to be multicollinearity if there is a strong linear relationship between values of the 
predictors. Severe multicollinearity leads to instability of estirnated coefficients. In order to 
identify such relationships, values for regressions in which the dependent variable is taken 
to be one of the k X s  and the predictors remaining (k -1) As,  have to computed. Each 
regression yields an R~ value. In general, there are k such regressions and, therefore, k ~ '  
resulting values. If one or more of these R~ values is large (close to one), multicollinearity is 
present. 
SAS procedure allows an options (TOL) in its model statement that when executed. 
prints tolerance values for the predictor variables included in the fitted model. Toierance for a 
variable is defined as (1- R~ ), where R~ is obtained from the regression of the variable on al1 
other regresson (predictors) in the model. Therefore a high tolerance value for a predictor 
variable given by SAS output indicates low multicollinearity and appropriateness of including 
the variable in the fitted model. As a nile of thumb, when the TOL is O, it means that the 
variables are related, when TOL c0.0 1, this indicates severe multicollinearity. In both of these 
cases, the SAS will automatically rernove such variables. When the TOL c0.2, it causes 
interpretation and variable selection problems. In order to resolve the problem, variables 
intercorrelations must investigated and remove variables with high correlation. 
C.4. iNFERENCES BASED ON THE ESTIMATED MODEL 
In the previous sections, a discussion was presented how to estimate the coefficients in 
the mode1 Y = a+&, +Pr+ + - - - - a - -  + P,x, + e using the principle of least squares and 
then how the utility of the model could be cofirmed by the application of the model utility F 
test. If the nul1 hypothesis Ho : P, = Pz = P, = - -  - - = fi, = O cm not be rejected at a 
reasonably small level of significance, it must be concluded that the model does not specifi a 
usehl relationship between Y and any of the predictor variables x,. x2. ........ xk.. The 
investigator must search nirther for a model that does describe a usehl relationship, perhaps 
by introducing difEerent predictors or making variable transformations. Only if H. can be 
rejected is it appropriate to proceed fùrther with the chosen model and make inferences based 
on the estimated coefficients, a, bi, 62, .... . ., bk and the estimated regression model n - b,x, - . 
. . . . .- b ~ x k .  
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